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Abstract 
This project explores internet memes, pinpointing the utilisation of images 
macros by online-based basketball fans, as a cultural tool for communication, 
conversation, critique and debate. More specifically, this study will focus on how 
basketball fans through image macros, are engaging with different facets of culture, 
not limited to sport.  
What makes basketball memes stand out in comparison to memes of other 
professional sports pertains to the generativity of the image macros. The term 
‗generativity‘ refers to how a text through extensive remix, imitation and circulation 
through online social networks, can potentially invoke indifferent responses from 
participants who are exposed to the meme. In terms of basketball memes, the images 
of basketball stars at times become generative in their own right, as a result of the 
utilisation of them by fans through memes, binding them to a host of different cultural 
viewpoints, some of which contradict their professionally-crafted star images and the 
corporate visions of their endorsements, teams and leagues. This fan generativity is 
influenced by several intervening factors, from the history of the world‘s most famous 
basketball competition, the NBA, to how the league is marketed, to other cultural 
influences related to social identities concerning masculinity, politics, religion, 
sexuality and in particular, race.  
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 Looking at race was not the original objective of this research; however, during 
the analytical phases of this project, it became apparent that social distinctions 
concerning race was often used as an entry point for discussion about basketball and 
other aspects of culture within fan-created basketball memes. The use of memes in 
this capacity also implies a cultural struggle to understand and respond to the various 
racial representations that exists within society. Despite the NBA‘s progressive efforts 
to narrow the racial divide with community initiatives both in the U.S and globally, 
the existence and circulation of fan-created image macros draw on traditional social 
identity distinctions concerning different races demonstrates that race is re-emerging 
as an issue within online basketball communities. 
 It is contended in this research that the idiosyncratic nature of basketball memes 
are motivated by non-serious sports-related banter, and yet they can potentially offer 
legitimate insight by often drawing on popular cultural myths and trends. This is 
comprised in the way users are able to create and share texts that express the tone of 
their feelings, or how audiences can read or interpret a text, and replicate it so that it 
makes sense to them.  
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Cultural prominence of sports memes: Crying Jordan  
The ‗Crying Jordan‘ meme is one of the more recent examples of how an internet 
meme, via extensive spread through online social networks, can be turned into a 
relatable language used to engage in commentary and debate. The meme is based on a 
cut-out screenshot of former basketball player Michael Jordan during his 2009 
Basketball Hall of Fame induction speech (Know Your Meme 2016). It was an 
emotional moment for Jordan who became tearful throughout the acceptance speech 
as he retold stories about his career. Within online sports fan communities, the tearful 
image of Jordan has been used as a cultural tool by sports fans to express emotions of 
sadness or disappointment concerning sport and other aspects of culture (Figures 1.1 
to 1.3). 
 
Figure 1.1: Jordan‘s tearful image is blended with a photo of San Antonio Spurs coach, 
Greg Popovich, to express disappointment at the Spurs‘ elimination from the 2016 
NBA Playoffs. 
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Figure 1.2: Crying Jordan is used to convey the disappointment of being betrayed by a 
friend. 
 
Figure 1.3: When 2016 U.S Presidential hopeful Donald Trump lost the Iowa caucus, 
he became a Crying Jordan. 
The Crying Jordan memes became a popular trend on the internet, which led to 
significant media coverage with several major news outlets around the world, such as 
Vice Sports, Complex, The Wall Street Journal, The New Yorker and The Huffington 
Post, which offered readers a Crying Jordan face as a cut-out paper mask for 
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Halloween (Know Your Meme 2016). However, what is also significant about the 
Crying Jordan meme is how the image of arguably the greatest basketball player of all 
time and one of the best known athletes in the world, as a result of fan productivity, is 
being used to convey sentiments of disappointment, sadness and failure. Such 
connotations contrast with how Jordan is presented through marketing media in which 
he is promoted as a role model, a hero, an idol, as the epitome of success and athletic 
prowess.  
While Jordan remains a popular celebrity in contemporary culture, the Crying 
Jordan meme also serve to reposition Jordan‘s place in culture (Crouch 2016). Earlier 
circulations of the meme often made apparent Jordan‘s less-successful ventures, such 
as his attempt to become a professional baseball player in 1995 and his ownership of 
the Charlotte Hornets franchise (previously known as the Bobcats), who until recently 
have been consistently one of the worst performing teams in the National Basketball 
Association (NBA) (Figure 1.4). 
 
Figure 1.4 
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 According to Hess (2016), the meme‘s longevity and transcendence into popular 
culture is a reflection of the nature of contemporary digital communication where 
seemingly any topic is open for commentary, debate, discussion or ridicule. And in the 
case of the Crying Jordan meme, it takes one of the world‘s most well-known athletes 
and transforms him into a signifier of failure and sadness. Additionally, it also reveals 
the public‘s ambivalent relationship with alpha male figures in contemporary culture, 
where the traditional stance of idolisation is no longer a certainty. This point is 
reiterated by David Okun (quoted in Hess 2016), the creator of the Crying Jordan 
meme generator, ―It takes somebody so good, so dominant — the crème de la 
crème — and it makes him into an international figure of epic failure‖. 
The Crying Jordan meme also illustrate how sport as a cultural resource for fan 
productivity can turn into a universally identifiable meme on the internet and it also 
illuminates the influences of a more convergent, user-friendly digital environment in 
which the boundaries between producer and audience have been narrowed (Jenkins 
2006). 
Introduction 
 This dissertation is a study of how internet memes function in the National 
Basketball Association (NBA) fan community, and the extent to which image macro 
sharing influence the formal marketing strategies of the NBA. 
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The term ‗meme‘ has traditionally been used to describe cultural information that 
gets passed from one person to another, directly shaping the mindsets, behaviour and 
ideologies of people. Originally conceptualised by biologist Richard Dawkins (1976), 
memes can be anything from catchphrases and song lyrics to fashion styles and 
ideology. According to Dawkins (1976), similar to the genes in our DNA, memes can 
be likened to ‗units‘ that transmit from one brain to another through imitation. He 
begins his book with the statement ―most of what is unusual about man can be 
summed up in one word, ‗culture‘‖ (Dawkins 1976, p.189). For Dawkins (1976, 
p.206), cultural evolution is just as important as biological evolution as an influence 
on human behaviour, and he believes this area of humanity needs more focus:  
―Mimeme‖ comes from a suitable Greek root, but I want a monosyllable 
that sounds a bit like ―gene‖…I abbreviate mimeme to meme...Just as 
genes propagate themselves in the gene pool by leaping from body to 
body via sperms or eggs, so memes propagate themselves in the meme 
pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process which, in the broad 
sense, can be called imitation. 
 In this sense, the term ‗meme‘ can broadly refer to any kind of cultural element 
that may be considered as a replicator. This notion is further emphasised by Dawkins 
(1976), pointing to cultural entities of fashion, music, ideologies and catch phrases as 
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‗memeplexes‘ or as replicators for human imitation.  
 The term ‗internet meme‘ has been commonly used to describe the spread of 
content or ideas such as jokes, images, news or videos from one individual to another 
through the internet (Shifman 2013). Like Dawkins‘s concept (1976), internet memes 
can be anything reproducible and imitable; however, the two most dominant types of 
internet memes are parody videos and image macros. Memetic videos are different 
from viral videos in the sense that viral videos usually spreads without any significant 
differences being made to the original form, while memetic videos are content that 
imitate, or remix, a particular text (Shifman 2011). Image macros are typically created 
by placing an image as a backdrop and combining it with a caption for humorous 
effect (Milner 2012; Shifman 2013). Although image macros come in different 
variations, they all maintain the format of a superimposed image with a caption or a 
punch line.  
During the explorative phase of this project, in which I collected, documented 
and analysed sports-related memes on my personal blog (memesnba23.blogspot.com), 
I found that the online basketball fan base appeared to be more vibrant and dynamic 
in comparison to online fan groups of other popular sports such as soccer or tennis. 
However, what made their practices more apparent was how they were not just using 
image macros as a cultural tool for communication but were also using memes as a 
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cultural tool to engage in debate and commentary concerning issues related to 
basketball and the broader culture.  
 Aside from the convenience and accessibility afforded by contemporary digital 
media, the practice of using memes as a cultural tool by online basketball fans are also 
influenced by various cultural conditions. These cultural conditions pertain to the 
culture of the NBA where its racial makeup in terms of league participants is 
unparalleled in comparison to other professional sporting competitions around the 
world. The racial composition of the NBA, where nearly 80% of the players are black, 
has fostered a unique defining characteristic for the league that is idolised and yet at 
times controversial. This characteristic is largely influenced by the players who 
identify with urban, hip-hop culture in fashion style, mentality and language. The 
NBA culture has also had an impressionable influence on the basketball fan base 
where playing styles are often mimicked and hip hop lingo is often referenced and 
incorporated in fan language.  
Changing nature of professional sport 
 The position of some popular sports, like soccer, tennis and basketball, has 
become an important one in society, where it has become internationally recognised 
as a tool for cultural development and as an influential agent for social change. In 
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many instances, the operation of sport has evolved from an amateur pastime into a 
globally exposed industry (Jackson and Andrews 2004). The appeal of sport stretches 
beyond the playing fields with sports images and narratives located within and across 
a complex global system of intertextual promotional cultures including movies, music, 
fashion and politics (Jarvie 2013).  
Whether it is the Olympics, the FIFA World Cup, the World Series, the Super 
Bowl or the NBA Finals, major sporting competitions have become regular fixtures in 
popular culture. The expanded earning power of athletes and the influence of the sport 
superstar are greatly facilitated by a wide network of media and sponsorship 
opportunities, which has changed the nature of the business aspect of sport (McGraw, 
Taylor and Lock 2012).  
Digitalised sport media 
The most influential change in professional sports in recent years is arguably the 
development of digital media, most notably, interactive websites, social media, 
computers, mobile phones, tablets and online communities. The rapid development of 
digital media has widened access to information and communication, which has 
fostered a change in the consumption of professional sport. Technological 
developments and innovations have also created opportunities for teams and athletes 
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to expose themselves in a global capacity. On one hand, those involved in sport have 
become more independent by utilising technology as a channel for first-hand 
information, and to directly communicate with the audience. On the other hand, 
sporting teams and athletes are dependent on digital media due to its wide use for 
communication in society.  
 In more recent years, the broadcast of sports entertainment has shifted to 
incorporate second screen devices, such as computers, mobile phones and tablets, into 
the sport consumption experience. This has fostered changes to the structure in the 
operation, promotion and consumption of professional sport; teams and players have 
had to adopt new initiatives involving the use of digital media in order to keep up with 
cultural trends and maintain relevance with the sporting fan base.  
The internet is an environment where fans can now consume sport through a 
combination of television viewing, social media usage and website browsing, creating 
a ―transmedia sport‖ experience (Hutchins and Rowe 2012, p.13). This term is 
derived from Henry Jenkins‘ (2006) concept of transmedia storytelling, to describe 
how different media platforms, selectively used to enrich the media experience by 
providing access to extra elements of content, have changed the nature of sports 
fandom.  
However, the increasing role of digital media in sport is not simply due to the 
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extended access to information, it is also influenced by the ―open-ended‖, or 
polysemic nature of sport (Frandsen 2012, p.21). That is, the immediacy offered by 
digital media is, seemingly, an ideal fit for the consumption of live sport, the nature of 
which is unpredictable in terms of not only the match results but also what may 
happen during the game. 
This point is emphasised by Garry Whannel (1998). He argues that the status and 
the role of the text is an important element in understanding sport audiences. In his 
evaluation of sports audiences, Whannel (1998, p.226) states,  
Just as the texts are more open-ended, so is the audience a more active 
one, more involved in the process of offering or production alternative 
interpretations of the action. With sport, to a greater extent than in 
news and current affairs, feeling, emotion and the affective dimension 
are an important part of the experience. 
The way in which audiences respond when consuming sports has always been a social 
activity and is a reflection of the open-ended characteristic of the text. However, this 
only partially explains the relationship between sport and digital media. 
Contemporary audience‘s engagement with sport is increasingly influenced by the 
technological specifications of digital media in which sporting situations can be 
enjoyed through multiple channels simultaneously. Sport is live, it is non-scripted and, 
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for the most part it is also unpredictable, the nature of which seemingly suits the 
immediacy afforded by new media formats. Sports fandom is no longer just about 
experiencing the atmosphere of a live sporting event, it is also about being able to 
share something with other fans to capture significant sporting moments in real time. 
The sharing of media can range from sharing stats to posting visual content such as 
pictures, video clips or memes. According to Yorke and Greenwood (2014, np),  
Moments shared in real time are the fuel that drives the 
sports-obsessed web…fans are hungry for cool content to broadcast 
quickly to their networks.  
In this sense, the components of digital media facilitates the sport audiences‘ 
participatory attitudes in which the capability for real-time interaction, with not only 
other fans around the world but also athletes and other sporting officials as well, has 
changed the way sport is being consumed. And, most recently, one of the more 
prominent modes of fan communication has been the use of memes.  
Memes in popular culture  
According Limor Shifman‘s journal article studying memes (2011), memes are 
―incomplete‖ or ―flawed‖ in the sense that not every individual is guaranteed to think 
the same, and therefore responses to memes can either challenge or reinforce 
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expressions conveyed in the original text. In this sense, the attributes of an internet 
meme invokes audience participation, in which further dialogue contributes to the 
overall spread of the meme. Once a meme has been created, it has the potential to 
spread through the various social networks on the internet, such as Facebook, Twitter, 
Tumblr, Instagram, Reddit, and so on. A meme‘s success is largely dependent on how 
well it spreads and how audiences respond to it. 
Whilst a major focus has been on the comedic element of memes, the fact that 
they can be easily created and shared, also allows them to be used as swift responses 
to significant moments in culture (Milner 2013). This demonstrates the potential of 
memes to be used for different purposes where perspectives are being conveyed in a 
playful tone to reinforce existing consensus or to exert influence in shaping new ideas. 
These circumstances are important to explore because the fact that social commentary 
is being created and propagated through image macros, it also makes memes a social 
text. The use of memes as a tool for social and cultural commentary is occurring at an 
unprecedented scale beyond the control of public-relations officials and industry 
administrators. These trends are perhaps most evident in U.S politics, where party 
supporters regularly use image macros for self-expression and to persuade voters. The 
use and influence of image macros is becoming apparent in the world of sports as well, 
such as professional basketball—in particular, fans of the NBA. 
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Cultural circumstances of NBA Fandom 
 The NBA for the past three decades has been marketed as a global entertainment 
spectacle that is open to all races and demographics. For instance, in advertisements 
for the NBA and its associated sponsors such as Nike and McDonald's, basketball 
stars like Michael Jordan were promoted as the atypical African-American male, 
stripped of their Blackness and the negative cultural connotations of 
African-American otherness (Andrews 1996). The popular appeal of basketball 
players was predicated upon the downplaying of race, achieved primarily through 
counterpoising their carefully crafted star images against stereotype signifiers of 
Blackness (i.e. crime, drug use and violence). Instead, the NBA and its associated 
sponsors were able to enhance each other's products by focusing on marketing the 
league's stars as non-threatening, successful, athletic, humble, caring and family 
orientated. This consequently assisted in elevating the status of Black masculinity, 
African-American and American culture in general, becoming a kind of urban trend 
that is embraced by basketball's global fan base.  
However, despite the NBA‘s efforts in enhancing its public image, the Black 
majority makeup of the league‘s talent meant there is still a deep connection between 
the development of the league and the social circumstances concerning race during 
different periods. That is, while Black players were achieving success on the 
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basketball court, they are still Black men and are not immune to social issues 
concerning race. Thus, when the majority of the league‘s players are Black, there is 
bound to be signifiers of Black and hip hop culture in the NBA‘s public image.  
 Consequently, these cultural conditions have also played a role in shaping the 
NBA fan base in how they approach and engage with basketball and can often be seen 
in the textual language used image macros created and shared by basketball fans.  
Memes in the NBA 
 There is an emergence of academic research in the area of memes, such as 
YouTube parodies (Shifman 2011, 2013), Lolcats (Miltner 2012) and memes in 
politics (Milner 2012). There is a gradual increase in research focused in the area of 
sports-themed memes. However, there has been no research focused on basketball 
memes.  
Sports fans are no longer simply communicating via text-based discussion 
forums; they are communicating in real-time through the sharing of media, from 
video clips to images and from game stats to memes. These engagement practices are 
consistent among the online NBA fan base, where fans are not just using memes to 
talk about basketball, they are also using image macros as a tool to participate in the 
discussion of social topics beyond basketball. Thus, this is an area that deserves 
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academic attention; due to the popularity of memetic texts, the importance of sport in 
popular culture and the NBA‘s global influence, and for possible insights they may 
present regarding relationships people have with sport and culture.  
Research Question 
The research question for this study is: 
* What role do image macros have in the NBA fan community? 
 To answer this question, this thesis analyses a selection of memes collected from 
online basketball meme communities, generic meme communities, generator websites 
and photo sharing networks. The particular focus on image macros is largely 
influenced by two major factors. Firstly, it can be argued that image macros require 
less technical skill to produce compared to other types of memes such as video 
mashups. In some instances, image macros can be created and shared within seconds 
on meme generator websites which provide templates that are simple to use. This 
subsequently allows the memes to be exposed to a wide audience, who may create 
and share their own texts. Secondly, the ways image macros are used as a cultural tool 
to put forward different perspectives means that meme content is often polysemic. 
That is, because not every person is guaranteed to interpret texts the same way, 
responses to memes can often be varied in nature, tone and meaning. Thus, the 
versatile use of image macros, in which photoshopped images with superimposed text, 
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usually no more than a few words, is used as a cultural tool for communication and 
expression, is something that deserves further attention.  
 In order to provide a deeper understanding of how memes function within the 
online basketball fan base and how they influence the promotional strategies of the 
NBA, a content and textual analysis was applied throughout the case studies in this 
thesis. The content analysis provides scope in examining the use of basketball image 
macros in comparison to image macros of other sports. The data gained from the 
content analysis provides insight into the different types of social perspectives that are 
being voiced through basketball memes. The content analysis data also reveal that 
online basketball fans are using memes as a tool to provide an immediate response to 
stories happening in the world of the NBA and, perhaps just as significant, as an 
immediate response to stories outside of the basketball world. The textual analysis 
explored the intertextuality of the image macros in which different elements of culture 
and vernacular knowledge are often intertwined to formulate expressions, ideas and 
opinions. To understand how the use of image macros among online basketball fans 
has influenced the marketing strategies of NBA teams, interviews were conducted 
with social media managers from different NBA teams.  
 However, beyond the glossy marketing campaigns and the idolisation of the 
players, the use of memes by basketball fans is also influenced by other cultural 
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conditions. As basketball fans used memes as a tool to communicate perspectives 
concerning basketball and broader culture, they often made use of popularised social 
identity distinctions concerning gender, sexuality, class and religion as a way to 
reinforce perspective. Looking at race was not the original objective of this research; 
however, during the analytical phases of this project, it became apparent that social 
distinctions concerning race were often used as an entry point for discussion about 
basketball and other aspects of culture within fan-created basketball memes. While 
the majority of fan-created memes provide discussion and commentary concerning 
basketball-related issues, the fact that popularised views of race is constantly drawn 
upon in some ways frames the understanding of professional basketball as a 
―racialised terrain‖ (Kim 2014, p.311). The constant referencing of racial themes 
within basketball memes does not necessary mean basketball meme participants are 
racists but, rather, it shows that popularised views of race have become an 
understandable basis for participation in discussion about a particular topic. The use 
of memes in this capacity may also indicate the cultural struggle to understand and 
respond to the various racial representations that exists within society. The use of 
image macros as a cultural tool, in which it functions as a relatable language among 
online meme participants, brings basketball fans together through the mutual interest 
of basketball, but when discussion is shaped by gesturing various social distinctions, it 
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also indicates that issues such as race are still contentious within society and the NBA. 
These circumstances were apparent with all of the case studies featured in this thesis 
whereby responses to basketball stories were often influenced by individual and 
collective views concerning race. Such responses include: the ridiculing of the White 
athlete, the praise and hostility in response to the success of an Asian athlete, and 
debates concerning the validity of the NBA‘s removal of a White team owner in 
response to racist allegations against him.  
 The basketball memes analysed in this project revealed how power relations and 
social perspectives can be manipulated and challenged through humour. Ultimately, 
the expressions voiced through image macros, for the most part, are from the 
perspectives of everyday net users, and can therefore be interpreted as an embodiment 
of various social positions. Its influence is largely due to a convergent digital 
environment that allows media to be created and shared conveniently and rapidly. 
Such influences have prompted NBA teams to use memes to engage with their online 
audience. Thus, the use of memes has both cultural and commercial ramifications.  
Thesis Outline 
 Chapter 1 will focus on literature concerning the transition of commercialised 
sport in contemporary culture. Sport has always been an integral aspect of culture, and 
its importance is enhanced and illuminated by the convergence of contemporary 
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broadcast media. As a result, the public attention directed toward athletes is 
comparable to celebrities of mainstream media genres whereby interest in their lives 
away from the sporting arena is at times considered to be more newsworthy than their 
athletic performances. The key theorists for this chapter will be Brett Hutchins, David 
Rowe and Jimmy Sanderson.  
 Chapter 2 is a literature review about memes. This chapter will review works that 
study internet memes, particularly by Limor Shifman (2011; 2013), Ryan Milner 
(2012; 2013) and Kate Miltner (2012). This chapter will provide a framework for 
understanding the concept of internet memes and how they have evolved to become 
an integral element of popular culture.   
 Chapter 3 will provide a brief history on basketball fandom with a specific focus 
on the fan culture of the NBA. Like most fan cultures, the diversity of basketball fans 
did not just develop overnight; it is the result of key processes within the sport and 
popular culture in general.  
Chapter 4 is the methodology chapter. This chapter will discuss in detail the data 
collection and data analysis methods implemented for this project. 
 Chapter 5 focuses on memes in the NBA. This chapter utilises content analysis 
data in trying to answer the question: Are there really more NBA memes compared to 
other sports? This is an important question because answering it will provide insight 
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into why basketball fans choose to communicate through memes and how they are 
using memes as a cultural tool to formulate expression. Thus, this chapter also serves 
as a contextual chapter for the succeeding sections of this thesis.  
 Chapter 6 is a case study focusing on memes concerning former NBA player 
Brian Scalabrine. The main objective of this case study is to examine both the cultural 
and industrial influences of image macros concerning him. It is argued in this thesis 
that the prominence of internet fan-created memes concerning Scalabrine, plays an 
influential role in shaping his current cult figure status in contemporary culture. The 
majority of Scalabrine memes appropriate an ironic theme whereby the mockery of 
him through image macros has become a prominent trend within online basketball fan 
communities. Unlike Chapter 5, this chapter utilises textual analysis to make for a 
better understanding of the memes. In doing so, it provides insight into the type of 
social themes that are explored and expressed within fan-created memes. Also, part of 
the analysis will be to see whether these image macros challenge or reinforce 
traditional ideals of masculinity, such as the expectations of how men should and 
should not be. 
 Chapter 7 is also a case study, and focuses on memes concerning 
Asian-American basketball star Jeremy Lin and former Los Angeles Clippers team 
owner Donald Sterling. Image macros concerning Jeremy Lin predominantly focus on 
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his racial background as an entry point to convey perspective. As fans provided 
commentary on Lin‘s exploits on the basketball court, memes concerning him were 
used to articulate different social perspectives concerning the issue of race.  
In 2014, allegations of racism against former Los Angeles Clippers owner 
Donald Sterling created immense controversy within the NBA, its fan base and 
broader culture. Part of the fan response to the allegations was through the creation 
and spread of internet memes. As fans voiced their opinions concerning the racism 
allegations against Sterling, the memes became proponents in voicing different social 
positions concerning race.  
 Like Chapter 6, a textual analysis was applied in this chapter to provide a micro 
view of how social perceptions, representations and identities of race are expressed 
within basketball fan image macros.  
 Analysing basketball fan image macros in terms of their generativity provides a 
broad overview of how and why image macros are used, and how its mobilisation has 
come to impact the industrial practices of the NBA. The term ‗generativity‘ refers to 
how a text can potentially invoke indifferent responses from participants who are 
exposed to the meme. Part of the analysis examines how the images of basketball 
stars has become generative in their own right, as a result of the constant utilisation of 
them by fans through memes, binding them to a host of different cultural viewpoints. 
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Through their collective efforts of creating and sharing memes, fans were able to 
build particular consensual views towards the players, which in some cases were 
contradictory to their professionally crafted public images. 
  Chapter 8 is the conclusion chapter. The chapter will begin by providing a 
review of the chapters featured in this thesis. It will also briefly look at the influence 
of fan-created memes from a commercial standpoint.
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Chapter 1– Transmedia sports in Contemporary Culture 
Introduction  
This chapter will examine literature concerning commercialised sport, broadcast 
sport, fan culture and social media. As it is contended in this thesis, all of these 
components help define the contemporary sports landscape. For over five decades, 
television has been the most immediate and appealing means for sports entertainment 
and news. This status quo is being progressively challenged by the commercialisation 
of professional sport and the immediacy and convenience offered by contemporary 
digital media (Hutchins and Rowe 2012). 
Technological advancement in the past decade have fostered a rapid growth in 
media resources, which has led to the wider exposure and overall popularisation of 
sports as an entertainment spectacle (Howe and Parker 2012; Hutchins and Rowe 
2012; Rowe 2004). The impact of contemporary media is also apparent in fan 
communications with one another, as well as fan communications with athletes. 
Social media offers viable avenues for sports fans to bolster loyalty or disdain towards 
sports teams and figures whereby ideas and opinions are often formed based on 
intervening factors such as access to information and collaborative reinforcements 
within the group (Davis and Carlisle-Duncan 2008; Sanderson 2013). This has had 
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diverse effects. On one hand, new media has enabled sports fans to interact with 
athletes on a more unprecedented, intimate capacity. On the other hand, misuse of 
social media by both athletes and fans who want to freely express themselves often 
result in the promotion of views that is contradictory to the commercial strategies 
implemented by sports administrators and public relations officials. This is an 
ongoing issue for the sports industry. 
Brief History of Commercialised Professional Sport 
It can be argued that sport is one of the most universal and versatile aspects of 
popular culture. It transcends language barriers and national cultures, motivating 
spectators and participants to a common bond of desires and passions, as a 
recreational pastime and as a professional business (Hutchins and Rowe 2012; 
Whannel 2013). Sport has long been an integral component in daily routines; it is 
consumed locally through the local teams we support and our participation at nearby 
sporting venues, and it is also consumed from a distance through the television screen, 
supporter‘s merchandise and other media outlets (McKay, Lawrence and Rowe 2004). 
Attending live matches or watching sport in the comforts of home have become a 
gathering point for families and friends alike. Critiques and debates emerge about 
various issues surrounding sport, from the achievements of star players to 
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controversial issues such as athlete indiscretions in their private lives (Crawford 2004; 
Sanderson 2013). Signs of sport can be commonly seen in public spaces, from 
advertising billboards to numerous other spaces carrying advertisements featuring 
athletes endorsing a variety of goods and services. Player jersey numbers can 
symbolise particular cultural meanings, just as team uniforms have become fashion 
accessories within contemporary society (Rowe 2004).   
Athletes are now often appointed as ambassadors for a number of causes, from 
non-profit charities, to political campaigns (Carrington 2010; Jackson and Andrews 
2004). Star athletes such as tennis players Roger Federer and Serena Williams or 
soccer stars David Beckham and Lionel Messi, are well known in their respective 
fields, but they are also known for their roles as humanitarian ambassadors for 
organisations such as the United Nations (United Nations 2013). Their images are 
used to mobilise awareness towards real-world issues and demonstrate the enigma of 
sport as a tool for achieving different purposes and promoting different messages, and, 
as such, are becoming increasingly more influential in society (Darnell 2012; 
Hutchins and Rowe 2012; Rowe 2004). Thus, whether one is a sports fan or not, we 
are all in some way exposed to sport through the power and presence of sports media. 
David Rowe (2004, p.4) has used the term ―media sports cultural complex‖ to 
describe the important status of sport in contemporary culture and the two-way 
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relationship between sport media and the industrial process of commercialising sport. 
According to Rowe (2004), sports media did not ―just happen‖, it has much to do with 
the industrial practices of sports broadcasters and administrators who manufacture 
sports-related content according to our historical attraction to the physicality of 
sporting competition and loyalties to our favourite teams and players. Consequently, 
professional sport has become a central component of consumer culture, where the 
sporting marketplace has continued to develop. In research conducted by management 
consulting firm A.T Kearney, the global sports industry in 2014, taking into account 
ticket and merchandise revenues, sponsorships and media rights, generates as much as 
$700 billion dollars annually, equating to 1% of the world‘s GDP (A.T Kearney 2014). 
More recently, global television rights to broadcast English Premier League (EPL) 
soccer from 2016 to 2019 is set to be worth over $13 billion dollars per season (Harris 
2015).   
Technological advancement in the past decade, in particular the development of 
online digital media, has also played a vital role in the rapid growth of professional 
sport as both a commercial and cultural resource (Howe and Parker 2012; Rowe 
2004). Sports coverage today features a large offering of television and web 
communication networks, which makes the sports consumption experience more 
lucrative and intimate than ever. The next section of this chapter will focus on the 
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transition of broadcast sport into the digital era, from the changes in broadcasting 
methods to how athletes and fans use new media to engage with sport and each other.  
The Transition of Broadcast Sport into the Digital Era 
The immediacy of communication enabled by new media offer sports fans an 
enhanced, in-depth consumption experience that was previously unavailable. This in 
turn has also allowed sports businesses to expand their coverage and also increase to 
fan consumption of sport through multiple markets. In this changed environment, 
administrators, athletes and fans now often directly engage with each other, often 
having access to the same technologies and information. 
Over the past 50 years, the most powerful medium in the sports industry has 
been television, in particular live broadcasts, leading to growth in audiences and 
investments into sport from broadcasting rights and sponsorship contracts (Hutchins 
and Rowe 2010; Whannel 2013). In the past five decades, a stable relationship has 
been established between television broadcasters and professional sports leagues 
selling lucrative coverage rights of sports content (Hutchins and Rowe 2012). The 
exclusiveness to broadcast popular sports on television confirms their commodity 
value. The value of broadcast sport comes from the unpredictable nature of sport, 
which translates to a constant flow of unique content for networks to draw in 
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audiences and investors. To broadcast sport means maintaining broadcast 
infrastructure, which comes at a considerable expense for television companies. The 
economic order of which is consistently stimulated by providing a constant flow of 
fresh, exciting, high quality content in exchange for sponsorship dollars and viewer 
ratings (Nicholson 2006; Rowe 2004). According to Hutchins and Rowe (2010), the 
broadcast model proved resilient against copyright violations, such as illegal video 
recordings and the unauthorised viewing of cable television networks.  
However, the increasingly prominent cultural role of digital media has emerged 
as a potential threat to the financial security of sports broadcasters and leagues. In a 
report conducted by the Australian Sports Commission in 2013, new media formats 
are considered as one of the key elements that is changing the structure of sports 
broadcasting and consumption (Australia Sports Commission 2013). The report also 
emphasises the importance for sports governing bodies to adapt to cultural trends in 
order to capture and expand audiences. The mechanism of digital media has 
dramatically altered the landscape of sport, especially with contemporary broadband 
speeds enabling real-time video streaming for a majority of net-users. These changes 
are creating strategic headaches for the broadcast industry. Amidst this rapid social 
and technological change, media companies and professional sports leagues have 
already invested considerable amounts of capital to regain the control they once had 
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in sports (Mellis 2008). For instance, several professional sports leagues now offer 
exclusive content, such as video interviews, live or delayed match telecasts and 
behind-the-scenes footage, for free or through paid subscriptions on their respective 
websites and smart phone applications (Hutchins and Rowe 2012). 
In an Australian Senate inquiry into ―Sports News and the Emergence of Digital 
Media‖, the most significant finding was that the development of new technologies 
was considered to be a threat to the sovereignty of media and sport organisations 
because convergent digital media has blurred the boundary of who can create and 
share content, with large numbers of users modifying and sharing sports footage 
across a multitude of networks (Australian Government 2011). This is in contrast with 
how digital media are claimed to have fostered a rich participatory culture among fans 
in other sectors of popular culture, such as television, music and film (Baym and 
Burnett 2008; Jenkins 2006).  
Ebbsfleet United 
 The degree of fan expression has changed as a result of digital media, where fan 
generativity on the internet has become the communicative path that links fans to the 
sports they follow. The term ‗generativity‘ refers to how new ideas and trends can take 
shape from the sharing of fan-created content on the internet. These fans are an 
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example of the participatory culture that is enabled by web 2.0, in which user-created 
content is shared alongside professionally-crafted content in jockeying for audience 
attention (Baym 2010; Benkler 2006; Jenkins 2006). The term ‗participatory culture‘ 
was first conceptualised by Henry Jenkins in 1992 to describe how new media 
technologies has enabled everyday citizens to partake in the archiving, transforming 
and recirculating of media content. In the digital era, the term is applied to define the 
link between convergent media technologies enabled by web 2.0, user-created content 
and the changes in power relations between media producers and consumers (Jenkins 
2009).  
 Fan groups can represent team loyalty and, conversely, a critical voice, a source 
of fan labour and an economic force that claims ownership of a sport (Hutchins and 
Rowe 2012). In this changed environment, sports organisations and associated 
marketing officials are dealing with a fan culture that now has the space where they 
can voice their opinions and activate fan movements for their own causes. Such 
circumstances become a catalyst for unpredictable group dynamics and are a problem 
for industry leaders, as the advent of new technologies place resources for 
consumption, production and distribution of everything sports-related in the hands of 
fans (Hutchins and Rowe 2012; Kassing and Sanderson 2010; Pegoraro 2010).  
 Given their consensual commitment to a common goal, online sports fandom has 
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the potential to gain considerable commercial influence towards athletes, teams and 
organisations. A good example of online fan empowerment is highlighted in Hutchins 
and Rowe‘s study of MyFootballClub (MFC), an online fan community that 
purchased English fifth tier soccer team Ebbsfleet United (Hutchins and Rowe 2012; 
Hutchins, Ruddock and Rowe 2010). With nearly 31,000 members from over 70 
nations at its peak in 2008, this example of online fan democracy demonstrated that 
through football-based bonds, fans became empowered to exert influence on the 
sports industry and also assume the role of industry players. A prime source of fan 
interest was MFC‘s promise to paying members of the right to pick the team that 
competed each week through online voting. However, the closest MFC came to 
fulfilling this promise was a ―weekly recommendation‖ to the coach, who not 
unreasonably dismissed the input of an online fan base with limited knowledge of the 
squad‘s mostly amateur players. Due to the team‘s lack of on-field success and 
internal member disputes over squad formations and coaching decisions, MFC 
dwindled to less than 4000 members by 2010. Ultimately, MFC was shown to be 
conflicted, frustrated and undermined by member disengagement based on the dream 
of managing a sports team. Nevertheless, MFC remains a unique example of fan 
empowerment, but it also represents the formidable challenges that come with 
blurring the boundaries between professionals and fans (Hutchins and Rowe 2012). 
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Social Media 
Twitter and sports fit together because sports are live, immediate, 
suspenseful, and fun—and these are qualities Twitter mirrors and 
enhances in real-time (Twitter 2013). 
 In its short history, social media have had a considerable influence on sport, 
whereby league officials, teams and athletes have come to embrace social media 
platforms as a way to promote themselves. The increase in content shared by athletes 
through social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter represent the changes in 
sports consumption. After decades of consuming sport from commercial sources, 
sports fans are now also a part of the sports production process.  
 Social media now serve as the communicative ‗bridge‘ between fans and sports 
figures (Billings 2011; Hutchins and Rowe 2012; Nicholson 2007). Perhaps the most 
widely-used social media tool by the sport industry has been the micro-blogging 
platform known as Twitter (Hutchins 2011; Kassing and Sanderson 2010; Pegoraro 
2010). Twitter has allowed fans to get closer to their heroes because the platform 
functions as a tool that allow athletes to openly communicate without limitation and 
mediation by league or team authorities. For athletes, social networking functions as a 
platform for self-presentation and for expressing dissent at unfavourable media 
representations (Sanderson 2008; Hutchins 2011). They can also use social media to 
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promote values and endorse products. The universally accessible functions of social 
media are being used to help circulate sports stories, playing a vital role in flourishing 
online sports fandom (Hutchins 2011). 
Two earlier studies from 2010 of Twitter use by athletes established the 
importance of social media in sport. Firstly, Ann Pegoraro‘s (2010) investigation, 
looked at the presence of professional athletes on Twitter. The investigation included a 
content analysis of the top five most followed athletes from nine different sports. 
Analysing the data that was collected over a seven day period, the analysis resulted in 
six different content characteristics: 4% of the tweets talked about their own sport, 9% 
were references about popular culture, 16% talked about other athletes, 27% of the 
tweets were related to product endorsements, 29% about their personal life and 46% 
of the tweets were interactions with fans (Pegoraro 2010). Similarly, Kassing and 
Sanderson (2010) studied the Twitter content published by cyclists competing in the 
2009 Giro d‘Italia. Their analysis demonstrates the versatility of Twitter for athletes, 
highlighted by three dominant themes: (1) providing commentary, (2) motivating 
interactivity and (3) providing ‗insider‘ information for fans.  
The results in the two data sets reveal that, self-representation is still an 
important aspect in the marketing and promotion of an athlete. However, this was 
traditionally achieved via carefully crafted star images presented in glossy magazine 
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covers and expensive television advertisements. In the digital age, the preservation 
and the promotion of an athlete is increasingly achieved through direct interaction 
with fans. In both Pegararo (2010) and Kassing and Sanderson‘s (2010) studies, the 
dominant themes are the sharing of non-sports related information. This mode of 
communication pulls back the curtains on the athlete‘s private life and extends the 
athlete‘s public persona, which is usually unseen at official functions or press 
conferences. The content adds another dimension to the interaction athletes have with 
their fans, and at the same time encourages fans to respond as well, fulfilling their 
need for information about their favourite athletes, just like fans of other 
entertainment cultures do. The content is far more significant than its 140-character 
limit, and often includes videos and images to extend conversations and motivate 
talking points (Hambrick, Simmons, Greenhalgh and Greenwall 2010; Kassing and 
Sanderson 2010). The more personal nature of the athlete‘s tweets enhances the fans‘ 
identification with their favourite stars (Hamrbick, Simmons, Greenhalgh and 
Greenwell 2010). Fans can receive updates directly on their smart communication 
devices. No longer is the fan limited to connecting with the athlete via a stationary 
television screen—fans can now receive updates from their sporting heroes at any 
time (Hambrick and Mahoney 2011). The use of Twitter and other social media tools 
is increasingly becoming common practice in professional sport, and have a growing 
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reputation as a credible news source, now often used as a reference in traditional news 
reporting (Hambrick and Mahoney 2011; Kassing and Sanderson 2010). Further, the 
use of social media has also been utilised as a tool for promoting team and individual 
player merchandise, with the inclusion of Twitter handles printed on official supporter 
t-shirts and trading cards, while some athletes now include their Twitter handles as 
part of their autograph (Cistulli 2013; Lulgjuraj 2013; NBA 2013).  
However, while these studies provide a good framework into the enhancements 
enabled by social media, the use of social media platforms by professional athletes 
has also been controversial at times. These controversies stem from the notion that 
team management and sports administrators ultimately have no control over what 
athletes do in their private lives (Friedman 2012; Sanderson 2013). As such, athletes 
can use social media as a platform to freely express themselves, which at times can 
potentially reflect negatively on their public persona, as well as the teams and sports 
they represent. For instance, basketball star Amar‘e Stoudemire was fined $50,000 by 
the National Basketball Association (NBA) for making an anti-gay slur on Twitter 
(Granderson 2012). Also on Twitter, Triple Jumper Voula Papachristou was expelled 
from the Greek Olympic team for making racist comments about African athletes 
(Burns-Ortiz 2012). Online athlete controversies are not limited to Twitter. Images of 
swimmer Michael Phelps smoking marijuana surfaced on the internet and caused 
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considerable controversy that resulted in his suspension from the sport for three 
months (Larzelere 2009). In 2012, boxer Floyd Mayweather‘s Facebook comments 
regarding same-sex marriage and racial bias in the United States sparked myriad 
conflicting fan and media responses (Cherner 2012; King 2012; Leaolos 2012). The 
public profile of many athletes means they continuously have fans reading and 
relaying their messages, which may contrast with the commercial vision of sports 
administrators (Hutchins and Rowe 2012). Consequently, a challenge for industry 
officials is to prevent and manage the misuse of social media by athletes.  
The use of social media tools like Twitter allow professional athletes the 
opportunity to represent themselves by connecting with their fans. As such, they are 
able to present an actuality that is less often seen on television or print media. The 
immediacy provided by social media is seen as an enhancement to the sports 
consumption experience. On the other hand, irresponsible use of social media by 
professional athletes is difficult, if not impossible, to control. This continues to be a 
major problem for sporting organisations and sponsors. Nevertheless, the impact of 
social media on sport has been evident in the communicative acts between fans and 
athletes, providing another dimension in understanding contemporary trends on the 
internet.  
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Influences of digital fan culture 
So far, this literature review has highlighted the positive uses of contemporary 
digital media in sports, from both a professional and amateur perspective. However, 
the use of contemporary digital media by fans has also been controversial, and in 
some cases it has led to serious ramifications for athletes and teams, and sports 
industries in general. These arise partly from the popularity of sport as a cultural 
entertainment staple and in part due to the convergent technological ground that 
enables such a widely-disbursed, anarchic, and yet cohesive body, to exist and exert 
influence.  
Such circumstances became evident in the professional wrestling industry, in 
which the fan-use of contemporary communication technology, in particular social 
media forced an overhaul in industrial practices that had been in place since the 1980s. 
In my own study of the Internet Wrestling Community (IWC), I found that the 
collective intelligence of the IWC members, who produce, filter and remediate all 
manner of source material from gossip, rumour and speculation, to news, to secret 
wrestling ‗insider‘ information, had forced the dominant industry player, World 
Wrestling Entertainment (WWE), to revaluate its production strategies. It was argued 
that active wrestling fan practices had emerged on the internet as early as 1998, when 
multiple time World Champion Mick Foley was voted as Time Magazine‘s Person of 
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the Year. The award was later stripped from Foley, as Time Magazine abruptly 
changed its eligibility stipulations for award winners, and passed on the accolades to 
former U.S President Bill Clinton and lawyer Kenneth Starr. The role of the IWC in 
the breaking of kayfabe—the industry code of silence on the illusory aspect of 
wrestling—played a prominent role in the career rise and tragic downfall of former 
WWE performer Chris Benoit. It was argued, that the wrestling veteran became a 
significant marketing image of the WWE‘s global media empire as a direct result of 
the influence of internet wrestling fans.  
The tensions between a more knowledgeable fan culture and the corporate 
powers of the WWE had been cultivating for some time, as the company, in order to 
protect the mystique of its product, took a strong stance against incorporating fan 
input into televised texts. In 2002, company owner Vince McMahon, when questioned 
by a shareholder concerned about the influences of internet fans during an annual 
shareholder‘s meeting, declared them as a ―vocal minority‖ and stated that he did not 
wish for his creative writers to turn to the internet for ideas. While McMahon 
appeared to have downplayed the escalating influences of the IWC, his decisions 
concerning the operational practices of his company suggested otherwise. By the early 
2000s WWE media producers were required to pay extensive attention to fan 
discourses on the IWC. Media producers were required to compile multiple weekly 
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reports detailing fan discourse on the IWC, which were reviewed by up to 120 WWE 
staff members each week, ranging from wrestling stars to the company owner. The 
company would eventually abandon its traditional production strategies by 
incorporating fan ideas into its televised texts. 
In 2004, 37 year-old Chris Benoit was crowned the World Wrestling 
Entertainment (WWE) Heavyweight Champion for the first time. This move by WWE 
media producers was influenced by a growing online wrestling fan culture that 
emphatically favoured Benoit over the company‘s own developed younger and more 
visually appealing stars (Randazzo 2008; Lee 2008). Through the internet, wrestling 
fans were exposed to the inner-workings of the industry, such as pre-planned 
storylines and match results. And also through the internet, wrestling fans became 
aware of Benoit‘s devotion to his family and the professional wrestling business. They 
shared images and video footage of Benoit performing throughout his wrestling career, 
from his debut as a teenager in Canada to his pre-WWE years in the Japanese and 
Mexican wrestling circuits (Lee 2008). Through the sharing and discussion of stories 
related to Benoit, the IWC had built a consensual view of him as a hard-working 
individual, who was devoted to his family, and who had made sacrifices for the sake 
of wrestling entertainment. The situation escalated for WWE media producers when 
this consensus begun to affect the production of televised programming, as fans who 
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attended live televised events would cheer and rally support for Benoit, an on-screen 
villain. In order for the WWE to cater to fan demands, media producers rushed to 
repackage Benoit‘s on-screen image from a villain to fan connotations of a working 
class underdog competing in the sport of pro-wrestling as a means of providing for his 
family. This instance not only symbolises the change in the wrestling industry‘s 
traditional stance of shielding its inner-workings from fans but is also an instance of 
fan empowerment afforded by technological development. The significance of 
Benoit‘s rise stems purely from hype as a result of online fan interaction, as he did not 
maintain an online presence on social networks and nor did he have a personal 
website (Lee 2008). Through discourse and sharing media, it became consensual 
ideology within the IWC to show support for Benoit. This ideology would transcend 
into live events where fans would rally for him in favour of the company‘s heavily 
marketed stars. 
Benoit killed his entire family before committing suicide in 2007. The tragedy 
prompted intense scrutiny of the WWE on a global scale, in particular inquiries as to 
why the company decided to market a performer who had a history of mental issues 
stemming from numerous concussions and who was in the twilight of his career as the 
face of a global company (Randazzo 2008, Lee 2008). The incident forced WWE 
media producers to abort all storyline progressions for its weekly televised 
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programmes—prompting the company to re-brand its image to a more 
entertainment-based product with wrestling action no longer as its main focus.  
The study of the IWC fan group has illuminated the potential influences that the 
collective consensus spawned as a result of information sharing and discussion on the 
internet can have on the reading practices of genre audiences and how their 
interpretations can come to impact the strategic visions of media producers. 
Similar instances have also occurred in traditional sports, where the tensions 
between unyielding fan cultures who demand to know everything and administrators 
trying to protect their commodities is played out.  
In 2007, Sheffield Wednesday football fans were threatened with legal action by 
team administrators for venting their frustrations on the internet about the team‘s 
performances (Dyer 2007). The law suit was directed at members of Sheffield 
Wednesday‘s largest online fan community, Owlstalk. Team lawyers demanded the 
website owner provide personal details of its members in order to pursue libel claims 
against them. The case was eventually dropped after the accused fans were forced to 
publicly apologise for their comments. 
The use of social media for sports fan activism and dissent has also occurred on a 
collegiate level. In 2009, University of Cincinnati (UC) football fans converged on 
Facebook to express disappointment and frustration in response to the departure of 
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head coach Brian Kelly (Sanderson 2013). The "Get out of Our City Brian Kelly" 
Facebook group became a gathering point for UC supporters to express their disdain 
at Kelly's decision to accept a coaching position at a rival school. Perhaps most 
significant, through sharing antagonistic views toward Kelly on the group, the online 
community also served as a platform for rallying and maintaining support for their 
team.  
Through group postings, fans downplayed Kelly's achievements while also 
mocking his new team, Notre Dame (Sanderson 2013). The stigmatic theme was 
further emphasised with some fans positing that Kelly had actually accepted a 
position at an inferior school, citing Notre Dame's recent poor performances. UC's 
perceived superiority was further bolstered with group members citing Notre Dame's 
affiliation with the Catholic Church, insinuating sentiments of child molestation by 
those associated with the team (Sanderson 2013). These extreme and outlandish 
portrayals positioned Notre Dame as a location of undesirability, emphasising the 
consensus that those who were not associated with Notre Dame are more superior. 
Through the use of Facebook, group members positioned themselves as victims who 
had been betrayed by the selfishness of a once respected team member (Sanderson 
2013).  
The tendency for sports fans to engage in this manner is facilitated by the 
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convergence of digital media, as fans can conveniently express their feelings to 
athletes, teams and coaching staff (Hutchins and Rowe 2012). With the capability to 
share and spread perspectives from digital devices ranging from mobile phones to 
tablets, understanding online fan behaviour has become an important aspect in 
professional sport management.  
Perhaps one of the more notable instances that blurs the traditional boundaries 
between fan and athlete(s), stems from fan response to The Decision, a special 
television event featuring basketball player LeBron James. The 4 hour event 
comprised of a 3 hour feature on James‘s career culminating with a 1 hour live 
interview. The purpose of the interview was to allow James to officially announce his 
decision to leave the Cleveland Cavaliers to sign a multi-year free agent contract with 
the Miami Heat (Abbot 2010). The telecast was widely criticised by journalists and 
fans, with many considering the interview as a celebration of greed and selfishness, 
rather than a display of humility and loyalty (Banagan 2011).  
In Fuchs and Phillips‘s 2013 case study of The Decision, they point out, the 
telecast was a critical public relations error that can be best measured by the high 
volume of online commentary. The fallout of the interview resulted in the vilifying of 
James, making him the target of widespread ridicule. Online fan discourse ranged 
from posting status updates, tweets and blog entries to sharing video clips of fans 
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setting James‘s Cavaliers jersey on fire. One of the more common online trends 
during this period questioned James‘s character via parody videos, such as remixing 
videos clips from the movie The Inception with video clips taken from the interview 
(Fuchs and Phillips 2013). These parodies emphasised on the triviality of the event, 
where the punch line of the joke focused on trivial circumstances one may encounter 
in daily life, such as deciding what colour shirt to wear or whether to eat cereal or 
toast for breakfast. The negative fan commentary mostly originated from 
disappointment in response to James‘s decision and frustration at the televised event, 
where it was not until the final 30 seconds of the 4 hour telecast that James formally 
announced he was leaving the Cavaliers.  
Fuchs and Phillips (2013) argue, through the sheer volume of fan sentiments on 
the internet, James became a figure for appropriation. In order for something to 
become a target of appropriation, they need to have signifiers that help the audience 
connect them to the original texts (i.e. The Decision, LeBron James and the NBA). In 
the instance of The Decision, the main signifiers that were constant in the parodies 
were the check shirt James wore during the interview and the atmospheric set up of 
the event (one-on-one interview). The parodies essentially transformed what was 
supposed to be a celebration of James‘s career to a condemnation of his narcissism 
(Banagan 2011). Collectively, the online commentary depicted James as a selfish, 
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narcissistic and spoiled individual, where his image is used to convey sentiments of 
failure, sadness and trivial matters. Thus, the online fan commentary in response to 
The Decision created another symbolic layer to James‘s public image.  
In these case studies, social media is used as a tool by fans to connect with 
professional sports. As Sanderson (2013) pointed out in his study of University of 
Cincinnati football fans, the social identity of sports fans‘ extends beyond responding 
to the sporting competition. The sharing and spread of fan discourse which clash with 
the commercial imperatives of the athlete, team and league, shows the potential 
influence where fans collectively incite and share the same consensus. That is, when 
much of the perspectives shared by fans is encouraged and reinforced, it has the 
potential to influence other members to participate and share similar perspectives.  
New media has encouraged fans and athletes to behave in ways that is both 
constructive and destabilising to sport (Kassing and Sanderson 2012). Just like 
members of a sports team train and perform in unison on the sporting field, competing 
audiences can come together under common interests and goals. Heated rivalries and 
conflicting personalities are set aside for a consensual goal (Kassing and Sanderson 
2012; Sanderson 2013). Blogs, fan-created websites and discussion forums initially 
afforded fans new opportunities to have their ideas and opinions widely shared with 
other fans. However, it was extremely rare for fan to have any kind of direct 
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interaction with the sporting figures, teams and administrators they were writing about. 
While the majority of online fan expression, direct or indirect, can be considered as 
meaningless or harmless, the functions of digital communication mediums like 
Facebook and Twitter also allows for ideas and opinions expressed by fans to 
potentially exert influence in shaping perspective. Thus, this new media trend is not 
only influencing fan-athlete relationships but it is also occurring in fan relationships 
with other sports industry workers, from administrators to coaches.  
Conclusion 
Existing studies on the interaction of media convergence and sports tend to focus 
on the role of athletes and industry officials, such as their utilisation of social media 
(Butts 2008; Kassing and Sanderson 2010; Pegoraro 2010). Much of Sport Beyond 
Television (Hutchins and Rowe 2012) appropriated an industrial standpoint and does 
not adequately address the potential influences and the cultural practices of online 
sports fans, as Jenkins (1992; 2006), Baym (2008) and a host of others have in 
entertainment fandom studies. The MFC case study focuses on the influences of 
purposive fan activity within a singular fan community, but does not consider the 
multi-dimensional actions of fan memberships throughout the myriad internet fan 
spaces. Pegoraro (2010) and Kassing and Sanderson‘s (2010) studies into the use of 
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Twitter by athletes provides a good framework for understanding the changing 
dynamics of sports media from an industrial perspective. Both studies even stated the 
research aims were purely to gather insight into how social media is appropriated by 
athletes, with no intension of understanding how it is used by sports fans (Pegoraro 
2010; Kassing and Sanderson 2010). 
To date, much of the power exercised by sports teams, leagues and organisations 
is directed towards managing the use of media and expanding market influence. The 
critical issue is not the power of industry officials or the internet‘s reach but, rather, 
the cultural activities of sports fans, enabled by convergent media, in crafting their 
relations to sport, whatever that may be. Just as critical are the uncertainties when 
different fans, athletes and officials seek to exert their power over how media are used. 
Equally important is the influence of fan generativity when they are practised beyond 
the control of administrators, and the ramifications these actions have when they are 
contradictory to the business models employed by industry officials. 
Digital sport media has enhanced real-time broadcast and reception through 
platforms like Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. This evolving aspect of participatory 
culture is producing unpredictable outcomes within the sports industry. Such 
outcomes include changes in the promotion of the athlete as well as athlete behaviour 
and expression, fan behaviour, journalist reporting and overhauls in sports 
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administrative policies (Hutchins 2011). The resulting unpredictability is a defining 
feature of digital sport media. In this ever-changing environment, ―media producers 
and consumers are transformed into participants who are expected to interact with 
each other according to a new set of rules which none of us fully understands‖ 
(Jenkins 2006b, np).  
The user-friendliness of new digital communications, and the inclination of 
people to experiment with them means continued unpredictable outcomes. This 
situation of social complexity, stemming from the rapid production and consumption 
of digital information, can make it difficult for athletes to understand the potential 
effects their online actions can have, for sports administrators to control public 
responses and for fans to separate their roles of audience and producer (Gane 2006; 
Jenkins 2006b). An easy assumption is to affirm that digital media has enabled online 
sport content to accelerate to a point where it is can no longer be manageable. While 
there is some truth in that notion, it is also important to acknowledge that the role of 
sports fans on the internet is a transitional phase for the industry in which the 
traditions of corporate controlled analogue broadcast is colliding with fan dominated 
digital spaces of the new millennium (Hutchins and Rowe 2012). This transformation 
of broadcast-centred consumption to one where online platforms enhance and 
encourage user participation is a highlight of the industrial and cultural shift in sports 
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production and sports fandom. Sports fans can no longer be treated as a mass 
audience, as they are segmented according to precise interests and specific niches 
across multiple online platforms. These trends have already affected the sports 
industry in the capacity of internet inspired fan responses during live events, or, on a 
larger scale, the purchase of professional sporting teams. And yet, within academic 
work, there continues to be an overwhelming focus on ways the sports industry can 
maintain control of its assets. There remains a clear lack of critical work studying the 
role of online sport fans and how digital media has enabled an ever-shifting power 
relation between them and sport administrators to enable the fans to exert influence on 
the sports industry. 
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Chapter 2- Literature Review: Memes 
Introduction 
 This chapter will examine literature concerning memes in digital culture, as well 
as examining key internet memes that have recently become a prevalent aspect of 
popular culture.  
Applying Richard Dawkins‘ (1973) concept to internet memes, memetic texts 
can be catchphrases, song lyrics, images and videos constantly imitated, reproduced 
and shared by net-users with the tendency to spread rapidly—potentially transcending 
from the spaces of the internet into mainstream culture. Popular types of internet 
memes include: YouTube mash-ups, animated GIFs and image macros.   
Beyond its comedic surface, the content within memes often embodies social 
perspectives concerning different aspects of culture. This makes internet memes 
important because they are, for the most part, created by everyday net-users not only 
as a means for humour but also as a cultural tool for communication, commentary and 
debate. 
Memes in Internet Culture 
 The term ‗internet meme‘ has been commonly used to describe the proliferation 
of content such as jokes, images, news or videos from one person to another via social 
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spaces on the internet (Shifman 2013). In an earlier study on internet memes, 
Giselinde Kuipers (2005, p.70; 80) described memes as a ―new genre of cut and paste 
jokes‖ that are enmeshed in popular culture ―parodying, mimicking and recycling‖ 
different elements from it. Similarly, Knobel and Lankshear (2007, p.199) describe 
memes as a ―rapid uptake and spread of a particular idea‖ that is presented as a text, 
image, or other kinds of cultural artefacts. These earlier literature definitions indicate 
that memes rely on multiple cultural actions, such as an individual‘s creativity, along 
with the juxtapositions of images, words or footage to emphasise their expression.  
 There are two dominant types of internet memes, a parody video and an image 
macro (Shifman 2013). Memetic videos differentiate from viral videos, in that the 
latter spreads and maintains its original form, whereas memetic videos, invoke a 
different form of participation, one in which videos are imitated, remixed and 
recirculated (Shifman 2011). Image macros typically comprise of easily identifiable 
photographs, such as those of popular figures or historical events, superimposed with 
captions that are intended to be witty or humorous. Both memetic videos and image 
macros lure user engagement through imitation or remixing. An internet meme may 
be shared in its original, unaltered format, but it often triggers user-created variations, 
based on an individual‘s own senses of the world. This characteristic is particularly 
compatible to the influences that web 2.0 mechanisms have had on popular culture. 
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The format of contemporary digital media perhaps offers the perfect balance to allow 
memes to prosper. The technology required to create and share memes is simple and 
does not require a high level of technological knowledge or the need for purchasing 
high-end software, as most can be downloaded for free. The only requirement for 
participants is in knowing where to download the tools and where to share the content, 
as users are afforded with countless options to share their image macros on social 
spaces like 4chan, Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, Tumblr and Reddit.  
The most obvious attribute of an internet meme is that they are reproduced via 
means of imitation. The act of mimicking someone is not new in popular culture, but 
the engagement of impersonating others is being amplified on the internet, turning 
into a highly visible practise (Shifman 2013). Websites such as YouTube, and meme 
communities on Facebook, are saturated with imitations of some kind, where any 
video or image that generates a certain amount of exposure will be shared and 
emulated (Coleman 2012; Davison 2012; Lessig 2008).  
Another approach of memetic repackaging is remixing, which has also become 
prevalent as a result of digital technology. The plethora of user-friendly applications, 
along with broadband speed internet, enable users to download, re-work and circulate 
content on various platforms simultaneously (Lessig 2008; Jenkins 2006). As such, 
the term ‗meme‘ is perhaps suitable for describing the surplus of remixes on the web 
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today, as the meme concept according to Shifman (2013), is flexible, in the sense that 
it can be used as a cultural tool to illustrate a range of communicative expressions, 
from blatant copying to creative imitation.  
 Ryan Milner (2013) argues that internet memes are a form of ―vernacular 
creativity‖ (Burgess 2006), that balances the new and the expected. That is, the 
creation of meaning through memes relies on the balance of ‗fixity‘ and ‗novelty‘. 
The fixity refers to our pre-patterned knowledge formed from our vernacular 
senses—ideology, language and trends that we are already familiar with, while the 
novelty refers to the meaning we are trying to create. McLaughlin (2006) argues that 
our perceptual instincts and our concepts of the world are not only shaped by 
academic theory and ideology but are also be influenced by our personal experiences. 
That is, the experiences that we are exposed to can provide us with a foundation to 
make sense of the everyday—allowing it to become a part of our ‗pre-packed‘ 
knowledge. For example, Milner (2013; 2016) examines the ―Kanye Interrupts‖ 
image macro (see Figure 2.1) to emphasise the influence of pre-patterned knowledge 
in understanding memes.  
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Figure 2.1 
 The premise of the meme, shown in Figure 2.1, places an image of rapper Kanye 
West alongside Martin Luther King making his ―I Have a Dream‖ speech. To 
understand the meme‘s humour, readers of the text would need to have knowledge of 
King‘s 1963 speech advocating racial equality, and they also need to understand the 
cultural significance of Kanye West‘s interruption of Taylor Swift‘s award acceptance 
speech at the 2009 MTV Music Awards show (Milner 2013). West‘s interruption was 
considered rude and selfish, ultimately ruining Swift‘s moment of winning an award. 
Footage of West‘s interruption spread on the internet, which made it open for the 
creation of memes, whereby screenshots of the incident were used to satirically 
interpret different cultural situations. The meme was successful because it relies on 
people being able to readily understand the themes within them. The way we 
communicate involves expressions, ideology and traits that make up our ―prepatterned 
template‖ (Milner 2013, p.3), which allows us to balance between the shared and the 
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unique. The cultural significance of King‘s speech and West‘s interruption becomes 
‗pre-packed‘ knowledge that allows participants to appropriate it and republish it as 
something unique through their own memes. 
You Can Play This Game Too 
The average lolcat image has the social value of a whoopee cushion and 
the cultural life span of a mayfly...yet anyone seeing a lolcat gets a 
second related message: You can play this game too (Shirky 2010, p.18). 
Participation emphasises the active nature of audiences and destabilises 
traditional definitions between producer and audience (Baym 2009; Jenkins 1992). It 
brings attention to the communicative practices among audiences to freely create and 
share content, thus motivating participation from other users. The participation from 
other users often occurs in the form of further developing the existing content. This 
notion of participatory practice can be described as ―Produsage‖ (Bruns 2008). 
Produsage refers to the emergence and existence of user-production that occurs within 
online communities, in which the production of everyday net users blurs the 
traditional role between passive consumers and content producers (Bruns 2008). The 
consistent collaborative effort by, more or less, strangers to improve a variety of 
content through a series of, usually, unplanned, random encounters, has resulted in a 
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constantly mutating body of work.   
 To make better sense of memes, Shifman (2011, p.2013) has attempted to 
address the phenomenon in terms of economically, socially and aesthetically driven 
logics of participation. Firstly, she points out the economy-driven logic, referring to 
the concept that contemporary society is based on an ―attention economy‖ (Gauntlett 
2011; Lanham 2006). While traditional economic systems focused on ‗things‘, the 
most valuable commodity in the information era is not information itself but the kind 
of attention people pay to it (Lanham 2006). Lanham (2006, p.14) suggests that the 
knowledge and wisdom within humanities, which he refers to as ―arts and letters‖, can 
provide insight into how people allocate their attention. Popular culture is not just 
characterised by attention economic dynamics but also the skills and knowledge 
gained from new devices and theoretical figures. Lanham (2006, p.9) suggests that 
human productivity might be found in the ―literary and artistic imagination, the power 
to take the bio-grammar we inherit and spin from it new patterns for how to live and 
to how about how we live‖. This foregrounds the individual as having the ability to 
switch between different modes of attention—as a consumer and a user, learning and 
sharing the skills and knowledge required to effectively navigate attention economies.  
 The mimesis of videos and images on the internet can be directly tied to the logic 
of attention. The different extensions spawned by a certain video, image or text can be 
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considered as indicators of attention (Lanham 2006; Shifman 2013). This in turn, 
draws back attention to the original memetic text in a reciprocal process. This process 
is especially relevant to user-generated content. Whereas professionally produced 
content largely attracts attention because of the status of the stars involved, attention 
for an amateur produced video or image is uncertain; it can, however, accumulate 
attention through imitation and replication. Thus, any text that is structured to be 
replicable has a chance to succeed in the internet‘s attention economy.  
 The second approach according to Shifman (2013) is the social logic of 
participation which suggests that memes are well-matched with the notion of 
―networked individualism‖ (Wellman 2001, p.231). An integral aspect of 
participatory culture is the accelerated notion of self-expression by openly exhibiting 
one‘s unique identity and image. Conversely, online social networks are shaped by 
not only people exhibiting their own uniqueness but also by being a part of the 
community and engaging with other individuals, demonstrating a human need for 
communality (Haythornthwaite and Wellman 2002; Rheingold 2000). The diminished 
role of the physical space points toward a transition from local-based social groups, to 
global communities of self-sufficiency that connect people from place to place, based 
on their specialised relationship with whom they share common interests. Memetics 
can be considered as fulfilling both elements; on one hand, original user-created 
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content signifies one‘s uniqueness and media literacy, and, on the other, the 
continuous distribution and sharing of user-created content contributes to the 
sufficiency and efficiency of the community. Thus, users are actively showcasing 
their individuality, and at the same time, re-affirming their connection with the 
community.  
 Shifman‘s (2013) third point is based on the cultural and aesthetic logics of 
participation. Since memes are no longer confined to the spaces of online 
communities and have spread to parts of offline culture, the practices surrounding 
memes are just as important as the texts. Shifman sees the creation of YouTube 
videos as being shaped by culture, ideologies, trends and expectations. Such trends 
may be influenced by popular culture genres; parody videos, sporting highlights, 
music videos, for instance, are replicated on the internet and can be considered as part 
of broader practices of re-mixing and imitation that embody aspects of music and 
movie making. These generative activities can also be linked to fan cultures, such as 
the way fans alter and extend televised texts through fan fiction, thus blurring margins 
between professional and amateur (Jenkins 1992; 2006).  
 Further, Shifman‘s analysis of popular YouTube memes such as the ―Evolution 
of Dance‖ (individuals dancing weirdly) and ―Peanut Butter Jelly Time‖ (parodies of 
a dancing banana emoticon), yielded six common traits within the memes despite its 
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different expressions. The six common characteristics are: (1) focus on ordinary 
people—an emphasis on everyday individuals, rather than popular figures, such as 
celebrities, (2) flawed masculinity—highlighting the expectations of the Western male 
ideal, (3) humour—a central component within memes where participants attempt to 
be funny, (4) simplicity—referring to the simple construction of the videos, in layout 
and content, (5) repetitiveness—complemented with simplicity, most videos 
incorporate certain core elements, i.e. certain camera angles, lighting, landscape or the 
requirement for participants to maintain particular postures or wear certain costumes, 
and (6) whimsical content—the depiction of individuals in silly or irrational manner, 
such as dancing wildly without any sense of rhythm or co-ordination (Shifman 2011). 
 These attributes, according to Shifman (2011), mark the videos as textually 
incomplete or flawed because they are simple in form, distinct from the gloss of 
professionally produced content. The incompleteness of memes also refers to how 
these texts are open to interpretation and, therefore, in invoking varied responses. 
Shifman‘s findings reflect Henry Jenkins‘ (2009) argument about textual gaps as 
improving the ‗spreadability‘ of content in participatory culture. Because the 
contemporary digital environment is based on the active involvement of net-users, 
incompleteness within texts draws attention from other users into further dialogue, 
thus contributing to the spread of the meme. The unpolished, amateur memes invite 
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people to address the concerns, fill in the gaps or ridicule the creators (Shifman 2011). 
In this sense, one may perceive that ‗bad‘ texts formulate as ‗good‘ memes in 
participatory culture (Shifman 2011).  
Trolling and the mainstreaming of Memes 
 The tone of discourse that is often present within internet memes can be in part 
connected to the trolling subculture (Phillips 2015). In her book studying internet 
trolls, Phillips (2015), defines them as individuals or groups of people, whose 
intensions are to purposely trigger emotional conflict for the intent of their amusement. 
The history of online trolling existed long before digital communication became a 
widely accessible communication medium. Some of the earliest troll-like behaviour 
involved crashing fan chat rooms of boy bands and posting pornographic images on 
G-rated discussion forums and chat rooms. This type of behaviour begun to thrive on 
internet communities like 4chan where the /b/board sub-forum quickly became a 
destination for likeminded individuals with its own set of community rules. One of the 
key attributes of the community was the adoption of the term ‗troll‘ as a form of 
self-identification (Phillips 2015). While 4chan was the not the original source of 
trolling and not all 4chan users were trolls, it certainly became a well-known source 
for such behaviour (Phillips 2015).  
 As internet memes became more mainstream, troll culture also followed a similar 
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path, to the point they often became interconnected with each other. In fact, some of 
the most popular internet memes such as Lolcats and Advice Animals originated or 
were widely spread on the /b/board sub forums of 4chan. Phillips (2015) argues, in 
order to understand this connection, we need to understand how trolls approach 
memes. Within communities like 4chan, memes exhibit a distinct system of meaning 
where they make sense in relation to other memes and can be easily understood by 
community participants while making little sense to those not familiar with memes. 
The ability to appropriate, mix, reference and remix existing cultural texts with 
memes is also a key characteristic of troll culture.  
 These points are in line with existing theories concerning internet memes by 
scholars Limor Shifman (2014) and Ryan Milner (2013). Shifman (2014, np) describe 
internet memes as: ―(a) a group of digital items sharing common characteristics of 
content, form, and/or stance; (b) that were created with awareness of each other ; and 
(c) were circulated, imitated, and transformed via the internet by many users‖. While 
Milner (2013, p.2) describes memes as a ‗lingua franca‘, that connects different 
textual elements to formulate meaning.  
 However, the shift of troll and meme culture into the mainstream was a relatively 
slow process. This is in part influenced by 4chan‘s ‗anything goes‘ reputation where 
there were just as much, if not, more disturbing lewd content for every potentially 
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marketable element such as Lolcats. Secondly, there was also consensus among the 
4chan community that businesses should not be allowed to make money from the 
memes they produced and shared. Lastly, the memes created and circulated within 
4chan were mostly only accessible by group members, making memes a niche culture 
that only those within the community can understand.  
 The transcendence of meme culture and to an extent, trolling culture, into the 
mainstream was in part facilitated by the establishment of the Know Your Meme 
website (Phillips 2015). Know Your Meme documents memes, along with other viral 
media by tracing its origins, meaning and cultural significance, providing knowledge 
about memes to those less familiar with them. Thus, in addition to serving as a free 
database about popular memes, Know Your Meme also play a role in providing 
knowledge that had previously been restricted to experienced meme participants. The 
increased visibility of meme culture facilitated by Know Your Meme also lead to 
businesses using meme content for profit making purposes. Examples of which 
include Lolcats (Cheezburger network) and t-shirts featuring meme characters such as 
the rage comic face. In addition, the exposure of memes on a mainstream capacity 
also lead to an influx of new users who wanted to participate in the meme fascination, 
prompting an increase in meme communities on social media and meme generators 
that allow users to create memes within seconds. Memes were also being used on 
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social media by businesses, sporting organisations, and education institutions, to name 
a few.  
The transition from a subculture to an element of mainstream culture was 
contentious, particularly among members of communities like 4chan and Reddit. Not 
only were there more outsiders producing and sharing memes, it was believed the 
memes were used wrongly and its core format and meanings were being lost as a 
result. For these initiated participants, the meme creation process requires knowledge 
of the meme‘s meaning and how to use it, with the sharing process limited within the 
communities of 4chan (Phillips 2015).   
 Regardless of how experienced meme participants felt, the sudden surge in 
mainstream coverage and subsequent popularity of memes resulted in an influx of 
individuals who want to experiment with memes. While not every individual who 
create memes are trolls, the increase in meme participants invariably also meant an 
increase in troll behaviour. No longer are memes confined to being shared within 
single spaces—in contemporary culture, one can potentially encounter memes just 
about anywhere on the internet.  
More recent study of internet memes 
 More recent academic works have provided further insight into the functionality 
and overall cultural influence of internet memes. In his book titled ―The World Made 
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Meme‖, Milner (2016) describes internet memes as cultural entities that have become 
a big part of the internet and contemporary culture. Milner (2016) argues that memtic 
texts can potentially exert influence on public voice and cites five basic logics that 
structures the dimension of memes: multimodality, reappropriation, resonance, 
collectivism, and spread. All five elements play a role in shaping memetic texts to 
enable mass participation and also at the same time, complicating traditional means of 
communication. That is, whether it is to make a joke or to participate in conversation 
and debate, memes have become a lingua franca of online communication where the 
conversation often spirals beyond traditional gatekeeping methods. However, what is 
also happening is that internet memes are increasingly becoming a lingua franca in 
contemporary culture. For instance, memes such as Lolcats, The Most Interesting 
Man and Brace Yourselves, to name a few, have transcended into popular culture 
where they have become a tool for interpersonal communication and commercial 
purposes.  
In this sense, memetic texts have the potential to shape conversation and 
perspectives. As detailed in Milner‘s book (2016), this was what happened with 
memes surrounding the Occupy Wall Street (OWS) movement. The aim of the protest 
was to raise awareness regarding economic disparity, social inequality, and the 
influence of corporate power in the U.S. Although the movement initially received 
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little mainstream media attention, the protest gained momentum through activism on 
the internet via social networks like Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and YouTube. Part of 
the online activism involved the production and circulation of memes to convey the 
movement‘s message, such as ―We are 99%‖, ―Pepper Spray Cop‖ and the Ballerina 
and the Bull (Figures 2.2 – 2.4). 
  
Figure 2.2      Figure 2.3 
 
Figure 2.4 
What is most significant about the OWS memes is that it helped change and 
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subsequently shape public perspective on the issues the movement tried to 
raise—going from a protest that was initially dismissed by mainstream media to 
influencing similar movements to occur around the world (Milner 2016). The memes 
were collectively produced, shared and remixed by users across a vast array of 
networks not limited to Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and YouTube. The memes became a 
cultural tool for communication and played a role in igniting conversation among 
participants beyond the online origins of the memetic texts.   
The cultural significance of OWS memes is also partly due to the fact that a 
majority of memes were produced and circulated by people who directly participated 
in the movement. That is, by weaving together different elements under a shared 
premise, the memes became an intertextuality thread in broader social conversation. 
Individually memes can be public or personal, but collectively they make up the 
lingua franca of meme participants (Milner 2016). In the instance of OWS, internet 
memes became a cultural tool for sounding the voices of activists.  
 The aesthetic presentation of a meme is also key to its success, as a majority of 
contemporary internet memes are bricolage, in the sense that meme participants 
reappropriate different cultural texts to construct their own perspective (Milner 2016). 
The use of pop cultural texts is key to the recognisability and the meaning of memes 
as it allows arguments to be understood easily. As memes are spread through the 
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countless array of online communities and networks, it allows the core meaning of the 
texts to resonate with readers. Through participation in the form of circulation, 
remixing and reappropriation, memes balance familiar and foreign elements as new 
perspectives are connected with established thoughts, making obscure instances 
suddenly popular, or drawing attention to important issues. Thus, through the process 
of mass mediated production, circulation and reappropriation of familiar ideas, new 
commentary, debate and perspective is formed. When the various small elements that 
make up a meme connect together, they can potentially ignite bigger conversations.   
Critiques of „Meme‟ concept 
 The main criticism of memetic theory is the inability to pinpoint an ideology due 
to the perceived gap in meme and gene research, thus there has been disagreement 
about what precisely defines a meme. In contrast to memes, the concepts of genetics 
gained solid evidence with the findings of the functions of DNA. Main objectors to 
the study of memetics believe that while the evolution of genes are dependent on 
biological circumstances, the same concept may not be as consistent with memes 
(Sterelny and Griffiths 1999). Secondly, criticism is directed at the perceived lack of 
meme mutation mechanism in comparison to gene evolution. This argument is against 
the lack of consistency in the spread of memes, in which some may successfully 
mutate, while some may not gain enough traction, thus fading away into obscurity 
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(Benitez and Bribiesca 2001). For instance, unlike DNA, where certain physical 
features are passed from parent to child, the spread of memes relies on human 
interpretation. And because it is not always possible for everyone to think exactly the 
same, the spread of memes is considered too inconsistent by critics of the concept. 
Third, the use of the term to describe the intertwining of nature and culture has been 
scrutinised as ineffective in describing complex human behavioural trends 
(Blackmore 1999). Finally, some critics argue that memetics have no cultural value 
because it does not offer tools or guidelines to truly understand it beyond content and 
discourse analysis (Benitez-Bribiesca 2001; Chesterman 1997; Morozov 2012; Rose, 
1998).  
 According Rosaria Conte (2005, p.49), the critique of memes ―arises from an 
insufficient understanding of the autonomy of memetic agents…replication is the 
responsibility of the memetic agent...memes do not have to be clever, rather, meme 
receivers or interpreters do‖. That is, people should not be treated as part of the 
cultural transmission process, but as operators of the process. The propagation of 
memes is based on purposeful motives by individuals with their own decision making 
processes, and, as such, social ideals, opinions and preferences are vital in the 
memetic transmission process (Conte 2005; Shifman 2013). 
 The debate over the conception of memes has continued into the digital era 
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whereby academics such as Henry Jenkins have been critical over the proliferate use 
of the term. Internet memes may be synonymous with Jenkins, Ford, and Green‘s 
(2013) notion of ―spreadable media‖ because both imply participatory behaviour that 
motivates cultural exchange between like-minded individuals. However, the concept 
of spreadable media was established by Jenkins as something different to memes and 
other viral media. He believes the overuse of the term in contemporary culture creates 
more confusion rather than offering clarity over the true definition of the expression. 
Similar to Conte (2005), Jenkins et.al (2013) believe the metaphor has been used in a 
way that conceptualises people as helpless and passive entities, subjected to the 
proliferation of media content. The idea of spreadable media refers to the active 
participation of everyday net users in the creation and circulation of content (Jenkins, 
Ford and Green 2013). Jenkins (2013) argues that active users of media are 
increasingly important within the digital environment where user-created content is 
being distributed in high volumes. The idea of spreadable media also encourages 
industries to embrace and better understand how audiences actively produce and share 
content through the various digital networks available.  
Popular Knowledge on Memes 
As touched on earlier in this chapter, the lack of existing academic research 
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surrounding popular internet memes has meant online meme communities are 
considered the most comprehensive source for tracking the evolution and history of 
online memetic texts. A predominant amount of search results for memes usually 
leads to free databases, such as Know Your Meme (knowyourmeme.com). The 
website is run by an independent group of editorial and research staff, with much of 
the site‘s content contributed by meme enthusiasts.  
 The example of Know Your Meme reflects the characteristics of vernacular 
theory (McLaughlin 1996). Conceptualised by Thomas McLaughlin (1996), 
vernacular theory refers to the practises of those who lack cultural power—speaking 
everyday language, expressing local concerns—rather than language used by 
academic experts. He uses the articles written by fans in music magazines to argue 
that fan works are just as important as academic theory. Traditionally considered as 
the cultural dupe, incapable of critical thinking, the fan has historically been regarded 
as obsessive and gullible to the powers of corporate media (Jenkins 1992; 
McLaughlin 2006). However, as the articles in music fanzines show, fans appear to be 
very much capable of critical thinking. Fan magazines are driven by writings of 
individuals who are eager to share their views on the music world. Their writings can 
be motivated by an independent musician‘s talents that has not yet been exposed to 
the wider public. A fan writer may also find motivation in expressing disdain towards 
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certain bands, songs or record labels. Collectively, they exhibit expertise about their 
interests. They do not make use of academic methodology or language; they write in 
everyday language that is obviously easier to understand, catering to their own 
concerns and issues (McLaughlin 2006).  
 Just as significant is where the content comes from. Contribution of knowledge 
to the Know Your Meme website comes from people who are active on social network 
communities where a high volume of memes are shared such as 4chan and Reddit, as 
well as meme communities on Facebook and Tumblr, thus the information that is 
made public on the website serves as a first-hand insight for understanding the 
significance of particular memetic texts.  
Image Macros 
The term ‗image macro‘ is derived from macro instruction, a computer program 
code that have been condensed into a simpler format and appears as a single code 
(IBM 2014). When executed, the macro functions to expand from its compressed 
format into one or multiple lines of program code. In his book studying internet 
memes, Milner (2016, p.28) defines image macros as a ―staple image meme subgenre, 
mostly crafting their point by overlaying a quip on a single still image‖. Shifman 
(2014) describes the humour of image macros as ―incongruity‖, referring to the blend 
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between expectation and experience. This incongruity occurs by first placing the joke 
at the top of the template. The image is then placed in the middle of the template to 
add a visual element to the meme and to set up the punch line, allowing the reader to 
associate the joke and image with vernacular context. The punch line is usually placed 
on the bottom of the template to complete the image macro. Further, Shifman (2014), 
also argues that image macros can be considered as form of vernacular rhetoric. The 
last distinction refers to how vernacular speech draw on elements of mainstream 
culture to construct a new perspective that can potentially challenge the dominant 
norms (Ono and Sloop 1995). In more recent works studying vernacular theory, 
researchers focused on vernacular discourse as a type of ‗cultural hybrid‘ (Howard 
2010, p.250), that originate from the marginal and becomes common language 
through increased visibility and usage. This point refers to how subcultural 
communities are able to utilise digital media as a tool to express themselves. Image 
macros embody the ‗cultural hybrid‘ definition as they are for the most part created 
and shared by individuals—the image macros become vernacular when they are 
shared among communities and networks of people who understand its function and 
meaning (Duerringer 2016).  
Like other memetic content, most image macros are created via the 
reappropriation and remixing of cultural texts. That is, perspectives and meanings are 
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often formed by mixing existing ideas or texts with new concepts (Milner 2016). The 
interconnection between new and established ideas potentially allow for bigger 
conversations and debates to occur—a trend that is increasingly becoming more 
common and vibrant on the internet. There is room for this potential because memes 
are no longer a subcultural niche, they are mainstream media texts that can be 
collected, created, shared and remixed by just about anyone. With extra accessibility, 
comes extra visibility, allowing ideas and perspectives from certain image macros to 
form into lingua franca. Some examples include the use of memes as a cultural tool to 
convey sentiment and perspective during the Occupy Wall Street movement in 2011, 
or during the 2012 and 2016 U.S Presidential elections.  
Most image macros are low quality and simple in style and are predominately 
shared on discussion forums and through status updates on social media networks like 
Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and Instagram, and on collaborative communities such as 
4chan, Reddit and Know Your Meme. While these communities are independent, they 
are still connected in some way because most contemporary net users have accounts 
on more than one network (e.g. Facebook and Twitter), and when they are sharing 
content across multiple networks at the same time, it allows the meme to spread at a 
higher frequency (Douglas 2014). The image macro‘s success and longevity is also 
dependent by how they are appropriated and reappropriated, and, through their 
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cultural recognisability, they receive new meanings and significances as they are 
added to and mutate over time (Knobel and Lankshear 2007; Shifman 2014; Milner 
2016).  
Image Macros: Lolcats 
 Perhaps the most well-known image macro to date is Lolcats. Originated on the 
popular social networking website 4chan, the construction of the meme superimposes 
an image of a cat that is either considered to be cute or funny, with a humorous text 
known as ‗lolspeak‘, which consists of incorrectly spelt words and poor grammar 
(Chen 2012; Rutkoff 2007; Shirky 2010). For instance, one of the more signature 
representations of the Lolcat features a photograph of a cat with a seemingly surprised 
expression and a caption reading ―I Can Has Cheezburger?‖, which means ―Can I 
have a cheeseburger‖ in Lolspeak (see Figure 2.5).  
 
Figure 2.5 
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Although the example of Lolcats as a significant contribution to understanding culture 
may seem outlandish to some, memes can be considered as a language of its own, in 
the way that language is often used to create and define groups (Chen 2012; Jenkins 
2009; Shifman 2011; Shirky 2010). Lolcats are an example of a meme that ―is built 
heavily upon remixing and appropriation‖ (Jenkins 2009, np), its simplicity in design, 
aided by free, user-friendly applications have resulted in the evolution of the meme, 
such as the development of its own language, known as ‗lolspeak‘ (Know Your Meme 
2009a). 
 In Kate Miltner‘s (2012) dissertation, she examines the cultural circumstances 
that have made Lolcats one of the most well-known internet memes. Through focus 
groups, Miltner (2012) was able to uncover four sets of findings regarding the appeal 
of Lolcats. The first was that users engaged with Lolcats on different levels, ranging 
from casual users to more deeply connected fans. Second, she uncovered that Lolcats 
followed the same formatting as most image macros, consisting of the core elements 
of: Image, Font, and Intertextuality. Third, Miltner was able to confirm her own 
hypothesis that humour was an integral reason for people to engage with Lolcats. The 
conventions of Lolcats involve using images of cats that appear in uncompromising 
situations that are considered humorous. Miltner (2012) elaborates that the 
―anthropomorphization‖ of the cats gives readers a sense of emotional distance that 
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allows them to find humour in the misfortune of others. Finally, Miltner found that 
members of the community, whether sharing with friends or strangers, considered 
Lolcats as a form of emotional expression.  
 Being a part of the community that understands the theme of the text is part of 
the appeal (Milner 2013; Miltner 2012). When properly created, the conventions of 
Lolcats marked the creators as members of an in-group. Image macros are able to gain 
intertextuality by recycling the core themes with different ideas, and building on 
premises that have been ―pre-patterned‖ in our approach (Huntington 2013; Milner 
2013). As Milner (2012, p.90) writes, ―Transformation of memes requires an 
understanding of representational conventions associated with specific groups or 
individuals‖. That is, memes rely heavily on intertextuality, which may include 
variations of an image, or make reference to new ideas, but the basis of image macros 
remain the same: vernacular understanding of the jokes as part of a greater in-joke 
(Knobel and Lankshear, 2007). 
Image Macros: Brace Yourselves 
 Memes have also been used to provide cultural commentary that appears easier 
to engage with when masqueraded in humour. The masking of the core themes in 
humour can be considered as a tactic to downplay the seriousness of the underlying 
issues (Knobel and Lankshear 2007; Rutkoff 1997). Whether it is for a political 
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movement vying for voter confidence or companies promoting their commodities, the 
use of image macros is increasingly becoming an influential form of rhetorical 
persuasion.  
 The image macros seen in Figures 2.6 to 2.8 feature the character Eddard ‗Ned‘ 
Stark from the HBO drama series Game of Thrones (Know Your Meme 2012c). The 
premise of the meme pairs an image of the Stark character with the caption ―Brace 
Yourselves‖ followed by a punch line to versatilely ―forewarn or proclaim the 
impending arrival of a highly anticipated event, a product or an internet meme‖ 
(Know Your Meme 2012c, np). As seen in the examples, the discourse within the 
meme expresses one‘s particular socio-cultural opinions without making any mention 
about the source text. Although the memes rely primarily on the audience recognising 
Stark‘s star-image from the television series, the audience is also expected to take an 
ironic position towards him. In the show, the Stark character is a nobleman whose 
kindness and morality has earned him the respect of his peers and the jealousy of his 
enemies (Game of Thrones Wiki 2012). He is seen as a powerful protagonist whose 
morals exceed all expectations. Thus his portrayal as an overwhelmingly moralistic 
individual makes him as much a figure of mockery as respect. In Figure 2.6, the 
notion of power and respect is conveyed through the image of Stark holding a sword. 
The image becomes a meme when a caption is added to accompany the image (Figure 
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2.5). The meme in Figure 2.7 forewarns people of an upcoming election, the image 
macro simply would not work if an image of a less powerful character was used. 
Conversely, the image macro would not make any sense if Stark was not an 
overwhelmingly honourable character in the television series. The meme in Figure 2.8 
takes on a more explicit social approach: the ―Brace Yourself‖ tagline is used to 
critique the United States‘ vast consumption of oil. This image macro uses the 
original meme‘s core theme of irony to convey its particular meaning. As shown in 
the examples below, both the image of Stark and the ―Brace Yourself‖ tagline become 
a metaphor in forewarning the probability of a significant, or a highly anticipated, 
event. The Stark image and ―Brace Yourself‖ tagline serves as a cultural metaphor, 
and can therefore be combined interchangeably with other cultural elements to convey 
the core meaning of the original meme.  
   
Figure 2.6     Figure 2.7   Figure 2.8 
 Within participatory online networks, having proficiency in fixed conversations 
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in an important aspect in the formation of memes, just as important is vernacular 
knowledge to create and re-working from familiar ideologies (Milner 2013). Image 
macro makers and readers come from a diverse range of backgrounds and yet they 
innovate from practises they absorb from being a part of meme communities, which in 
turn becomes a part of their ―pre-packed‖ knowledge. Through the novelty of creating 
and sharing image macros, the fixity of its conventions, and vernacular knowledge of 
cultural ideology and trends, memes can become a lingua franca for cultural 
participation (Börzsei 2013; Milner 2013; Miltner 2012). They are constructed 
socially and have become a common language that can be used for a variety of social 
purposes, as is the case with Eddard Stark.  
Research Gaps 
 There is a growing body of research studying the phenomenon of internet memes, 
in particular its functions and influences on popular culture and politics. Works by 
Limor Shifman (2013) and Ryan Milner (2012; 2016) provide a substantial insight 
into how memes work and why people choose to use memes as a communication 
variable. The use of memes within sports fandom is an emerging field of research, and 
recently there has been a growing number of works besides this research studying the 
use of memes by sports fans. For instance, Nikolas Dickerson‘s 2015 journal article 
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examines the use of memes among professional ice hockey (NHL) fans on the internet. 
Dickerson (2015) looks at how ice hockey fans construct discourse concerning race 
and masculinity through internet memes, and argues that the expression put forward 
through a lot of fan-created NHL memes are a representation of White backlash 
politics. More explicitly, Dickerson (2015) argues that a lot of the fan-created memes 
circulated on ice hockey communities celebrate Whiteness by portraying African 
American athletes within the NHL, and particularly within professional basketball 
(NBA), as selfish individuals who are more concerned with personal milestones rather 
than team success. As will be covered in the succeeding chapters of this thesis, just 
like Dickerson (2015) argued regarding ice hockey memes, the issue of race plays a 
role in the construction of basketball memes and there are memes which tend to 
celebrate Whiteness by portraying Black athletes as selfish, egotistical individuals.  
However, despite the valid points made in Dickerson‘s (2015) article, it only 
analyses a small sample of the ice hockey and basketball memes that are circulated 
every day and it only looks at the cultural conditions that influence ice hockey fans to 
create memes with racial overtones that favour Whiteness over Blackness. It does not 
adequately look at the cultural conditions that make ice hockey fans ridicule Black 
basketball players or the conditions that make Black basketball athletes the target of 
such ridicule.  
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The issue of race has arguably played a bigger role in basketball in comparison 
to other professional sports. This is in part due to the cultural conditions during the 
different eras of the NBA‘s existence, from racial tensions during the 50s and 60s to 
the influx of Black players in the league during the 70s, and from the surge in the 
NBA‘s popularity in the 90s to how the league is presented through a multitude of 
media platforms today. As will be covered in Chapter 3, tensions, negotiations and 
representations of race was a key element in the NBA‘s marketing strategy. The 
league‘s presentation and the persona of the players have also had an impressionable 
effect on its fan base in how they respond, interpret and communicate with basketball 
stories and players.  
Thus, while the works of Shifman (2013), Milner (2012; 2016) and Dickerson 
(2015) provide a good foundation for understanding memes, in order to understand 
the popular use of memes as a cultural tool by basketball fans, there needs to be 
research into not only how and why basketball fans are using memes, but also the 
cultural elements that helped shape the NBA‘s public image and how such 
circumstances have influenced the behaviour of the basketball fan base. At the time of 
writing, there are no academic works researching basketball memes. Given the rising 
popularity of memes in popular culture and the position of professional sports such as 
the NBA as a global entertainment spectacle, this research can provide insight into not 
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only how and why memes are used on a fan capacity but also from a commercial 
standpoint. It can also provide insight into the role of social identity distinctions 
concerning race, gender, sexuality and politics, and what kind of role they play in 
shaping people‘s ideas, and how those ideas translate into memetic discourse. 
Additionally, this research can also provide knowledge into the role of humour in 
memes, in particular how satire and irony is drawn upon to construct expression of 
various aspects of popular culture. 
Conclusion 
 Memes have always been a part of human cultures because imitation has always 
occurred within our behavioural patterns (Blackmore 1999; Dawkins 1976; Tyler 
2011). This is also evident within internet memes, in which memetic texts are 
replicated or imitated to suit individual thought processes and ability, as exemplified 
with Lolcats and the ―Brace Yourselves‖ image macros. Consequently, memes may 
maintain core similarities in convention but may not all be entirely the same. It is only 
somewhat recently that the meme concept has gained mainstream attention. Internet 
memes may seem like jokes designed for people to pass the time, and for some that is 
precisely what they are. However, as seen with the examples shown throughout this 
chapter, image macros are also being used as a cultural tool to engage in commentary, 
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debate and discussion on more serious cultural issues as well, such as politics.  
 The creation and circulation of memes has become a literacy practice in which 
its production and circulation depend on the ability to quickly convey perspectives 
through an image accompanied by captions that are normally no more than a few 
words. In order for the image macro to spread widely, it is dependent on the 
recognisability of fixed identities, for example, Barack Obama and Lolcats. 
Identification affects the speed of spreadability of internet memes, yet the speed of 
web 2.0 tools also affects the influential power of image macros populating the 
internet. Therefore, the balance between fixity and novelty allow memes to potentially 
have meaning beyond the realms of online communities, to exert influence on 
mainstream culture itself.  
 Despite the ease of meme circulation enabled by digital media and the 
prominence of sports in society, there has only recently been some research directed at 
the phenomenon of sports image macros. There has been an abundance of literature 
concerning YouTube mash-ups and, increasingly, there are works regarding memes in 
general, particularly by Limor Shifman (2011, 2013) and Ryan Milner (2012, 2013. 
However, literature directed at the prominence and potential influence of image 
macros have only begun to gradually emerge. Given the relevance of sport in 
contemporary society as an entertainment format and as a tool for diplomacy and 
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marketing, studying basketball image macros may lead to a better understanding of 
not just how sports fans approach their interests but also how collaborative fan 
creativity on the internet may play a role in the shaping of communicative habits and 
industrial trends.  
 As digital technology continues to evolve, meme participation becomes 
increasingly vibrant in form, enabling just about anyone to participate in social 
discourse. Those who choose to use memes can use them to serve their own needs 
within a familiar vehicular language. The intertwining of different cultures, mixing 
―the familiar and the new, the dominant and the negotiated, the pop and the political‖ 
gives memes a vibrant flexibility as a public discourse (Milner 2012).  
 Sport‘s position as a form of popular culture combined with the phenomenon of 
internet memes, makes online basketball fandom a rich site for analysis. Identifying 
the threads that bind these two cultural phenomena together reveals how internet 
culture can be used to construct identity that have both personal and industrial 
implications.  
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Chapter 3- NBA Fandom: A Short History 
Introduction 
 In William LaFeber‘s (2002) book Michael Jordan and the New Capitalism, he 
details a young American we met a group of Tibetans during his travels in Western 
China. While sharing a meal together, the group, who had never ventured far outside 
their village begun to discuss basketball, in particular Michael Jordan (LaFeber 2002). 
This anecdote is more meaningful than just basketball‘s reach or the popularity of the 
Chicago Bulls, a team Jordan played 13 seasons for. It also tells us something 
important about sport and the impact of globalisation, in which an athlete can 
transform into a cultural icon to influence cultures even in the most remote areas of 
the globe. 
 This chapter will focus on historical events and figures that have fostered a rapid 
development of the world‘s strongest league, the NBA, into a trans-national, 
multicultural sporting entertainment spectacle. To begin with, this chapter will briefly 
look at the state of the NBA during the 1970s and 1980s where the league struggled 
both culturally and financially. According to Todd Boyd (2003), the NBA during the 
70s and early 80s was becoming increasingly Black, in terms of population, style of 
play and overall culture among the players. The NBA during that period was marred 
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by the proliferation of drug use, particularly cocaine, by its players, which contributed 
to reinforcing public perception at the time. As far as the public was concerned, Black 
basketball players were in a position of privilege as professional athletes instead of 
more deserving White players. Thus; the NBA, from a public standpoint, was widely 
regarded as an example of Black criminality, no different to Black criminals 
represented in other aspects of society (Boyd 2003; Leonard 2012).  
 The second section of this chapter will look at how the NBA, on the verge of 
bankruptcy, would transform into one of the world‘s most popular sporting leagues.  
 The third section of this chapter will focus on the globalisation of the NBA in 
recent years, in particular how its international expansion efforts and investment into 
digital media has led to a fostering of a public image and a fan base that is drastically 
different compared to 20 to 30 years ago.  
70s – 80s: Too “Black” for a predominately White audience.  
 Much of the problems the NBA faced during the 1970s and early 1980s can be 
attributed to the extensive mainstream stigmatic perception of the league where the 
Caucasian majority public saw the NBA as a racial threat, (over 70% of NBA were 
African-American athletes); and as a space for criminal activity (player transgressions 
such as drug use and alcohol abuse often dominated headlines concerning the NBA). 
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The prevailing stigma toward the league prevented the NBA from attracting the 
mainstream acceptance and popularity needed for economic prosperity in the world of 
U.S professional sport (Andrews and Mower 2010).  
 The best Black basketball players were not like the blue-collar working class 
athletes that played football (gridiron) and baseball, with the influx of Black 
basketball athletes predominantly growing up in some of America‘s most dangerous 
ghettos and housing projects (Boyd 2008). Their athleticism in ball control, ability to 
perform flashy dunks and their overall physical dominance over White players 
contrasted them with Black athletes who played baseball or football (gridiron). They 
had their own playing styles and unique taste in fashion and music, and they were 
performing professionally in front of mostly White audiences. However, playing 
basketball was also like a life support system that allowed some Black athletes from 
poor backgrounds to make a living and provide support for their extended families. As 
such, they were viewed as Black men first, athletes second by both the public and 
even their teammates—they were seen as taking another White man‘s job (Wilkens 
2001). This would be a public image that the NBA would struggle for decades to 
reconcile (Andrews 1999).  
 Former NBA player Spencer Haywood is the most interesting case study of the 
complicated social tensions affecting the league and its culture at the time. NBA rules 
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in the 1970s stipulated that a player must have graduated college before being 
declared eligible to play in the league. Haywood, took the NBA to court, arguing that 
since he was the only bread winner in his family, he should be allowed to enter the 
NBA regardless of the league‘s rules (Boyd 2008). The judge eventually ruled in 
Haywood‘s favour citing him as an ―economic hardship‖ case, which would become a 
presiding trend in the league during the 70s and the 80s, where issues of race and 
class played a dominant role in the league‘s public image.  
 Haywood went on to have a Hall of Fame career, earning multiple All-Star 
appearances as well as winning a championship. With success, comes money and 
fame, and Haywood at the height of his career lived the life of luxury, flashy cars, 
beautiful women and celebrity status (Haywood 2000; Merlino 2011). His time in the 
spotlight came tumbling down after falling asleep during practice as a result of a big 
night of partying the evening before. It was later revealed he had become addicted to 
‗that girl‘, a term the players used for cocaine. The immense pressure of having to 
produce on a daily basis and at the same time trying to manage the fame and fortune 
that comes with being a professional athlete in a society that was still considerably 
hostile toward Black people, was simply too much for individuals only trained to play 
basketball (Boyd 2008). After all, the NBA at the time did not facilitate training 
programmes that taught players who mostly came from the worst impoverished 
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circumstances on how to manage their finances and plan their lives after their careers 
had ended. Unfortunately for the NBA, Haywood was not alone in making mistakes. 
Many of Haywood‘s contemporaries would suffer the same downfall, including: Hall 
of Fame players Bernard King, Connie Hawkins and David Thompson, and former 
All-Stars Eddie Johnson and Micheal Ray Richardson, who was also under FBI 
investigation for game fixing (Boyd 2008; Leonard 2012; Teitelbaum 2005). The most 
embarrassing publicity for the league was the death of Len Bias, a highly touted 
prospect who died from a cocaine overdose after he was drafted as the second overall 
pick by the Boston Celtics in the 1986 NBA Draft (Freedman 2008). Regardless of 
how great the players were, these instances reinforced stereotype views of Black 
people as untrustworthy and were also in line with dominant perceptions of the league 
itself as a cesspool of overpaid, selfish Black men (Boyd 2008; Leonard 2012). 
Cashmore (2005) argues that the public perception at the time was that culture and 
upbringing created elite players, not race. If an athlete is from a good background, 
they are more likely able to fit in. As such, because most Black players came from 
poorer economic circumstances, they were believed to be lacking the appropriate 
cultural education and thus denied respect from fans. 
 On the court, they often faced hostile crowds that were dominated by White fans 
(Freedman 2008). For example, the Boston Celtics, led by Bill Russell, an 
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African-American, averaged 10,500 fans (15,000 seating capacity) per game during 
1957 and 1969 in when they won 11 championships. The average fan attendance rose 
to 13,300 (15,000 seating capacity) during the 1970s when the team was led by two 
White stars, Dave Cowens and John Havlicek (Goudsouzian 2010). Black players 
were often turned away by landlords and public establishments such as nightclubs and 
restaurants (Goudsouzian 2010). Celtics management and coaching staff were aware 
of the racial tensions in Boston and in order to cater to fan preferences, the Celtics 
roster always had least six or seven White players on the 12-man squad (Whalen 
2004).  
Part of fan practices at the time involved writing fan mail to the players, however, 
while most White players received mail of praise and admiration, Black players often 
received hate mail containing racist insults (Goudsouzian 2010; Wilkens 2001). At 
worst, some players had their homes robbed and vandalised, with racial slurs and 
burning crosses erected on their lawn, even in more sophisticated cities like Boston 
and New York (Whalen 2004). The existent racial hostility in the U.S at the time 
meant the public did not know how to deal with the notion of Black men who were 
being paid money to perform. 
 The NBA was also shaped by the cultural circumstances of the time. By the late 
1960s and 1970s, in response to the ongoing civil rights movement in the U.S, the 
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NBA abandoned its quota system of having a maximum of four Black players per 
roster (Boyd 2008). Consequently, predominately White audiences, who often 
referred to the NBA as ―African Handball‖, were watching basketball matches 
featuring up to 10 Black players on the court at the same time (Thomas 2002). While 
not all Black basketball players grew up under impoverished circumstances and not 
all of them were addicted to drugs, the cultural conditions of racial tensions at the 
time meant that the actions of a few became a representation of an entire race and 
culture. American culture in the 70s and 80s was heavily influenced by the rising 
popularity of cocaine use, particularly in the entertainment industries. During that 
period, cocaine was not considered to be a big problem; it was part of being rich and 
famous—to be a cocaine user meant being rich and fashionable (Boyd 2008). Cocaine 
culture crossed a number of boundaries and the NBA was one of them.  
 However, unlike in other entertainment industries, like film and music, the 
connection between indulgent lifestyles and the ability to perform was expected and 
accepted. Professional basketball was not afforded this perception. According to Boyd 
(2000, p.60), the NBA ―remains one of the few places in American society where 
there is a consistent racial discourse‖, where race is at the forefront of conversation at 
all times. The sport, unlike baseball or football, was dismissed as a waste of time by 
television networks because it was considered ―too Black‖ and ―too drug infested‖ for 
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a White audience (Schneider-Mayerson 2010). Sponsors were distancing themselves 
from the NBA because the players were perceived as a bunch of overpaid, drug 
addicted Black men (Leonard 2012). A Boston Globe reporter in 1984 once told 
newly-appointed league commissioner David Stern that, ―nobody wants to watch ten 
black guys in short pants running up and down the court‖ (Leonard 2012; Whalen 
2002). The proliferation of drug culture in the NBA at the time provided 
reinforcement to the prevalent cultural view of the NBA as a racial threat.  
The NBA as a global spectacle.  
We dealt with issues of race, drugs and economics and found our way 
through all those problems. Today, we are the total of our responses to 
the changes we navigated (Stern 2013b, np).  
 Despite the bleak outlook, the 1980s and 1990s was a significant transitional 
period for the league. Under newly appointed commissioner, David Stern, the league 
begin its transformation into a cultural and commercial success in the United States, 
alongside baseball and football. Having previously held the league‘s executive 
vice-president position, Stern was no stranger to the uphill battle in packaging the 
NBA into a profitable product.  
 One of Stern‘s early administrative initiatives was introducing an anti-drugs 
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policy—a first in American professional sports at the time. Under the guidelines, 
players who tested positive to banned substances were expelled from the league, with 
exceptions given for players who came forward, in which case the league would fund 
the rehabilitation process (Leonard 2012). Another of Stern‘s ideas was the Rookie 
Transition Programme—an initiative that gave new players coming into the league a 
crash course on life as a professional athlete, educating them on issues like 
behavioural standards and money management among other life skills (Leung 2003).  
 According to Stern (2013), the NBA did not have a particular goal or a blueprint; 
its main objective was to stay in business. Stern believed the standard of NBA 
competition was the best in the world, but needed to somehow find a way to 
successfully promote a league that was dominated by African-Americans during a 
period of racial tension in the U.S (Andrews 1999). His goal was to re-brand the NBA 
into a commercial entertainment entity that was exciting and fresh and played by 
charismatic, talented and friendly individuals. He was impressed, and influenced, by 
the crossover appeal of entertainment companies like Disney, and saw distinct 
similarities between the NBA and the entertainment industry (Hoberman 1997).  
They have theme parks, and we have theme parks. Only we call them 
arenas. They have characters: Mickey and Goofy. Our characters are 
named Magic and Michael [Jordan]. Disney sells apparel; we sell apparel. 
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They make home videos; we make home videos (Stern 1991, p.64). 
Under Stern‘s leadership, through an aggressive cross-media promotional campaign 
consisting of print media, television, radio, VHS, CD-ROMs, souvenir shops, 
restaurants and, later on, the internet, the NBA was marketed as a fantasised world of 
heroic athletes and interesting personalities. Centralised in the slogan ―I Love This 
Game‖, and an original ―I Love This Game‖ rap song, the NBA‘s promotion media 
often blended highlight videos of the players in action and during off-court situations. 
For more mature audiences, the ―I Love This Game‖ commercials, featured a 
collection of slow motion video clips capturing the athleticism and elitism of the 
players, complimented with classical music such as ―Ode to Joy‖ by Beethoven. 
Within the promotion media, the NBA was not only targeting younger audiences but it 
was also targeting adults as well. The game day was turned into athletic escapism, 
incorporating laser shows, hip hop music, half time contests for fans and theatrical 
player introductions—the game day became as much about the experience as the 
game itself. This stimulated consumers to want to attend games and become familiar 
with the players and teams. In doing so, Stern was not just targeting male sports fans, 
he was targeting the entire family (McDonald and Andrews 2001) 
 On an international level, Stern packaged and distributed new NBA products in 
the form of television programmes such as Game of the Week, NBA Action and shows 
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that followed the players away from the court like, NBA Inside Stuff. By negotiating 
directly with broadcasters, Stern assiduously placed NBA products on the television 
screen in a number of countries. During this period, rights fees were determined by a 
region‘s potential for market expansion, so countries like China, Hong Kong and 
Taiwan, for example, got the programming for free due to the region‘s marketing 
potential (Andrews 1999).   
  Perhaps most significantly, Stern sought to steer attention away from the 
‗Blackness‘ of the NBA player. As Stern (2012) recalled, ―It was our conviction that if 
everything else went right, race would not be an abiding issue to NBA fans, at least 
not as long as it was handled correctly‖. Black players and their public image, as was 
suggested by Stern, were in need of repackaging and, more importantly, vigilant 
control. The framework in making the NBA product safe for audiences was dependent 
on the presentation of the Black players as model citizens. An integral aspect of the 
league‘s marketing framework focused on promoting the emotional and athletic 
aspects of the sporting competition (Mullin, Hardy and Sutton 2007). This method 
allowed the league and its sponsors to present a colour-blinded public image that 
NBA players are great not because they are Black but because they are champions and, 
more importantly, because they are model human beings (Wynter 2002). The 
‗de-racialising‘ of the league was achieved through the NBA‘s different media 
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channels as well as corporate sponsors. Television programmes like NBA Inside Stuff 
focused on the player‘s lives away from the basketball court, while corporate sponsors 
like McDonald‘s and Coca-Cola portrayed the stars as humble, family men in their 
commercials (Andrews 1999). Perhaps the best exponent of this is Michael Jordan, 
who was able to capitalise on both the emerging popularity of hip hop urban culture 
and the NBA. The marketing of Jordan decoupled the typical associations of 
Blackness, such as hip hop culture and carefully scripted his promotion in the NBA‘s 
media and sponsorship campaigns as the All-American male identity (Jeffords 1994). 
However, before the rise of Jordan, there were other factors that laid the foundation 
for the NBA‘s popularity such as the rivalry between Earvin ―Magic‖ Johnson and 
Larry Bird, as well as the 1992 Olympics.  
Magic and Bird 
 Asserted by some sports journalists as the true saviours of the NBA, the rivalry 
between Hall of Fame basketball players Earvin ―Magic‖ Johnson and Larry Bird 
dates back to their days in the U.S collegiate system in the late 1970s (Bird, Johnson 
and MacMullan 2009). Their rivalry was appealing because it represented various 
contrasts, from the historic rivalry of their teams, the Lakers and the Celtics, to their 
personalities and their race. Although the pair shared a close friendship off the court, 
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from the outset, race was a part of the media storytelling of the rivalry (McCallum 
2012). Johnson was a member of the Los Angeles Lakers, also known as the 
―Showtime Lakers‖ for their flashy style of play. He represented the epitome of 
Hollywood flashiness, while the more soft-spoken Bird, a member of the Boston 
Celtics, represented the blue-collar grit often associated with the Irish middle class. 
Such distinctions were constantly played out in sponsorship media, such as the 1984 
Converse shoe commercial. The commercial shows Bird practising on a rural 
basketball court with Johnson pulling up in a limousine challenging him to a match of 
one-on-one (Bird, Johnson and MacMullan 2009).  
 There was a stigma attached to both teams during that period based on racial 
issues. Most Black people did not like the Celtics because Boston had long been 
thought of as a city that was ‗too white‘ where even the Black stars on the Celtics had 
often been the subject of prejudice (Bird, Johnson and MacMullan 2009). While, most 
White fans saw Bird as the ‗Great White Hope‘ who would lead the Celtics to victory 
over the Lakers—a team made up of predominantly Black players. Magic and Bird‘s 
significance, according to Boyd (2008), was connected to how their presence was 
being read as symbolic of the racial and cultural tensions happening in America. Both 
Magic and Bird did not intentionally endorse such views, and when it became known 
that they had become close friends as a result of their rivalry, the marketing media 
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concerning the pair became emphasised the merits of camaraderie, sportsmanship and 
competition. This sent a message to audiences that we are not so different after all and 
if these two individuals of different colour can coexist, so can everyone else. They 
were great friends away from the court, but on the court their relationship was that of 
competition and one-upmanship. The admiration and respect Magic and Bird 
expressed for each other represented all the positive ideals of fair play and 
sportsmanship. This notion was emphasised in marketing packages from the league 
and associated sponsors, the spirit of competition had decoupled the league‘s previous 
image of racial indifference, allowing the NBA to stand out as a sporting event in 
American culture (Wiggins 2004). 
 By 1984, 18 of the league‘s 23 teams were selling merchandise in department 
stores and playing arenas, with Bird and Magic jerseys topping the revenue charts 
(Bird, Johnson and MacMullan 2009). This focus on promoting the league by selling 
individual personalities began with Magic and Bird, and their arrival also fortuitously 
occurred at the same time as cable television. In 1982, the NBA could not even afford 
to buy a 30 second time slot to advertise its games and were dependent on networks 
for ‗charity promos‘. As Johnson and Bird captured the imagination of fans, television 
networks became more than willing to use them in their advertising arsenal. The 
premise of the advertisements were along the lines of ―Magic and the Lakers against 
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Larry and the Celtics‖, a marketing direction that initially did not sit well with Stern, 
who felt it was not fair to take the spotlight away from the teams‘ other stars (Wiggins 
2004). However, the strategy was successful because of what Bird and Magic defined. 
They were team players who thrived on winning, it was not about which individual 
could score the most points, but which team would come out victorious. In short, 
Magic Johnson and Larry Bird were the epitome of everything the NBA wanted its 
league to represent.  
 The added exposure created by cable television and the drama of the Magic Vs. 
Bird rivalry ushered in a new generation of NBA fans. In the process, they became 
more than basketball stars, they became cultural icons. Nevertheless, while they 
contributed to the league‘s subsequent growth, they did not rescue the NBA by 
themselves. They were, however, a part of the NBA‘s initial resurgence and provided 
forward momentum for other intervening moments that helped re-shape the image of 
the league, most notably the participation of NBA players at the 1992 Olympic Games 
and the rise of another superstar, Michael Jordan. 
Dream Team I, 1992 Olympics 
 While the NBA had made concentrated efforts to expand globally during the 
1980s, league administrators found it difficult to promote the sport as a legitimate 
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world sport. This was partly influenced by the ruling that only amateur players were 
eligible to compete in international competitions including the Olympics. The 
hypocrisy of the rule was that professionals playing in countries other than the United 
States were playing anyway because most of them were officially listed as soldiers, 
policemen or civil servants (Cunningham 2009). For example, Germany‘s Detlef 
Schremph, who was making $500,000 U.S per season playing in the NBA, was 
considered a professional, while Brazil‘s Oscar Schmidt who was earning $1 million 
U.S per season playing in Italy, was considered an amateur and eligible for Olympic 
competition (McCallum 2012). There was no urgency by the Olympic and world 
basketball (FIBA) committees to allow American professionals to play in the 
Olympics due to the assumption that even American collegiate players were more 
superior in comparison to professional players from other countries. It was not until 
1992, at the FIBA Tournament of the Americas that NBA stars were allowed to 
compete, before playing in the Olympics for the first time later that year (Cunningham 
2009). Dubbed the Dream Team, they were the first U.S Olympic basketball team to 
feature NBA stars, providing fans the opportunity to see some of the world‘s best 
basketball players on the international stage (NBA 2014b). 
 Since 1992, the popularity of basketball has continued to rise around the world, 
played by an estimated 450 million people worldwide across over 200 countries, 
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challenging soccer‘s position as the world‘s most popular sport (FIBA 2012). Much of 
basketball‘s current cultural status can be attributed to the impact of the Dream Team. 
Led by arguably the greatest player of all time, Michael Jordan, the team was made up 
of NBA veterans at the apex of their individual talents. Having only been offered 
small servings of the NBA through promotional events and delayed telecasts, 
international fans were able to see a collection of the sport‘s best athletes playing on 
the same team in arguably the world‘s most important sporting event. Opponents who 
played against the Dream Team did not stand a chance, but they did not seem to care. 
Opposing players were star struck, taking advantage of every opportunity to get 
autographs and have photographs taken, some even during matches (McCallum 2012). 
The significant fanfare surrounding the Dream Team players and their style of play 
was exposing the NBA on the world stage— David Stern‘s vision of showcasing the 
league as the best in the world was being amplified at the 1992 Olympics. More 
importantly, issues of racial tensions that had stained the league‘s image in the 70s 
had seemingly been contained—the team‘s predominantly Black athletes were the 
main attraction of the Olympic Games (McCallum 2012).   
 Over two decades later, members of the Dream Team are still important within 
the sport. Michael Jordan still features prominently in basketball conversations, his 
name and likeness are etched in player shoes and game attire from basketball to 
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everyday fashion. The box cover of 2012 video game NBA2K12 features the Dream 
Team ―Big 3‖: Jordan, Magic and Bird, instead of contemporary stars LeBron James, 
Kevin Durant or Kobe Bryant. More importantly, their legacy benefited basketball as 
a sport. The team‘s head coach, Chuck Daly (NBA 2014b) regarding his opponents 
once said: 
They‘ll go home and for the rest of their lives be able to tell their kids, ‗I 
played against Michael Jordan and Magic Johnson and Larry Bird.‘ And 
the more they play against our best players, the more confident they‘re 
going to get...finally there will come a day...they will be able to compete 
with us on even terms. And they‘ll look back on the Dream Team as a 
landmark event in that process.   
Daly‘s prediction did come to fruition as the U.S basketball team were defeated on 
several occasions during the 2002 World Championships and the 2004 Olympics.  
 Since 1992, the NBA has seen an influx of international players, with numbers 
growing each season. Many of the current international players were directly 
influenced by the Dream Team‘s play during the 1992 Olympics and idolised the 
team‘s members growing up (Crawford 2014).  
The Dream Team‘s impact arguably fast forwarded basketball‘s progress by 20 
years, says former NBA Properties President Rick Welts (McCallum 2012). Before 
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the Dream Team, the NBA was only shown in 85 countries, today it can be seen on 
television and on second screen devices such as mobile phones and computers in 215 
countries. The considerable increase in revenue also benefited the players, as the NBA 
shares a percentage of its profits with its players. The Olympic experience and the 
exposure of the Dream Team helped the NBA generate international interest which 
culminated into more international contracts and revenue.  
 The NBA‘s momentum that had begun with Magic and Bird would excel to 
unprecedented levels on the back of a new superstar, Michael Jordan. While most of 
the focus was on Magic and the Lakers, and Bird and the Celtics in the 80s, Jordan 
had been carving out his own legacy with the Chicago Bulls. By the 1992 Olympics, 
Jordan was emerging as a superstar in his own right. Fresh from a championship 
victory in the 1991-92 season, he was fast becoming the face of the NBA and the 
sport of basketball (Andrews 2001). His on-court success and his style of play were 
complimented with polished portrayals of a successful, engaging family man through 
commercials with Nike, McDonald‘s and Coca-Cola (Andrews 2001). Magic‘s and 
Bird‘s retirement after the Olympics meant there was no close parallel to Jordan in 
terms of play or personality. Thus the Dream Team‘s symbolism is meaningful in the 
sense that it ushered in a new era for the NBA.   
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The “Flying Man” Michael Jordan 
It could easily be a matter of timing, where society was looking for 
something positive. It could easily be a sport that was gradually bursting 
out into global awareness at a time when I was at the top. And then 
there‘s the connections that I‘ve had with corporate America since I 
started with Coca-Cola and then went to Nike, which has gone totally 
global (Jordan 2001, p.3).   
 While the cross-racial rivalry between Magic and Bird symbolised the 
importance of team work and mutual respect, Jordan quickly distinguished himself as 
the league‘s most talented individual player (Smith 1992). Poised with athletic talent 
and an unyielding competitive desire to succeed, Jordan became the poster child for 
the NBA and the many products he would endorse throughout his career. With new 
marketing methods of promoting personality alongside skill, improved broadcasting 
technology and arguably the best assemblage of talent to date, the NBA, previously 
on the verge of bankruptcy just a decade prior, grew steadily in popularity through the 
late 1980s and early 1990s (Halberstam 2000). Over the course of the decade, Jordan 
became the epitome of the modern day sporting spectacle, boosted by his carefully 
crafted star image off the court. Early in his career, Jordan‘s agent, David Falk, 
envisioned his client as not just a product endorser but as someone a company can 
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build their brand around (Andrews 2001; Denzin 2001; Gates 2000). This was 
achieved by targeting only the largest and most well-known companies. At the time, 
Black athletes had never been featured in marketing campaigns so prominently, but 
Falk felt society was becoming more receptive of successful Black bodies (Falk 2009; 
Merlino 2011). Shoe companies, Converse and Adidas—Jordan‘s favourite shoe 
brands, were not as optimistic to the idea of endorsing a Black athlete so prominently. 
A Portland-based shoe company called Nike, known primarily for running shoes, 
turned out to be the most suitable choice. However, Nike refused to call their shoes 
simply ―Michael Jordan‖, so Falk came up with the ―Air Jordan‖ moniker, a nickname 
that is still associated with Jordan to this day (Gates 2000). Next, Falk invited 
McDonald‘s and Coca Cola to formulate plans to package Jordan into their 
promotions. As such, the three of the biggest global brands became promoters of 
Jordan. The appeal and recognition of universally recognisable brands translates to the 
celebrity who supports the product. By endorsing these global brands, Jordan became 
a signifier for their products, and vice versa. Jordan and sponsors associated with him 
reinforced each other through advertisements, taking on positive characteristics of 
each other: young, friendly, family orientated, authentic and American, further 
enhancing the mystic of Jordan as the race-neutral role model (Gates 2000).  
 Jordan‘s on-court accomplishments combined with strategic marketing methods 
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helped ease the threat of Black masculinity that had halted the NBA‘s progress for so 
long. People accepted that Jordan was different, not because he was Black, but 
because he was an exceptional athlete, a role model and a celebrity (Andrews and 
Mower 2012). As noted by David Andrews (2001, p.174) in his book titled: Michael 
Jordan, Inc.: Corporate Sport, Media Culture, and Late Modern America,  
Jordan‘s carefully scripted televisual adventures on the corporate 
playground were designed to substantiate an all-American hard bodied 
identity which would appeal to the racially sensitive sensibilities of the 
American mass market. 
His regular portrayal as an engaging, family-orientated individual veered him away 
from socially constructed representations of African-American criminality (Leonard 
2012). In the words of Douglas Kellner (2003), Jordan was represented as a ―good 
black‖ within sponsorship and the NBA‘s own marketing material. For instance, in the 
1991 marketing campaign for the sports drink Gatorade, the ad jingle entices the 
audience to ―be like Mike‖ in a video montage of on-court highlights featuring Jordan 
and footage of him playing basketball with children and adults of a different race and 
gender. Such imagery established him as an engaging role model who, in addition to 
being successful in his profession, was also an approachable, good human being 
(Leonard 2012; Smith 1992). Off the court, the maintenance of the Jordan brand was 
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equally as important. Unlike earlier prominent Black athletes, like baseball player 
Jackie Robinson, tennis player Arthur Ashe and boxer Muhammad Ali—all of whom 
used their fame to voice out against racial inadequacies in the U.S (Andrews 2001; 
Leonard 2012)—Jordan refused to engage in conversations concerning race and 
politics An example of this was in 1990 when Jordan was asked to endorse Harvey 
Gantt, a Black Senate candidate, who was running against Republican Senator, and 
outspoken supporter of South Africa‘s apartheid ideology, Jesse Helms in the state of 
North Carolina, Jordan refused, citing ―Republicans buy sneakers too‖. By distancing 
himself from political conversations, Jordan separated himself from connotations of 
other prominent Black athletes like Muhammad Ali and Jackie Robinson, who used 
their fame to campaign for racial equality. This point is important as, both Rhoden 
(2006) and Denzin (2001) argue, to be a superstar is to become colourless and part of 
Jordan‘s appeal was his political and racial apathy. His carefully maintained image 
and, his success on the court presents the notion that those from minority backgrounds 
can also succeed, and that Western society is a fair one that allows individuals to 
succeed on the merits of hard work and determination, regardless of race (Kellner 
2003; Wiggins 2004). Jordan‘s acceptance and popularity in culture represented the 
possibility of being accepted by the majority crowd (Whites), which meant he was 
able to ―transcend his own race‖ (Rhoden 2006, p.204).  
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 Without a doubt, Jordan‘s talent on the court along with careful management of 
his public image played an influential role in his popularity. However, there were 
other factors in play—the global awareness toward the NBA crisscrossed directly with 
the globalisation of corporate America, and when digital communication systems 
begun intersecting the globe, linking sports media to each corner of the planet. With a 
more attractive public image and a larger talent pool of players, along with increased 
television exposure, the NBA became renowned as a ―hot sport‖ (Halberstam 2000). 
This was particularly appealing to corporate America, who saw the NBA as having 
greater potential to appeal to the younger market than either football (NFL) or 
baseball (MLB) (Halberstam 2000). The internationalisation of Nike, Coca Cola and 
McDonald‘s overlapped with the rise of Jordan, a brand that would globally sell the 
notions of an athletic, successful, gentle, kind, warm, authentic family man: a true 
hero. Basketball‘s popularity during this period was in-line with the popularity of 
hip-hop music and presented a type of urban appeal that resonated with basketball‘s 
considerably younger fan base. For instance, in order to create an expanded network 
that covered different aspects of culture, Nike had different strategies for sponsored 
players based on their playing styles and personalities (Andrews 2001). Jordan was 
continually portrayed as different to stereotypical views of African-Americans, 
confirming his racial transcendence. Other Nike sponsored basketball stars at the time, 
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like Charles Barkley and David Robinson, represented other personalities. Robinson, 
a 7-foot tall Center, considered one of the true gentleman of the sport was portrayed 
as a model for moral fortitude through a series of parodies titled ―Mr Robinson‘s 
neighbourhood‖ (Andrews 2001). Barkley, on the other hand, known for his intensity 
on the court was presented in an adulterated manner, such as facing Godzilla in a 
game of one-on-one (Andrews 2001). As Nike chairman Phil Knight points out, ―We 
realized that there are different styles of playing basketball. Not every great player has 
the style of Michael Jordan and if we tried to make Air Jordan appeal to everyone, it 
would lose its meaning...It‘s not just Charles Barkley saying buy Nike shoes, it‘s 
seeing who Charles Barkley is—and knowing that he is going to punch you in the 
nose‖ (quoted in Andrews 2001, p.129). What this means is that, through a 
multi-faceted marketing strategy that promoted individual personality and style of 
play, the NBA and its partners were simultaneously catering to various sectors. Fans 
who did not relate with Jordan may have been able to find a connection with a 
different player, and vice versa.   
Just as significant is Jordan‘s international appeal. For instance, in Chinese 
speaking countries, Jordan is given the epithet the ―Flying Man‖, a loose translation 
of his nickname ―Air‖ Jordan. He was known as the super human who flew and glided 
through the sky seamlessly dunking basketballs, who wore Nike shoes and ate 
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McDonald‘s (Huang 2013). The commercialisation process of merging Jordan‘s sports 
image with corporate products made him one of the highest paid and most productive 
generators of social meaning—a formula that made him a billionaire in 2014 and has 
allowed him to earn US$90 million annually, over a decade after his retirement from 
basketball (Badenhausen 2013; Kellner 2001).  
Globalisation of the NBA  
 It was perhaps also a case of right timing for commissioner David Stern as the 
NBA was about to enter a significant period in the 1980s and 1990s, led by stars 
Magic Johnson, Larry Bird and Michael Jordan, who would take the standard of 
basketball competition in the NBA to unprecedented levels. It was also during a 
period where major U.S corporations, riding on the momentum of a booming U.S 
economy and advances in broadcast media, were looking to internationalise business 
operations. All of these factors, along with the 1992 Olympics, provided Stern with 
the momentum to grow the NBA brand on a global scale. Companies like Nike, Coca 
Cola and McDonald‘s signed several NBA stars like Michael Jordan, Larry Bird, 
Magic Johnson, Charles Barkley and Scottie Pippen, which kick-started a wave of 
high profile, well-paid global brand ambassadors.  
 To keep up with demand, the NBA established offices in France, United 
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Kingdom, Australia, Mexico, Canada, Switzerland, Spain, Japan, China, Hong Kong 
and Taiwan. Staffed by international relations experts, these regional offices allowed 
the league to expand coverage and attract new investors. Having a local presence 
within different countries also allowed the NBA to gain valuable insight into how 
local trends and cultures may influence their brand. To further their influence on 
international audiences, the NBA hosted pre-season, regular season games, training 
clinics, humanitarian programs and fan participatory events, such as NBA Jam 
Session, NBA2Ball and Basketball without Borders, throughout the season, 
promoting not only the brand but also the sport of basketball (Keteyian, Araton and 
Dardis 1998).  
 Early in his reign, Stern saw Asia as having the potential to become the biggest 
basketball market outside of the United States. The venture into the Asian market 
began in the 1980s with the NBA / China Friendship tour where NBA and Chinese 
teams competed in both countries (Huang 2013). Although the tour was largely 
considered as a political gesture to mend the relationship between the two nations, it 
allowed NBA basketball to be exposed to an untapped market.  
 Perhaps the most effective tactic by Stern and the NBA was providing free 
television rights to Asian markets during the 1980s, most notably to China, Hong 
Kong and Taiwan, a move that was unheard of in professional sport at the time 
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(Huang 2013; Mullin, Lardy and Sutton 2007). The media package included: live 
games, recap highlight shows and behind-the-scenes programmes, all of which were 
translated into Chinese, allowing a 1 billion-plus audience free access to the NBA. By 
1990, the NBA held its first ever regular season games outside North America, 
opening its season in Japan—this would become a regular fixture on the league‘s 
calendar throughout the 90s (NBA 2014a). And by the early 2000s, as part of the NBA 
Global Games programme, the league was expanding the international market with 
regular player appearances, training clinics, community enhancement initiatives and 
pre-season games in countries outside the U.S (NBA 2014a). Its vision of short-term 
sacrifice for long-term gain proved to be effective as the NBA, as of the 2012-13 
season, earns over US$500 million annually from overseas sales alone, with more 
than half of it coming from media distribution deals (Andrews 1999; Gelles 2011; 
Jessop 2012a). 
 In China, where the NBA has become a prominent symbol of Western culture, 
the league has had considerable influence particularly on the country‘s younger 
generation. A 2005 survey on NBA.com claimed that: 83% of Chinese males aged 
15-24 were NBA fans, and more than 40% indicated that basketball was their 
favourite sport (Huang 2013). In China, NBA games are watched by an average of 
more than 30 million viewers per week, with merchandise being officially sold at 
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more than 20,000 locations throughout the country (Huang 2013). The NBA‘s 
popularity in China is, arguably, owed to Stern‘s initial offering of free television 
rights in 1989. Before that, only the NBA All-Star and championship games were 
broadcast on tape delay on Chinese television. The free-to-air coverage of NBA 
games was something fresh and different to Chinese audiences at the time, featuring 
no Chinese or Asian athletes, and was being played in a country that was once an 
enemy of communism. The NBA represented a contrast to state-run media, which 
often focused on nationalism—such distinctions assisted the league in building 
popularity and importance in Chinese culture. 
 Its success in international markets due to more than just progressive marketing 
strategies. In recent years, the league has offered investment opportunities to different 
industries. For instance, in China the NBA has established partnership deals with the 
Bank of China—making it the endorsed monetary institution of the NBA—mobile 
handset manufacturer Huawei Technologies and ZTE Group (Waring 2014). Under 
the agreement, NBA Apps will be embedded in ZTE smart phones and offer exclusive 
content to phone users. The league‘s other partnerships in Asia include Lenovo 
computers, blogging platforms Sina Weibo and Tecent, and, Harbin Beer (He 2015; 
Reardon 2006). In 2012, the league announced the development of the NBA Center in 
Beijing—an entertainment centre that houses a gym, NBA themed restaurants, cafes, 
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stores, basketball courts as well as gaming areas for children (Barboza 2012). Its 
move into the Asian market was further boosted by the opening of the NBA Cafe in 
Manila, Philippines—the first of its kind in the world (Bond 2014). By investing in 
local economies, the league became more than just a sport; it became integrated into 
the daily routines of people.  
 While China remains the largest market outside of the United States, the league 
has implemented similar marketing strategies in other parts of the world, with the 
NBA Global Games and the Basketball without Borders campaign. These campaigns 
are not just basketball games, they also include training clinics and community 
outreach initiatives, like anti-drug and reading programs for children (NBA 2015). By 
involving itself on community improvement programmes around the world, with the 
players at the forefront, it presents the league as socially conscious and culturally 
sensitive to the needs and desires of respective communities and cultures.  
 The long-term influence of the league‘s globalisation efforts has not only raised 
the profile of the sport, but it has also fostered a new generation of die-hard fans. No 
longer is the NBA trying to find capabilities to appease a singular audience group, like 
it did in the 70s, the league, along with its partners, caters to fan bases from different 
parts of the world with different cultures and customs. The early phases of the NBA‘s 
global marketing during the late 80s to the mid-90s were keyed on the 
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―Americanness‖ of the brand (Andrews 2006). As former NBA Director of 
International Public Relations, Josh Rosenfeld points out, ―People in other countries 
like the NBA because they want the American look and the American image. And 
that‘s what they get with the NBA...Americana, a piece of America‖ (Rosenfeld, 
quoted in Andrews 2006, p. 23). Today, the NBA‘s Americanness is blended with local 
interests. They are interested in not only promoting the league through their own 
media channels, they are expanding their global reach by partnering with local 
economies—endorsing products and services that are used by local populations on a 
daily basis. In turn, the NBA has become more than just a sport; it has become a part 
of the culture integrated into the everyday life within international markets like China. 
The resulting effect is not only a diverse fan culture but myriad ways to interpret 
basketball, centralised around the basketball stars, such as the varying interpretations 
of Michael Jordan as ―Air Jordan‖ in the Western world and as ―The Flying Man‖ in 
Asia. The diversified fan culture has become more highlighted in recent years with 
improvements in digital media, whereby information and communication has become 
accessible to a greater audience.  
Digitally bringing the NBA to the world  
In a 2014 study conducted by the Adobe Digital Index (ADI), the NBA was the 
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most international American sport with 39% social buzz originating from outside the 
United States, considerably higher than Major League Baseball (MLB) at 24% and 
the NFL at 21% (Adobe Digital Index 2014). The research conducted by the ADI 
(2014) analysed over 7 million mentions captured from different formats of social 
media, such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Tumblr and WordPress. In analysing the 
research data, ADI was able to pinpoint the social media trends of the NBA‘s 
international audience. LeBron James, for example, is the most mentioned player, 
while his team, the Cleveland Cavaliers, is the most mentioned team. However, what 
is most interesting is that 49% of the social buzz for LeBron James were from outside 
of the United States (ADI 2014). This statistic is more significant than LeBron James 
being a great basketball player—it reveals the social media impact on the NBA, where 
the online social buzz toward a player can also impact the value of the teams 
associated with him. What this data set also reveals is that, the NBA is able to drive 
international fan engagement through social media initiatives. According to the 
principal of ADI, Tamara Gaffney (2014), the value of a sports team and its players 
can increase as a result of social media chatter and activity. ADI‘s statistics also 
correlate with traffic to NBA.com with 5.6 billion out of the 9.6 billion total views 
coming from outside of the United States (Fine 2013). This statistical trend coincides 
with traffic to the social media pages of NBA teams. For instance, the official 
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Facebook page of the Philadelphia 76ers has over 1.2 million followers—less than 
500,000 of those fans are based in the United States (Gasparro 2015). The increased 
social media buzz can be partly attributed to access. Digital content such as video 
clips and live streaming of matches has become widely accessible, allowing fans to 
follow the NBA in other countries around the world. 
 Capitalising on the two-screen strategy of watching sport on television and 
following the sport on mobile devices and computers, the NBA website is presently 
offered in 12 different languages, along with a 24-hour television channel (NBA TV). 
The NBA also has a social media presence that is arguably one of the largest in all of 
professional sport with global statistics of 16 million fans on Facebook, nearly 7 
million followers on Twitter and over 400 million views on YouTube, with more than 
half of the NBA‘s social media traffic coming from countries outside the United States 
(Jessop 2012b). The aggressive approach in brand promotion through digital media 
can be attributed to the fact that over 48% of the league‘s fan base is under the age of 
35, with 66% of them said to have a social media presence on Twitter and Facebook 
(Jessop 2013c; Nielson 2014). Thus, with a considerably younger fan base in 
comparison to other professional sports and a growing cultural shift towards digital 
media communication, social media has been a key tool for the NBA and its teams to 
engage its dominant audience (Wilson 2015).  
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Communication between consumer and the brand is a dynamic practise that 
involves various functions within the professional sports sector. This can range from 
brand management initiatives, such as advertisements and sponsorship deals, to 
enhancing its public image through fan engagement. These elements relate to the 
strategy of ―providing stakeholders with an emotional connection to understand, 
interpret, and identity with sports‖ (Rein, Kotler and Shields 2006, p.197). The tactics 
in maintaining a strong connection between stakeholders and the brand has gradually 
shifted from traditional media to digital media.  
 This point is emphasised by Philadelphia 76ers Social Media Coordinator 
Alessandro Gasparro (2015); 
We are always thinking, finding ways to differentiate ourselves from the 
competitors which is traditional media. Social media is a way to engage 
with and talk to your fans and understand what they are going through. 
Sometimes that means celebrating a win with them, in a way more than 
just ―Sixers Win‖, and you move on. It‘s like ―Sixers win‖, we are 
enjoying it as much you are enjoying it, or ―Sixers lose‖, it‘s just as 
tough on us as it is on you. It‘s about recognising those fans…because 
we have a lot of creative fans on social media. By highlighting some of 
their best work…they feel appreciated when we do it. 
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 Each NBA team is responsible for its own social media presence, utilising its 
access to unique content both on and off the basketball court as incentive for fans to 
visit their pages. The recognition of fans by NBA teams on social media often extends 
beyond the sharing of fan-created content. Activities such as caption contests, where 
the best caption is re-tweeted as the team‘s official headline after each win, or social 
recaps, highlighting the best fan content on social media is shared after each game are 
designed to maximise the involvement of basketball fans (Wilson 2015).  
 The official social media pages of the NBA and its 30 individual teams across 
multiple channels provides followers with an array of status updates featuring 
highlights, comments and interactive media on a daily basis. The same content is also 
available through its official mobile App, which is accessible through iPhone, Android 
and BlackBerry, as well as on devices such as Apple TV, Google TV, LG, Panasonic 
and Samsung televisions (Orellana 2016; NBA 2016). Other NBA digital initiatives 
include: the use of Snapchat, allowing fans and teams to share 10 -second videos 
capturing various moments of a live game; popular instant message applications such 
as Kik and LINE, providing fans with numerous updates throughout the day in text, 
picture and video format; the inclusion of Twitter handles on merchandise; and the 
integration of Bitcoin currency services for ticketing and merchandise purchases 
(Peebles 2015; Robertson 2012; Rovell 2014).  
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 By keeping up with cultural shifts in communication practises and the 
ever-evolving world of digital technology, it allows fans to keep up to date with 
league news, enticing them to interact with other fans and, more importantly for the 
NBA, it also persuades fans to spend money on NBA merchandise.  
 The consistent connectivity that is offered by second-screen devices allows fans 
to participate and share the emotions that come with watching sport with other fans 
around the world. Contemporary fans, in particular the younger demographic, 
according to Atlanta Hawks Social Media Coordinator Jaryd Wilson (2015), are avid 
followers who are frequent users of social media, and their desire to share what they 
find interesting has become a ―instinctive nature‖ in their fan experience, which in 
turn contributes to the image-building of a brand.  
An example of this can be seen in how the Detroit Pistons uses social media to 
entice greater fan interaction. Unlike most professional sports teams, the Pistons do 
not immediately share all of their content on social media. Instead, they give 
exclusive content to its ―super fans‖ to spread across social media (Feil 2013). This is 
achieved through an App called SocialToaster, which allows fans to earn points for 
each item they share on social media—in exchange for their efforts, fans with the 
most points can redeem them for game tickets and team merchandise among other 
Pistons-related fan products. By controlling the team‘s release of content, it allows the 
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Pistons to put value and a sense of exclusiveness into its media properties.  
 Teams like the Atlanta Hawks and Philadelphia 76ers have hosted ―Social Media 
Take Over‖ nights, where on game nights fans take over the team‘s official Twitter 
accounts (Gasparro 2015; Wilson 2015). For the duration of the game, the Twitter 
feed for the team are re-tweets from fans, who had been asked by the team to be as 
creative as possible in producing content (Gasparro 2015; Wilson 2015). The appeal 
of initiatives such as ―Social Media Take Over‖ is that, it is rare to be publicly 
acknowledged by a professional sports team, and in doing so, solidifies the fan base. 
Similarly, the Los Angeles Clippers often involve former players to ‗takeover‘ the 
Twitter accounts to enrich fan interaction and engagement (Lopez 2014). The Golden 
State Warriors, runs an annual ―Tweedia Day‖ where the players take over the team‘s 
Facebook and Twitter accounts to answer fan questions. The interaction is also 
translated into Chinese textual format and shared on Facebook, Twitter, and Sina 
Weibo—a Chinese blogging site (Lopez 2014).  
 Just as important for NBA teams is understanding audience trends in order to 
strategise the best methods for connecting and engaging with the fan base. This point 
is emphasised by Phoenix Suns Digital Media Manager Greg Esposito (2015),  
People are fans of sports because they want a connection with people in 
their city and around the globe. Social media has just strengthen 
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that…you can feel like you‘re part of a larger community. It‘s removed 
the barrier to communicating with these brands and athletes that used to 
be untouchable.  
Social media activities initiated by the Suns include: #Sunsrollcall, where fans can 
tweet their location during Suns‘ games, and #SunsTBT where fans are invited to 
tweet a Suns‘ player‘s name from past and present in exchange for a photo of the 
player from the Suns‘ archives (Esposito 2015). Initiatives such as these are simple, 
yet, they create a unique touch with the fan base which in turn helps boost 
engagement levels.  
 In January 2015, the Atlanta Hawks hosted the ―Swipe Right Night‖, integrating 
the use of dating App Tinder with the live-game experience in the arena. Through the 
App, fans simply needed to ―swipe right‖ in order to express interest in meeting other 
Tinder users in the arena, and if the user receives a ―like‖ in return, designated 
locations throughout the arena were provided for Tinder users to meet. Hawks‘ Social 
Coordinator Jaryd Wilson, who oversaw the promotion of the event, explained the 
strategy behind ―Swipe Right Night‖ was a way for the team to engage with fans 
through their phones:  
People at the game are always on their phones, during time outs or 
during half time or even during the game sometimes...if they are going to 
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look down on their phone anyways, you may as well have them do 
something Hawks-related. The Swipe Right night was exactly that.  
The ―Swipe Right Night‖ was considered to be a success due to extensive fan 
participation. And from a public relations standpoint, it provided a talking point in 
mainstream media, which generated considerable publicity for the team.  
 The big influence on social media of course is the ability to drive action. When 
something is shared on social media, people tend to respond, and by directly engaging 
with its fan base the NBA and its teams are capitalising on the foundation established 
in the 80s and 90s. Unlike the NFL or MLB, the NBA and its teams have been 
progressive when it comes to utilising social media (Peebles 2015). Instead of fearing 
repercussions, the NBA and its teams have focused on the possibilities that can be 
gained from social media. Empowered by a league that encourages both fans and 
officials to share video and photo media freely, basketball fandom has been 
transformed. The overriding access to content and information not only caters to the 
most enthusiastic fans but it can also potentially attract new fans, with content being 
spread through a variety of channels. Social media is far less costly and yet has a far 
reach that is able to be accessed by just about anyone with an internet connection. 
Providing greater access to content translates to a growing global audience, and new 
fans translates into more lucrative media distribution deals, merchandise sales and 
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corporate sponsorships.  
Race 
 Whilst discussions concerning the role of social identities, such as, race in sport 
has been studied extensively in academic literature, the findings within these works 
tend to either imply or deny racism in sport, or in some cases the existence of reverse 
racism in Black-dominated sports in which White athletes are considered to be 
athletically and physically inferior in comparison to Black athletes (de B‘be´ ri and 
Hogarth 2009). The last point is particularly relevant within basketball fan culture due 
to the considerably higher percentage of Black athletes in the NBA. 
 What is perhaps most interesting is that all three interpretations of race: the 
existence of racism, the non-existence of racism and reverse racism is constantly 
played out in professional basketball, from the way the league is marketed to how the 
fan culture responds to stories about the NBA. The common thread within the three 
significant periods of NBA fan culture outlined in this chapter is the issue of race. 
Issues of racial tension between the predominately White audience and the Black 
athletes were most evident during the 1950s and 60s with quota allowances for Black 
players being imposed on teams. This racial divide extended into the 1970s and 80s 
with the removal of the quota system and an influx of Black players in the NBA. The 
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cocaine culture during that period saw many NBA players being caught up in drug 
and alcohol abuse controversies. This only added to the cultural stigma toward Black 
basketball players at the time when they were often perceived as stealing jobs from 
White players. 
 As society became more consumer driven and commercially focused, so too did 
the business of professional basketball. The promotional media of the NBA during the 
1990s capitalised on the growing popularity of the league‘s superstars by focusing on 
their individual personalities and playing styles. By focusing on unique personalities 
and playing styles in its promotional media, the NBA was able to nullify the racial 
divisions between the league and the public that had previously marred the league‘s 
expansion efforts.  
 This more naturalised practise of promoting basketball stories does not ignore 
race, but, rather, it takes ―racially coded styles and products and reducing these 
symbols to commodities or experiences that whites and racial minorities can purchase 
and share‖ (Gallagher 2003, p.25-26). In this sense, the issue of racial division is no 
longer a primary focus but, rather, interpretations concerning race, such as stories of 
Black basketball players earning incredible wealth through playing basketball or the 
interracial rivalry between superstar players based purely on the spirit of competition 
instead of skin colour, have become one of the many cultural signifiers of the NBA 
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(Andrews and Mower 2012).  
 However, despite the NBA‘s efforts in maintaining a positive public image, 
player transgressions are still a part of the sport, and when they occur, public response 
is often influenced by stereotypical views concerning Black culture. The most notable 
instance was the ―Malice in the Palace‖ brawl in 2004. The incident involved players 
of the Detroit Pistons and Indiana Pacers begun as an on-court altercation between the 
archrivals and escalated to members of the Pacers, led by small forward Ron Artest, 
brawling with fans in the stands. The brawl obviously presented the NBA in a 
negative manner. Responses from some sectors of the media and the fan base linked 
the unsavoury incident to hip-hop and Black gang culture (McDonald and Toglia 
2010). The fact that such viewpoints were being expressed in the mainstream raises 
the question whether such perspectives would be voiced so emphatically if the NBA 
was made up of predominantly White players or if White players were involved in the 
brawl. While every individual is entitled to their own opinion, the fact that there were 
people who linked the altercation to hip-hop and gang culture underscores the notion 
that race continuous to be a contentious subject not only within the fan culture of the 
NBA but also within society as well. The NBA responded to the negative publicity by 
imposing a dress-code policy, banning players from wearing fashion commonly 
associated with hip-hop culture, such as backwards/crooked baseball caps, big gold 
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chain necklaces and baggy clothing (Boyd 2008).  
What the dress code policy suggests is that anxiety towards Black bodies was 
still an issue in the NBA. As the NBA became more exposed to global markets, the 
players‘ close connection with hip hop culture became more apparent. In some 
instances, top players such as Allen Iverson became the embodiment of hip hop 
culture in the world of basketball (Boyd 2008). Iverson wore gold chains, baggy 
clothes, cornrows in his hair and released his own rap album—his style and persona 
embodied the opposite of the NBA‘s corporate vision and became a trend in basketball 
culture. These circumstances, as argued by Boyd (2008) have contradictory 
implications. On one hand, the NBA‘s association with hip-hop culture fostered a 
unique connection with a younger and impressionable fan base; however, at the same 
time, it also made apparent existing anxieties towards Black masculinity. Thus, in 
order to remain culturally relevant and to maintain the commercial image of the 
league and its sponsors, the NBA has walked a fine line between fully embracing and 
managing the different aspects of Black masculinity within the league. As such, it can 
be argued that the issue of race within the NBA and its fan culture is just as much 
about Whiteness as it is about Blackness. 
 From the scrutiny of Blackness in the league during the 70s and 80s to the 
mediation of the league‘s public image catering more to the sensibility of a mass 
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audience in the 90s, the issue of race is a central theme in the identity of the NBA and 
its fan culture. However, rather than confronting racial tensions that had traditionally 
marred the league, the NBA focused on polishing its public image with the 
introduction of a drug policy and promoting its players as the exemplification of the 
American dream (Boyd 2008; McDonald and Toglia 2010). While promoting a 
‗race-less‘ and ‗race-neutral‘ public image, the NBA reached financial prosperity and 
cultural status. Despite the positive narratives of racial equality and acceptance being 
frequently played out in the NBA‘s promotional media, characteristics and 
connotations associated with urban Black culture remained a constant in the league.  
 Such a mentality is also exhibited within the NBA‘s fan culture, where social 
identity distinctions are often used as a familiarised entry point for discussion. In this 
sense, the way the NBA is marketed today and how the basketball fan culture 
responds and interprets stories concerning basketball can reveal the connection 
between the global audience of the NBA and the majority Black make-up of the 
league in which varied interpretations and tensions concerning race are often played 
out within seemingly innocent fan discourse such as text-based discussion on forums 
or through sharing memes.  
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Conclusion 
 Through a promotional framework similar to strategies employed by companies 
in the entertainment industry, such as Disney, the NBA has been able to expand its 
brand to global markets. This strategy is centralised on bringing the players closer to 
the fans through merchandising, promotional tours, foreign cross-industrial 
investments and, more recently, digital media. In doing so, it eases the threat of Black 
masculinity to the sensitivities of the predominantly White audience, which allows the 
NBA to present itself as both humanised and personalised for a fan base that want to 
experience emotive gratification, be it positive or negative, through basketball and its 
stars (Andrews 2006; Feil 2013). 
 The progressive utilisation of digital media for brand expansion gives the NBA 
access to audiences beyond the most fanatical, to casual fans, as well as potential 
new fans. By creating original content and sourcing user-generated contributions on 
social media, the NBA are able to extend the basketball conversation beyond the 
sporting action. This is also reflective of the NBA‘s fan base, where nearly half of 
its audience is under the age of 35, where they are perhaps more knowledgeable and 
more likely to be users of digital media, compared to fans of other sports such as 
baseball or football (Nielson 2014). The new generation of NBA fans are no longer 
just based in the U.S, they are from different countries around the world, with 
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different cultures varying perspectives for interpreting basketball. They are not 
necessarily just following the most popular teams and players, they are following 
teams and players who they feel they can relate to, and they are doing so through a 
combination of traditional means of attending live matches and also through the 
various channels that are now accessible through the internet.  
 However, when much of the promotional strategy is designed to attract fans by 
managing Black masculinity, such as imposing a strict dress code for the players 
that forbids fashion that can be culturally associated to hip hop culture, it also 
reveals that race still remains a sensitive issue in maintaining the commercial image 
of the NBA. The issue of race is also evident among the NBA‘s fan culture, where 
interpretations of race such as stereotype identity distinctions are drawn upon in fan 
conversations about the players and stories in the world of basketball. This does not 
necessary imply the disconnection between the players and fans that had marred the 
league in previous eras is still existent, but it illustrates that both the NBA‘s public 
image and its fan culture are a result of various cultural conditions.  
  The next chapter will explore the use of memes by basketball fans as a cultural 
tool to participate in online discussion concerning both basketball and broader culture. 
The reach and influence of basketball memes is perhaps best illustrated in its 
polyvocality, in which they are not just being used to talk about basketball but they 
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are also utilised to engage in conversation about culture in general. Subsequently, the 
use of memes by online basketball fans has at times fostered indifferent responses 
toward players and teams, such as the rise to cult hero status of little-known bench 
player Brian Scalabrine and the constant mockery of league superstar LeBron James. 
Such perceptions are a contrasting response to the commercial imperatives of the 
player, league and sponsors, and in a way works against the cultural norms of 
idolising the best and most popular athletes. The polyphonous nature of these texts 
means that multiple opinions can be expressed through memes. What this means is 
that memetic texts are always unfinished and are open to further generativity in the 
form of intimation, replication and mutation. Additionally, the popularity of basketball 
memes has influenced the NBA and its teams to integrate memes into their marketing 
and communication practises on social media. In doing so, NBA teams are engaging 
with fans in a language that is familiar to them, which enhances the relationship 
between fans and the team, the players and others fans. These instances not only mark 
online basketball fan communities as unique, but also illustrate the growing cultural 
value of memes. This will be explored in the succeeding chapters of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4- Methodology 
The research question for this study is: 
* What role do image macros have in the NBA fan community? 
From my personal observations during the explorative research phase of this 
project, which involved searching for unique trends in online sports fan activity, 
basketball meme communities appeared to be more active compared to fan spaces of 
other professional sports, in terms of the amount of image macros produced and 
shared as a way to provide basketball commentary as well as other aspects of culture. 
Obviously, personal observation is perhaps not sufficient for the scope of this project. 
Therefore it is important to establish some form of data collection and analysis 
method to provide more grounded evidence in attempting to understand the function 
of basketball memes within online NBA fan communities.  
 The data will also help indicate the degree of generativity of basketball fans that 
use memes as a cultural tool to communicate, pursue and share their culturally-related 
interests, not limited to sport. The generativity of basketball fans is influenced by 
several intervening factors. These cultural conditions, which will be explored in depth 
in Chapters 4 and 5, also makes basketball fandom unique in fan culture. Firstly, the 
global popularity of the NBA has played an influential role in shaping the basketball 
fan base. That fan base is not only influenced by the marketing practices of the NBA 
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and its associated sponsors, but they are also influenced by their own individual 
culture as well. Secondly, the marketing strategies of the NBA as a fresh, exciting, 
family-friendly entertainment spectacle attracts a considerably younger demographic 
compared to other popular U.S sports. The NBA‘s appeal to younger audiences is 
largely influenced by two major factors: the success of the 1992 Dream Team and the 
guidance of former league commissioner David Stern. Led by arguably the greatest 
basketball player of all-time, Michael Jordan, the 1992 Olympics was the first time 
NBA players featured in the Olympic Games. The team, featuring the NBA‘s best 
players, generated international interest with their athleticism on the court. The 
success of the Dream Team contributed to the mass-appeal of basketball as a sport 
that is young, fresh and vibrant unlike other professional sports in the U.S, like 
baseball, which emphasised the preservation of the history of the game.  
David Stern, saw his players as a commodity and capitalised on a gap that 
existed in American sport at the time—of using different media avenues to promote 
the game and the athleticism of the players. Stern emulated Disney‘s promotional 
model in making the league appeal to families—this was achieved through a 
consistent cross-media promotion of professionally crafted video packages, books, 
magazines, video games, DVDs, clothing, websites and more recently, social media. 
Basketball game nights featured pre-game events, dramatic player introductions, half 
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time shows and prize giveaway contests. Under Stern‘s leadership, basketball games 
were not just about live sporting action, they were an entertainment experience that 
could be enjoyed by the entire family (Andrews 1999). The NBA‘s considerably 
younger demographic is reflected by the fact that 48% of the league‘s fan base is 
under the age of 35, with 66% of them said to have a social media presence on Twitter 
and Facebook (Jessop 2013c; Nielson 2014). This statistic is also reflective of the 
NBA‘s promotional methods, which heavily emphasises engagement with its fan base 
through digital media.  
 Today, the NBA also boasts one of professional sports‘ largest online social 
networks with more than half of the NBA‘s social media traffic coming from countries 
outside the United States (Jessop 2012b). These compounding circumstances all play 
a role in shaping basketball‘s dominant audience, which is younger and therefore 
perhaps more knowledgeable of popular trends in using digital media to pursue and 
expand their fandom.  
With the NBA‘s strong global stance, studying basketball fans may provide a rich 
insight into the different ways sports fans communicate and how they use 
contemporary mediated expressions, such as memes, to mitigate their desires and 
interests, regardless of their socio-cultural backgrounds. 
 Due the unpredictable nature of the internet, selecting which memes to 
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investigate and what communities to focus on is a challenge in itself. The number of 
memes that are generated and spread on a daily basis also makes it a fast-moving 
target, thus establishing a sample is more difficult than imagined. What may be 
trending one day, can be easily supplanted the very next day.  
 Three different methods were employed for data collection and analysis purposes. 
These methods are: (1) Content Analysis, (2) Textual Analysis and (3) Interviews with 
basketball industry officials.  
Content Analysis 
Krippendorf (1980, p.21), describes content analysis as a research method for 
―making replicable and valid interferences from data to their context‖. That is, content 
analysis is an observational research method that is used to evaluate, and to make 
better sense of collected data. In content analysis, data is viewed as representations of 
texts, images and expressions that are intended to be read and interpreted for their 
meanings (Krippendorff 2004). Analysing content in the contexts of their uses, and 
what social norms and ideologies these messages encode, distinguishes content 
analysis from other methods of inquiry, such as textual analysis. This method is used 
to analyse texts to better understand the backgrounds of communication, to make 
inferences about the characteristics of communication and to comprehend the effects 
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of a communication. Content analysis is not limited to conventional printed texts; it 
can be applied to anything that can be considered as ‗text‘. A key theory underpinning 
content analysis is the frequent use of a certain vocabulary, particular forms of 
wording or imagery to convey information about social contexts and ideologies 
(Knobel and Lankshear 2004). Therefore, content analysis is perhaps most suitable 
when it comes to analysing image macros.  
To seek consistent insight into the frequency and quality of basketball-related 
memes, and to offer a glimpse into how and why basketball memes are used by 
basketball fans, a content analysis was conducted on a fortnightly basis over a 
12-month period. The content analysis consisted of collecting randomised data from 
six different meme communities on Facebook, Instagram and stand-alone websites. 
The meme communities were: NBA Memes and Sports Memes on Facebook, the 
Meme Generator and Whatdoumeme generator websites, and ―Sports Memes‖ and 
―NBA Memes‖ keyword searches on the Instagram network. The two meme spaces 
on Facebook are not only the most populated but they are also considered as the most 
active basketball and sports meme spaces on the internet. Additionally, the high 
volume of image macros tagged with the keywords ―NBA Memes‖ and ―Sports 
Memes‖ on the Instagram network, offers a rich source of accessible data, providing 
added dimensions to this research. 
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 For the content analysis, searches of the most recent 100 memes were conducted 
on each chosen community on a fortnightly basis during a 12-month period. The 
parameters of the search were set to the newest 100 image macros on the communities. 
Focusing on the latest creations, as opposed to the most popular ensured the integrity 
of the data was random as possible. Collecting data over the course of the year also 
ensured that there was enough data to analyse, and to subsequently provide a more 
thorough insight into the degree of generativity that exists in meme communities.  
The data was coded according to the various social representations as expressed 
within the image macros. For instance, if an image macro featured a picture of a 
basketball player shooting a basketball, accompanied by a caption that documented 
the game‘s result, that particular meme would be categorised as ―on-court basketball 
commentary‖. The determining attribute for this process was primarily based on the 
captions presented in the memes. For instance, if a meme featured a basketball player 
shooting the basketball, but the superimposed text was in reference to the presidential 
election, the image macro would be classified as ―current affairs‖.  
 The representative data from the content analysis provided a macro view of how 
proliferate NBA memes were in generic sports-related meme communities. The data 
was sorted according to the various social representations expressed in the memes, 
which helped illustrate how basketball fans are being ―culturally generative‖. In the 
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context of this study, ―culturally generative‖ refers to how basketball fans are not just 
using digital media as a distribution platform, media archive and social network to 
express, pursue and share their sports-related interests. It also refers to how images of 
basketball stars become generative through the complex ways in which they are 
socially circulated, binding them to cultural ideas and meanings through fan-created 
memes.  
 The coding method loosely utilises a discipline of the grounded theory method 
known as ‗open coding‘. The aim of open coding is to develop conceptual categories 
and subgroups that assist in describing and explaining the phenomena observed 
during field-based studies (Knobel and Lankshear 2004; Strauss and Corbin 1990). 
However, this research is not a field-based investigation and therefore does not fit the 
conceptions of open coding entirely. Instead, this research implemented the core 
concepts of open coding by outlining the activity of meme creation by online-based 
basketball fans. By categorising the data into groups according to the meme‘s content, 
it allows for common themes and patterns to be established, providing a 
comprehensible insight into the propagation of memes as social texts.    
There were also challenges during the data collection and analysis process. The 
concern during the early phase of this process was the potential downturn in the 
availability of new data during the off-season. This was not the case in the end as 
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basketball-related memes remained consistently abundant during the NBA off-season.  
There were also concerns over maintaining consistency of the data analysis 
without jeopardising the integrity of the project. While there are distinct advantages of 
content analysis, its major drawback is the potential influence of the researcher. 
Content analysis is strictly about the text and inferences about motivation or intent 
can only be made when there is certainty. Like any method of research, researcher 
bias has the potential to influence the data collection and analysis process, such as the 
interpretation of the data in favour of the research hypothesis (Knobel and Lankshear 
2004).  
In order to best maintain the integrity of the analysis process, criteria for the 
categorisation process was established and put through an intercoder reliability test.  
Intercoder Reliability Test 
 Before any kind of analysis could take place, the analytical model is put through 
an intercoder reliability test to ensure credibility, efficiency and integrity. Intercoder 
reliability is determined by involving two or more coders categorise data in order to 
test the efficiency and overall suitability of the analytical model (Klenke 2008). The 
categorisation results are then compared in order to establish the reliability of the 
research. It is important to test a method‘s reliability because it allows us to 
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demonstrate the trustworthiness of the data, as well as acknowledge the flaws of the 
analytical process. In addition, the reliability test also measures reproducibility, 
referring to the likelihood that if different coders who receive the same instructions 
and guidance will categorise the data with the same values (Krippendorff 2004). 
Without intercoder agreement, it is simply not possible to determine whether or not 
the data is reliable and whether the conclusions derived from the analysis are 
potentially inaccurate or misleading as a result of unreliable methodology.  
 For the purpose of this research, three intercoder reliability tests were performed. 
The participant, who is a personal friend, was provided with a sample data of 50 of 
the most recent image macros collected from three online meme communities. He was 
given instructions on how to categorise the data appropriately through the guidelines 
set out on the criteria sheet (see Appendix B). The decision to perform three 
intercoder reliability tests was influenced by the unique characteristics that each 
community represents; the Sports Memes Facebook group represents the elements of 
a meme community on social media, Meme Generator represents the elements of a 
site specifically designed to generate and share memetic texts, and Instagram provides 
another dimension of a photo sharing network being used for meme distribution. The 
sample data was reduced to 50 image macros to ensure that the project would not be 
overly time consuming.  
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Results: 
(1) Meme type 
 When it came to determining the type of a particular image macro, the results 
were conclusive and identical. This result was expected, as the criteria to determine 
meme types is quite simple. Memes with one image are classified as a ―single image 
macro‖, memes with multiple pictures are classified as ―multi-layered image macros‖, 
and images which do not contain edited photos or superimposed texts are not 
considered as image macros and fit in the ―N/A‖ category.  
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(2) Meme Content 
 
 When it came to categorising the image macros according to content, the results 
were similar in most instances. However, there were minor differences in some 
categories. For example, there were image macros that were eligible to be allocated 
into two different categories. In the analysis for the Sports Meme Facebook group, I 
considered 23 out of 50 sports memes to be basketball related, while the participant 
interpreted 21 of the image macros to be related to basketball. There were similar 
patterns in perspectives with the reliability tests concerning sports memes on 
Instagram and Meme Generator. The participant felt some of the image macros, 
despite using basketball images, were more indirectly conveying messages about 
non-sports related issues; rather than explicitly talking about the sport of basketball. 
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For instance, the meme in Figure 3.1, was circulated on Instagram during the period 
of the intercoder reliability tests. Despite being using an image of a basketball player 
in its presentation, it can be interpreted in different ways due to the type of image and 
the superimposed texts on the meme. The superimposed text describes the featured 
player, who happens to be of Middle-Eastern appearance, sporting a beard and 
wearing a turban, as ―the most explosive player on the court‖. This can be interpreted 
in two ways: (1) It could be interpreted as referring to the player‘s athleticism or (2) It 
could be interpreted as drawing on racial and Western cultural connotations of 
associating Middle-Eastern people as terrorists. Like all methods, it is not perfect and 
not every individual will draw the exact same conclusion, there will always be 
conflicted responses. However, just as important is that while the method is not 
flawless by any means, it does allow for reproducibility to occur, which plays a vital 
role in analysing the data for distinct patterns and trends.  
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Figure 3.1 
(3) Meme Content with non-sports related image macros.  
 
 When it came to categorising content within non-sports related data, there were 
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similar results in terms of determining the topical categories. However, there were 
parallel issues in coding the sample due to some of the image macros conveying 
multiple perspectives. This was most evident with the coding sample from Meme 
Generator. I perceived certain memes to be conveying sentiments towards daily life, 
while the participant interpreted them as veering more towards perspectives regarding 
current affairs.  
 Reliability is measured to the extent which coders agree with one another. To 
determine the degree of agreement, there are several methods used: Percent agreement, 
Scott‘s pi (π), Cohen‘s kappa (κ), Fleiss‘ kappa (K) and Krippendorf‘s alpha (α) 
(Klenke 2008). Perhaps the most simple and frequent used form of statistic is the 
percent agreement. The measurements are simple to interpret as there can only be two 
results, 100% if coders are in agreement or 0% if they are in disagreement. If the 
agreement is 100%, then it implies that the analytical process is efficient and that 
different coders may return similar results. If the agreement is 0%, it means the coders 
are not in agreement and would code the content in a different way (Neuendorf 2002). 
According to Neudendorf (2002, p.145); ―Coefficients of .90 or greater are nearly 
always acceptable, .80 or greater is acceptable in most situations, and .70 may be 
appropriate in some exploratory studies for some indices‖. 
While the coding results between myself and the participant saw some minor 
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differences, the overall percentage of the reliability test was 91%. And by applying 
Neudendorf‘s (2002) calculations, a 91% efficiency would be considered as 100% 
agreement. However, the minor difference in interpretation was expected because, 
like all methods, it is not perfect. This does not indicate right or wrong, correct or 
incorrect, but rather we are all influenced by personal experiences and surroundings 
that shape our perspectives. Perhaps most important, this coding method can be used 
to at least provide a consistent insight into how and why basketball image macros 
continue to be prominent within online meme spaces.  
With a satisfactory result from the reliability test, the analytical method was then 
applied to try to make sense of the collected data. As mentioned in the introduction to 
this chapter, the data was coded according to the social representation within the 
memes. The determining factor of the categorisation process was the superimposed 
texts presented in the image macros. One of the key attributes of image macros is that 
photographs are not the only components used to formulate expression. There is no 
specific rule that basketball memes must contain basketball-related images; images 
are appropriately chosen to enhance expression, regardless of genre. However, varied 
reading practices between individuals will at times yield different responses, therefore 
the captions that are superimposed on image macros are important as they often play a 
role of reinforcing perceptions within the memes.  
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For instance, the example below made content analysis challenging because it 
could be interpreted as both basketball and political related discourse.  
 
Figure 3.2 
 In the example above, the expression can be interpreted as two-fold. It can be 
interpreted as a basketball meme because it uses an image of Chicago Bulls player 
Derrick Rose. The categorisation process becomes challenging due to the captions 
superimposed on the meme. This particular image macro however, would be 
classified as a meme in response to politics/current affairs due to the superimposed 
texts that discusses a Barack Obama election victory.  
Thus, in instances where memes can easily have completely different meanings, 
the categorisation process of focusing on the superimposed texts as the final 
determining factor becomes integral to the content analysis. By following this 
established criterion, it allowed data patterns to emerge, providing an insight into the 
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consumption and communication trends of the online basketball audience.  
Lastly, because this type of analysis is a purely descriptive method, where 
analysis only apply to the available content, it is limited to answering why basketball 
fans are communicating through memes. However, in the context of Chapter.5, the 
main utilisation of the content analysis results was to illustrate the frequency and 
vibrancy of image macros. While the method was not originally intended for extended 
analysis beyond measuring the frequency and vibrancy of basketball fan image 
macros, it can certainly be adapted for future projects.   
Textual Analysis 
 The content analysis illustrated a macro perspective of how memes are being 
used by basketball fans as a cultural tool in response to issues not only in the 
basketball world but also in culture generally. The objective of the textual analysis 
phase of this project was aimed at gaining further insight into the diversity of social 
meanings that are being expressed through basketball memes at a micro level. This 
method is an approach to the analysis of language that examines the patterns of 
language across texts as well as the social and cultural conditions in which these texts 
occur. This type of analysis draws attention to the complex relationships within texts, 
such as its process, language use and social systems, and the identities that are formed 
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and influenced as a result of memetics. This approach allows for the acknowledgment 
that social relations are discursive, that discourse constitutes the intertwining of text 
and society. Discourse refers to ways of ―being in the world…involves particular 
ways of acting, talking, thinking, reading, writing and so on‖ (Knobel and Lankshear 
2004, p.207). Thus, textual analysis can provide insight into the social contexts of 
power relations, interests, consensus building, identity construction and ideology, in 
ways that may not be possible with other forms of analysis.  
 According to McKee (2003), textual analysis is a process for researchers who 
want to understand how members of different cultures make sense of the world. When 
a textual analysis is performed on a text, we rely on our own senses to make 
interpretations and judgements. We do this, in order to try and gain understanding of 
the ways how different cultures, in certain times or in certain circumstances, make 
sense of the world around them. In doing so, it also allows us to see the advantages 
and limitations of our own interpretation practices (McKee 2003).  
 Just as important; is finding the right methodology to achieve the objective. 
There are many different methods suited to different kinds of studies, there is no right 
or wrong method. The key is finding the most suitable method. The content analysis 
in this thesis provided valuable data in revealing the popularity of basketball memes; 
and helped illustrate the communicative trends of online basketball fans. This 
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information is useful, but it does not fully answer the question of how basketball fans 
are using memes as a communication alternative.  
In order to fully understand the role humour plays and how social themes are 
being expressed, challenged and reinforced within basketball fan image macros, 
textual analysis was considered as the most appropriate method for examining memes. 
That is, because memes are increasingly being used in place of traditional methods of 
communication, such as text-based conversations, the content they present can be 
considered as a form of social discourse.   
 Throughout this thesis, textual analysis was applied to memes in order to make 
better sense of their cultural values and meanings. The memes were analysed 
according to their content, such as the type of language used in the captions and the 
placement of images. Where applicable, the memes were compared with similar 
memes to demonstrate the ways in which basketball fans and industry officials alike 
were using memes as a cultural tool for communication. In many instances, different 
photos and captions were used to articulate similar or identical expressions. 
Conversely, identical photos and captions were also used to convey an array of 
expressions not limited to basketball, demonstrating the polyvocal nature of memetic 
texts.   
 The textual analysis was particularly important for Chapters 6, 7 and 8. The main 
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objective of the case studies in Chapters 6 and 7 was to examine both the cultural and 
industrial influences of image macros concerning perennial bench player Brian 
Scalabrine, Asian-American star Jeremy Lin and former Los Angeles Clippers owner 
Donald Sterling. It was argued in the dissertation that the prominence of internet 
fan-created memes concerning Scalabrine and Lin, played an influential role in their 
cult figure status in contemporary culture.  
The majority of Scalabrine memes appropriate an ironic theme whereby the 
mockery of him through image macros has become a prominent trend within online 
basketball fan communities. Collectively known as the ‗Linsanity‘ memes, image 
macros concerning Jeremy Lin show support for the enigmatic star by often focusing 
on his Asian-ness. The second half of Chapter 7 analysed memes that were circulated 
during racist allegations against former Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling. 
For both case studies, a textual analysis was applied to provide a micro view of how 
social perceptions, representations and identities are expressed within basketball fan 
image macros.  
 Part of the analysis was to examine the intertextuality of memes, whether these 
image macros challenged or reinforced traditional ideals of masculinity, such as the 
expectations of how men should and should not be. Also a part of the analysis was to 
see how expressions concerning social issues such as race; were being expressed 
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through image macros in Chapter 7.  
To do this, the most popular memes concerning the two case studies were 
examined, first to try and determine the background of the image macros and then to 
look at the social issues and philosophical ideas, modes of humour being used and if 
any kind of vernacular knowledge was needed in order to understand the content.  
This analysis method is similar to what Ryan Milner (2012) applied in his thesis. 
His project was primarily concerned with how image macros were used as a cultural 
tool to express individual and collective views. He gathered image macros from 
prominent online meme communities such as 4-Chan and Reddit, and applied textual 
analysis to allow him to group them in different categories of social representations of: 
class, race and gender (Milner 2012). Through the identification of those categories, 
he was able to make better sense of the participants in the meme collectives, such as 
how they used image macros to express themselves. 
 Like Milner‘s research, this study‘s focus is interested in the way various cultural 
myths, views and trends are remixed to create texts that can be meaningful, and 
entertaining, therefore an analysis of the textual content, in particular the discourse 
within it, is perhaps the most viable way to understand the phenomena of basketball 
fan image macros and their relevance to culture.  
 Like the content analysis, the major concern when performing a textual analysis 
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is, quite simply, that interpretations and perceptions will vary between audiences, as 
individual thought processes can be different. Jenkins (2009, np) argues that a meme‘s 
―viability‖ and ―longevity‖ is dependent on its ability to be modified in various 
different ways by users to ―explain the world around them‖. There is no universal 
agreement about how to interpret texts. The meanings behind the words and images 
are dependent on the reader, whose interpretations are shaped by their own personal 
experiences and vernacular knowledge.  
 
Figure 3.3 
For instance, in the example shown in Figure 3.3; the image macro was 
circulated during the 2015 NBA Playoffs in which the Toronto Raptors were defeated 
in the opening round. The meme‘s superimposed text borrows lyrics from the song 
―Hold on, we‘re going home‖ by Canadian rapper Drake, who also happens to be a 
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Toronto Raptors fan. By placing an image of Drake, a Canadian and a Raptors fan, 
and using lyrics from his song, it expresses the notion that the Raptors had been 
defeated. More casual readers of the meme who are less familiar with popular culture 
may have a hard time understanding the tone and objective of the image. This 
particular instance also demonstrates that memes are intertextual in which other 
cultural texts are drawn upon to convey expression. This point is reiterated by Milner 
(2012, p.79) in which he describes memes as ―drastically intertextual: each new text 
builds on the premise before it, and established texts connect to each other in subtle 
and powerful ways‖. 
Thus, it is important to perform a textual analysis in order to understand the 
different layers that are used to compile image macros.  
Interviews 
Part of the NBA‘s marketing strategy in recent years has been to promote the 
brand through digital media. The NBA‘s approach to engage with the online fan base 
is broken down into 8 steps: (1) provide quality content; (2) incorporate social media 
offline; (3) ―gamify‖ social media efforts; (4) personalise the fan experience on social 
media; (5) collect fan data; (6) crowdsourcing; (7) mobilise fans to amplify the 
message; (8) track, measure, analyse and adjust to fan trends (Jessop 2013c; Laird 
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2013; Wysocki 2012). This point is emphasised by NBA senior vice president of 
global marketing Emilio Collins (Jessop 2013c, np); ―Given the incredible number of 
fans and followers we have in our social media universe. It‘s critical for all of our 
partners to, in the most relevant way, engage with our fans. If social media is where 
our fans are engaging with the league, then that‘s where we and our partners want to 
be‖. Conversely, when asked about the impact of digital media, former NBA 
commissioner David Stern (2013a) said, ―The digital world is the friend of 
globalisation, from cell phones to e-commerce, to social media, you really get an 
opportunity to be in touch with your community‖. 
 The NBA‘s efforts in promoting the league through digital media engagement are 
evident in the use of image macros throughout the NBA‘s Facebook and Twitter 
spaces. Significantly, the NBA utilised the ironic themes from the Brian Scalabrine 
image macros in their own promotional material, alongside promotional media of the 
league‘s superstars such as Kobe Bryant and LeBron James.  
 Aside from analysing memetic texts and existing literature on the NBA‘s 
promotional practices, other methods were utilised in order to better understand the 
league‘s strategies in adjusting to the growing prominence of fan activity.  One of the 
methods explored in this thesis was conducting interviews with social media 
specialists from NBA teams. Conducting interviews can tap into industrial beliefs and 
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values from an insider‘s perspective, thus providing a rich source of insight for this 
project (Siedman 2012).  
 Often what is talked about in interviews is shaped directly by the kinds of 
questions asked by the interviewer. This at times may provide results which may not 
tell the story entirely (Knobel and Lankshear 2004). Therefore, in order to ensure the 
integrity of the results, interviews need to be conducted in a semi-structured format. 
In semi-structured interviews, how an interviewee responds will often set the tone for 
the following question asked by the researcher, just as the question itself shapes what 
the interviewee says in response (Galletta 2013). A semi-structured interview is open, 
allowing new ideas to be explored during the interview. This freedom can assist the 
research a great deal as it allows questions to be tailored to the interview situation at 
the time and opens up the possibility for extended conversation beyond the answers. 
 The interviews were aimed at providing an understanding of how NBA teams 
and the NBA in general utilise social media, what their objectives are in terms of 
using social media and how they plan on developing their product in an environment 
where the fan base is passionate and yet also unpredictable. Thus, interview questions 
were purposefully directed towards gaining insight into the industrial strategies and 
practices employed by the NBA in response to a dynamic fan community. (See 
Appendix A).  
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 There are limitations with conducting interviews. For example, there may be 
discrepancies in terms of interview data due to organisations wanting to protect their 
intellectual property (Patton 2002; Siedman 2012). Thus, there is always a possibility 
that interviewees will be restricted in the kind of information they are allowed to share. 
Further, there may be the possibility that potential interviewees will not be available 
for interviews, due to professional or personal circumstances (Patton 2002).  
 However, conducting interviews with individuals within the industry potentially 
provides valuable insight into not just the inner workings of the professional sporting 
industry but also how they respond to the digital transition whereby fans and officials 
communicate on an equal capacity. Such findings can potentially be used to research 
other cultural industries within the social domain. 
 After the request to conduct interviews was approved by the ethics committee, a 
primary list of potential interview candidates was compiled. The criteria for interview 
candidature consisted of reviewing social media spaces of all 30 NBA teams. Due to 
the high cost of overseas travel and the high possibility of having to travel between 
different cities within the U.S to conduct face-to-face interviews, it was decided that 
conducting interviews on the phone or through online communication channels such 
as Skype or e-mail would be most suitable.  
The preference for interviewees was from teams that maintained the most active 
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and vibrant social media spaces. The initial selection was then compared to an article 
on complex.com which ranked the Twitter accounts of NBA teams in terms of quality. 
This helped reinforce the process as my personal selections were similar to the 
rankings conducted by Complex Media, a media platform that specialises in reporting 
trends in youth culture. Initial contact with prospective interviewees was made via 
e-mail. Initial contact was allocated into three phases, with 10 interviewees being 
contacted during each phase in order of preference. Each group of 10 participants 
were contacted in four-week increments. Splitting initial contact into separate phases 
was a quality assurance measure to help keep track of responses by potential 
participants. Contact details of NBA team staff were obtained from each team‘s 
respective websites and social media accounts.  
 The most challenging aspect of this process was getting responses from 
prospective participants. The NBA season begins in October, with games being played 
until June. The off-season is just as busy for the teams, with the NBA draft in June, 
player transactions, international competition and pre-season promotional events 
around the world. Thus, response from perspective participants was not always 
guaranteed. Participants who did not respond to the initial contact were sent follow-up 
reminder e-mails after two weeks. Follow-up e-mails were sent up to three times for 
each participant.  
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 Fortunately, interviews were able to be obtained for this project. The three 
interviewees who agreed to be interviewed were from the Atlanta Hawks, 
Philadelphia 76ers and the Phoenix Suns. All three teams were in the top 10 preferred 
choices for interviews and were ranked in the top 10 Twitter accounts by Complex 
Media, with the Atlanta Hawks ranked in second position. However, there were 
challenges experienced. For instance, the time difference between Australia and 
United States meant interview times occurred during late hours in the evening in order 
to suit the schedule of the participants. Additionally, scheduling conflicts and time 
constraints forced some interviews to be conducted over multiple sessions over the 
course of several weeks. The delays became a catalyst for extended delays in the 
completion of sections of this thesis, most notably Chapter 8. 
 Despite the setbacks and challenges, being able to conduct interviews with 
individuals who worked in the field and in the specific area of this research proved to 
be beneficial for the credibility of the project. The information obtained from 
interviews was extremely valuable and could not have been gathered from academic 
sources such as text books and journal articles.  
Conclusion 
 The focus on NBA meme communities on Facebook represents the creative 
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processes within particular affinity spaces. They also serve as examples of dynamic 
online spaces where user frequently partake in creating, discovering and sharing 
basketball related humour. These spaces are distinctive within online basketball fan 
media, both in terms of membership and their strong emphasis on encouraging user 
participation, while still remaining engaged in basketball. The memes analysed for 
this study were chosen for their popularity and high circulation across various 
different platforms on the internet. While these spaces and memes primarily attract 
basketball fans, it can be argued that some image macros are created purely on 
ideologically-based humour to convey particular cultural meanings, as exemplified in 
many of the Brian Scalabrine memes, where his physical features and perceived lack 
of athleticism is a frequent subject of scrutiny.  
Pop culture is becoming less engaged with general society, preferring a 
multi-faceted digital culture that better caters to its basic needs. By examining image 
macros through a content and textual analysis, it helps to provide a better 
understanding of how they are used and why they are used. Further, by conducting 
interviews with individuals from NBA teams who specialise and work in the field of 
digital media, this research is provided with a rich source of information concerning 
the use of digital media and reveals the importance of understanding fan generativity. 
All three methods help contribute to answering the key research questions of why 
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NBA memes appear to be more dominant among sports memes and how online 
basketball audiences are using image macros as a tool for communication and for 
their overall fan experience.  
Researching the use of image macros as a communication variable may be 
beneficial in terms of understanding contemporary communication trends and whether 
such trends can have the potential to influence not only culture but also industries
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Chapter 5- Memes in the NBA 
Introduction 
 The use of memes has increasingly become a part of the contemporary basketball 
fan‘s communicative repertoire, with basketball related memes being used as a 
cultural tool to engage in commentary, conversation and debate about a variety of 
socio-cultural topics. However, what makes basketball memes stand out is that they 
appear to be more prominent compared to memes of other sports in terms of content 
quantity and frequency. This may be attributed to the marketing strategy of the NBA 
and associated sponsors, which has had a profound effect in propelling the sport of 
basketball into global markets. It can also be argued that the NBA‘s relatively young 
demographic is a factor in the prominence of basketball image macros. 
 This chapter will, firstly, provide results in the form of data graphs from the 
content analysis from each of the sites surveyed. The content analysis results from the 
different sites surveyed will provide a context for understanding the system and 
structure of basketball memes and why basketball appears to be a site for memetic 
discourse. Additionally, the content analysis results will provide a context for 
understanding why there tends to be a higher volume of basketball memes in 
circulation compared to memes of other popular professional sports.  
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 The intertextuality within NBA memes is often a complex mix of the 
characteristics of participatory culture, vernacular knowledge, corporate marketing 
strategy and subversive humour. As such, the varying degree of perspectives 
expressed through basketball memes can have potential ramifications on the social 
aspects of popular culture, as well as fan and public perceptions of basketball stars 
and teams. It is contended in this dissertation that online basketball fans use their 
vernacular knowledge and the images of basketball stars as a template to express 
unique and collective perspectives on basketball, personal life and cultural matters. As 
a result, they are not only appropriating memetic texts to suit their own ends, they are 
also contributing to the community. Additionally, the consistent metaphoric use of the 
basketball star to voice socio-cultural concerns within memes has resulted in their 
image and likeness becoming a part of pop cultural vernacular. As it will be further 
demonstrated later in this chapter, there have been instances where connotations 
established as a result of memes have created contradicting reading practices toward 
NBA players, from league superstars LeBron James to lesser-known players like 
Brian Scalabrine. This thesis argues that the appropriation of image macros by 
basketball fans may serve beyond the obvious comedic purpose, and may potentially 
challenge and reproduce hegemonic culture. 
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Are basketball memes really more popular? 
In order to establish the strong stance of basketball memes in comparison to 
memes of other sports, it was decided a logical way to gather data would be to collect 
the most recent samples on a fortnightly basis, on the Sports Memes Facebook page, 
the Meme Generator website, as well as using keyword searches for ―Sports Memes‖ 
on Instagram.  
 
Figure 5.1 
Basketball image macros were not as proficient when other American sports such 
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as football (gridiron) opened its season. Despite this, NBA image macros still made 
up 40 out of 100 of the most recent memes on the Sports Memes Facebook group 
during Major League Baseball‘s opening week on data collection dates April 4th 2014 
and April 3rd 2015 (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). During the overall data collection phase, 
basketball remained the clear dominant form of sport, with an average of 38 of every 
100 sports memes. Its closest rivals were gridiron at 30, with baseball a distant third at 
5. In contrast, image macros concerning the other sports featured in the graph peaked 
during each of the sports‘ significant events, such as the NFL Super Bowl for football 
(gridiron), the World Series for baseball or the FIFA World Cup for soccer. Outside of 
these significant events, memes concerning sports such as soccer and baseball were 
for the most part minimal in comparison to basketball memes (Figure 5.1). As 
illustrated in Figure 5.2, even when other sports like baseball experienced a peak in 
the volume of memes shared, the number was still considerably lower than the 
amount of basketball memes shared, such as during baseball World Series during the 
data collection period of October 10
th
, 2014 
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Figure 5.2 
In the research carried out for this study, the content analysis across various 
sports-related meme communities revealed that basketball was a dominant subject for 
participants. The data collection and content analysis were conducted on communities, 
each with its own unique characteristics. Meme Generator and the What Do U Meme 
website are generator websites that represent a broader perspective of meme culture. 
The Sports Memes Facebook group is the largest social network group of its kind and 
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represents a more explicit niche culture dedicated to sports-related memes. The 
Instagram network is used primarily for the sharing of photographs, but has also been 
utilised for the distribution of image macros, thus providing this study with further 
dimension. The content analysis method involved coding 100 of the most recent 
memes on each respective community into appropriate categories on a fortnightly 
basis. In order for the data to be efficiently analysed, a categorisation criteria was 
established. It was important to establish a categorisation guideline in order to make 
better sense of the data. The categorisation of data for this content analysis was based 
on the criteria of the captions superimposed on the image macros. For example, if the 
caption on an image macro was referring to the score of a match, it would be 
categorised as ―on-court basketball commentary‖ or if the caption was in reference to 
a player indiscretion in public, it would be categorised as ―off-court basketball 
commentary‖. Images were also categorised according to type. For instance, images 
which showed players on the basketball court were coded as ―on-court basketball 
images‖, while images showing players away from the court were coded as ―off-court 
basketball images‖. The categorisations while simple in method, were effective not 
only for data organisation but also for establishing patterns within the data. In order to 
present the data more efficiently in the graphs, the groupings of ―on-court basketball 
commentary‖ and ―off-court basketball commentary‖ are merged to form the 
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―basketball‖ category.  
For the purpose of attempting to answer the question of basketball‘s popularity, 
the graphs displayed in the following section have been condensed to show the 
volume of memes of the four most popular sports (Basketball, Football (Gridiron), 
Baseball and Football (Soccer)). By focusing only on the four most popular sports, 
this process helps illustrate a clearer picture in answering the question regarding the 
prominence of basketball memes.  
 
Figure 5.3 
The statistics shown in Figure 5.3 are results gathered from content analysis 
conducted over a 12 month period on Meme Generator. As the data reveal, sport was 
not a prominent topic of discussion within the broader context of internet memes. 
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Generator websites such as Meme Generator and Whatdoumeme were mostly used to 
circulate memes concerning the inadequacies of daily life. Despite this, basketball 
was clearly the most talked about sport out of the four most popular sports on Meme 
Generator, with an average of 5 out of 100 image macros being basketball related, 
followed by football (gridiron) as the second most talked about sport with 1 out of 
100 memes. Even though the data pool from this particular analysis was small, it was 
clear that basketball-related memes were the most prevalent in terms of sports 
discussion on Meme Generator. In comparison, conversations concerning the three 
other sports shown in the chart were largely influenced by significant events 
happening within that particular sport. For instance, football (gridiron) related 
conversation peaked during the period of the Super Bowl, between the data collection 
dates of January 23
rd
 2015 and February 6
th
 2015. Similarly, conversation for baseball 
and football (soccer) were most prevalent during the pinnacle event for those two 
sports, the baseball World Series in October and the FIFA World Cup between June 
and July 2015.  
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Figure 5.4 
On a sports-friendly meme generator website like Whatdoumeme.com, the data 
provides for a more thorough analysis in exhibiting the prevalence of basketball 
conversation. As exhibited in Figure 5.4, an average of 25 out of every 100 image 
macros related to basketball, with gridiron related memes coming a distant second 
averaging 7 image macros per 100 memes. The data yielded from Whatdoumeme.com 
also suggested meme generation was not exclusive to English speakers, with memes 
appearing in 9 different languages other than English. Aside from English, Tagalog 
and Spanish were the most common languages, with an average of 2 out of every 100 
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memes presented in Tagalog and 5 out of every 100 memes being in Spanish (Figure 
5.5). This data also demonstrates the strong position of sport as a global cultural 
resource, in which it is a talking point not just among English speaking cultures.  
 
Figure 5.5 
 On sports-based meme communities like the Sports Memes group on Facebook, 
basketball memes dominated overall discussion. As the statistics reveal in Figure 5.4, 
an average of 38 out of 100 most recent sports memes were content basketball related. 
Basketball, along with football (gridiron) were the most talked about sports by a 
considerable margin, which coincides with the cultural status of the two sports as 
being popular among younger audiences. These trends also reflect the historical 
context of basketball fandom, in which the way the sport is marketed by utilising its 
connection with hip hop culture and broader popular culture in establishing a 
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connection with a younger audience. As such, basketball fans are perhaps more 
adaptable to using digital media as part of their fandom due to the primary audience 
being younger in comparison to other sports such as baseball. This is perhaps one way 
to make sense of the use of social media from both an audience and industrial 
standpoint within the NBA. This point was voiced during interviews conducted with 
social media co-ordinators Jaryd Wilson of the Atlanta Hawks, Alessandro Gasparro 
for the Philadelphia 76ers and Greg Esposito of the Phoenix Suns. In the interviews, it 
was widely acknowledged that basketball‘s younger primary audience is considered as 
an influential factor in their higher inclination to engage with basketball through texts 
such as animated gifs, video mash-ups and memes (Esposito 2015; Gasparro 2015; 
Wilson 2015).   
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Figure 5.6 
 As the graph in Figure 5.6 shows, basketball and football (gridiron) were the 
most talked about sports on the Sports Memes Facebook page. However, what 
separates the two sports is a contrast in the volume of content. With football (gridiron) 
memes, activity tended to increase as the season progressed, peaking during the 
period of the Super Bowl, before dropping significantly. In comparison, the volume of 
basketball memes was consistently high throughout the data collection period. The 
volume of basketball memes peaked during the data collection periods of May 23
rd
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with 48 memes and August 1
st 
with 53 memes. During the May 23
rd
 data collection 
period, allegations of racism against former Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald 
Sterling had surfaced in mainstream media with the release of a recording where he 
expressed his disdain for Black people. The saga concluded 2 months later, with the 
NBA banning Sterling for life and enforcing the sale of the Los Angeles Clippers. Due 
to the overall severity and the cultural sensitivity of the situation, the saga was a major 
talking point within both the basketball community and wider culture. This trend is 
also reflected in the high volume of memes during the data collection period where a 
predominance of image macros were in response to the racist allegations against 
Sterling.  
 The consistency of basketball memes is also reflected by the fact memes related 
to basketball never dropped below 20 out of every 100 memes on the Sports Memes 
Facebook page and 15 out of every 100 memes on Instagram during the 12 month 
data collection period. Both instances occurred during the data collection period of 
February 6
th
 2015, which happened to be the peak period for Football (gridiron) 
memes, coinciding with the sport‘s pinnacle event, the Super Bowl.  
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Figure 5.6 
 The story is similar on Instagram. The data collection method consisted of 
searching the keywords ―sports memes‖ on the Instagram network. Widely considered 
as a network for sharing photos, Instagram proved to be a site of rich resource in 
terms of access to fresh material during each data collection period. On Instagram, 37 
per 100 of the most recent sports memes were basketball-related, with football 
(gridiron) being the second most talked about sport with 25 of every 100 memes.  
 The Sports Memes Facebook group and Instagram provided a much larger data 
pool in comparison to Meme Generator and Whatdoumeme.com, which allowed for a 
more comprehensive analysis in order to establish activity patterns within online 
meme communities. The data shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 present a more precise 
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picture in exhibiting basketball‘s cultural prominence in which discussion related to 
the sport, more specifically, the NBA, is consistently dominant within sports-based 
meme communities. This was not only the case during the important parts of the 
season, such as the playoffs and the finals, but basketball memes were in fact 
prominent throughout the year, even during significant events of other sports, such as 
the 2014 FIFA World Cup or the baseball World Series. Furthermore, despite sport not 
being a major topic of discussion within generic meme spaces like Meme Generator, 
basketball image memes were the most proliferate among sports memes within the 
community. For instance, soccer memes saw a volume increase only during the period 
of the 2014 FIFA World Cup (June 12
th
 2014 – July 14th 2014). Soccer memes for the 
most part were non-existent during data collection periods outside of the World Cup. 
Likewise, Gridiron memes were not as prominent during the off-season (February – 
September), with numbers steadily increasing leading into the new season in 
September. What the data in the graphs also suggest is that sports fans are using 
memes as a cultural tool to respond to events happening in sports as they unfold, 
demonstrating the immediacy of digital communication. This notion is perhaps better 
reflected in data collected from NBA-based meme communities such as NBA Memes 
on Facebook. 
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Figure 5.7 
 
Figure 5.8 
The data shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8 reveal two obvious patterns. Firstly, image 
macros shared by fans on NBA Memes tend to be related to the NBA in some way, 
while conversation regarding non-basketball issues is regularly at a minimal. 
Secondly, while basketball-related memes are constantly dominant within 
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sports-based meme communities, they also follow the pattern where memes are being 
shared in response to events happening in the world of basketball. For instance, 
on-court basketball commentary peaked during the May 12
th
 2014 data collection 
period. This particular data collection period was during the first round of the 2014 
NBA Playoffs, which was considered by many as one of the most exciting first round 
matchups in recent years, with five out of eight opening round matchups extending to 
a 7
th
 deciding game. As the season came to a close, memes concerning the on-court 
action of the NBA declined. However, this did not mean there was a lull in 
basketball-related content. As the NBA off-season kicked into gear with the annual 
NBA draft, exhibition games, world tours and player transactions, memes pertaining 
to off-court basketball commentary became more common. The peak of this pattern 
occurred during the data collection period of July 18
th
 2014, in response to news 
concerning league superstar LeBron James announcing his decision to leave the 
Miami Heat and re-join the Cleveland Cavaliers, a team based in his state of birth. 
This pattern is consistent throughout the NBA season, such as during the data 
collection period of March 20
th
 2015. Image macros that were shared on NBA Memes 
Facebook group and tagged with NBA Memes on Instagram during this period were 
mostly in response to the achievements of All-Star guard Russell Westbrook, who had 
recorded 6 triple-doubles in as many games, the most by any player since Michael 
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Jordan did it in 7 consecutive games during the 1988-89 season. To achieve a 
triple-double, a player must record double figures in three statistics—given the game‘s 
emphasis on player roles and positions, scoring a triple-double is considered to be 
difficult. The surge in image macros in response to Westbrook‘s impressive play 
further highlights the use of memes as a facilitator for fan expression, in sharing and 
spreading their voice, both individually and collectively.  
 
Figure 5.9 
The formula applied for the graph shown in Figure 5.9 converts the volume of 
basketball memes during each data collection period into percentages. The peak 
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volume period is set to 100% by default with data volume from the other data 
collection periods calculated into percentages of the peak period. The data shown in 
Figure 5.9 coincides with the findings of graphs shown in Figures 5.5 to 5.8, where 
the volume and subsequent average of basketball memes tended to peak during 
significant periods of the basketball season and off season. For instance, the volume 
of data was considerably higher between April and June for the NBA Playoffs and 
Final series, as well as between October and November for the beginning of the new 
NBA season. What the data trend ultimately reveal is that basketball fans are using 
memes as an immediate communicative option to respond to events happening in the 
basketball world during a particular data collection period.  
 What these patterns also demonstrate is that the use of second screen devices has 
increasingly become a part of the sports fan consumption experience. This point was 
reiterated in an interview with Atlanta Hawks social media co-ordinator Jaryd Wilson 
(2015),  
In terms of sports being the most talked about, I think people are so 
engaged with the second screen when they watch television 
now...especially the millennial, they want to share everything. It‘s just an 
instinctive nature. 
In a research conducted by Google (2014), 77% of people now watch television 
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with a second screen device such as a laptop, smart phone or a tablet nearby. Major 
televised sporting events, such as the FIFA World Cup, UEFA Champions League, the 
Super Bowl and the NBA finals, have proven to attract a high level of engagement 
through second-screen devices. For instance, 63% of Google searches for the 2014 
UEFA Champions League were from mobile devices (Google 2014). The 2014 FIFA 
World Cup was the most active social sporting event of all time with over 3 billion 
interactions on Facebook and 2.1 billion searches on Google (Google 2014). 
Also according to Google‘s research, fans are not just searching more on second 
screen devices, they are also searching and engaging during the game as well. This 
behavioural pattern can be referred to as simultaneous screening, where users are 
operating multiple devices at the same time (Google 2014). Part of that simultaneous 
screening behaviour includes the use of memetic texts as a form of consumption and 
engagement with sports.  
The NBA‘s position in popular culture and its appeal to younger fans is further 
bolstered by the extensive use of social media as a tool to enhance fan experience. It 
is an area where the NBA has excelled in comparison with other professional sporting 
leagues around the world. What was once watched only on a television screen is now 
also enjoyed on the phone or the tablet, often simultaneously. In addition to accessing 
the NBA through official channels on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, Vine, 
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YouTube, among a host of other networks, fans are also communicating in their own 
ways, such as through the sharing of memes. The need to share, especially within the 
younger fan base, as touched on by Jaryd Wilson (2015) of the Atlanta Hawks, is a 
part of an emerging pattern of behaviour where fans are consuming basketball through 
simultaneous screening.  
 Whether it is sharing stats, trash talking or igniting debates, through memes, fans 
are communicating in a common, relatable language that allows them to share an 
immediate social connection with basketball, the players and the teams, and with 
other fans as well. Having proficiency in fixed conversations and cultural contexts is a 
requirement for participating in the meme reading process, and vernacular novelty is 
required in order to create and innovate new texts (Milner 2013). Therefore, being 
able to participate in memes is considered as being a part of a community. The 
identity of the group is defined by the meanings and styles that are expressed through 
meme collectives. The group membership is likely made up of individuals from 
diverse locations with different backgrounds and cultures, but when they innovate 
from accepted practises, they are a part of an overall broader culture. In terms of 
basketball fans who create and share memes, they are not only a part of the basketball 
online fan community but they are also part of the broader ongoing internet meme 
phenomenon.  
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Basketball memes as a cultural tool 
 In many ways, basketball memes are an example of how polyvocal perspectives 
can be expressed through user-created image macros, as they not only share a similar 
style and format with other memes, they also have a tendency to be based around a set 
of core cultural subjects, such as gender, race, religion and physical appearance. These 
dominant discourses are often based on stereotyped identity distinctions within society. 
In most instances, memes use social-cultural vernacular as a framework for 
transformation because they serve as a conventional palette in which to remix from 
(Milner 2012; Shifman 2013). This can range from how a person should look like or 
not look like, or how they would or should behave in a particular context.  
 What also became apparent during the data collection phase was that 
perspectives in fan-created basketball memes are often being expressed by applying 
various elements of humour. The different comedic tones mostly ranged from ironic 
and satirical, to a more callous and vicious tone.  
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Figure 5.10    Figure 5.11 
 
Figure 5.12 
The images above are some examples of how basketball fans are using memes to 
provide commentary and perspective in response to stories happening in the world of 
basketball. In these examples, fan response to player injuries are expressed by 
drawing on traditionally sensitive cultural texts to convey perspective.  
The comedic tone within these examples reflect the conventions of trolling 
(Philips 2015), where callous humour is applied to ignite participant response as well 
as opening the potential for further cultural debate. In her book studying internet trolls, 
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Phillips (2015) argues one of the core elements of internet troll culture is the 
emotional detachment to particular circumstances and situations, fostered by historical 
and technological conditions. This same concept is echoed in Christie Davies‘s essay 
studying jokes spawned from disaster or tragic events, where he argues, that callous 
or insensitive humour are influenced by certain historical and technological conditions. 
Referring to the coverage of tragic events on television, Davies (2011) explains, 
television coverage of disasters are designed to invoke audience response, therefore 
potentially complicating natural human emotions. Secondly, televised coverage of 
tragedies and disasters are at times sensationalised in order to boost ratings, therefore 
blurring the boundary between fact and fiction. Lastly, the time and geographical 
differences between audiences and a televised event may contribute to potential 
emotional detachment (Davies 2011).  
While Davies‘s (2011) study is focused on how televised tragedies potentially 
contributes to the spawning of jokes that are callous and insensitive, the same ideas 
can also be applied to understanding the content in fan-created image macros. 
Although, not all memes are created with the same intent and technology did not 
singlehandedly spawn such behaviour, the internet perhaps allow for an amplification 
of Davies‘s theories because online communication further blurs the boundary 
between official and amateur, fact and fiction, and has a far greater reach. That is, 
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digitally mediated mass communication plays a role in fostering emotional distance, 
which potentially leads to insensitive humour. Audience‘s minds become more 
conflicted, as the stories, whether it is particular situations or events, became more 
decontextualised.  
 Such is the case in the meme examples shown in Figures 5.10 – 5.12, where fans 
appropriate a callous tone, drawing on traditional sensitive cultural subjects such as 
physical disabilities, deadly viruses and religion, in response to player injuries. This is 
reminiscent to what Philips (2015) has argued about troll culture, not so much in the 
sense of purposely igniting angry responses from audiences, but in the sense where 
mass mediated communication has played a role in fostering the emotional 
detachment of people in relation to sensitive topics.  
Key to these examples are the tactical combination of images and texts, such as 
the image placement of wheelchair basketball players on the court in 5.10, and the 
reference to the HIV virus in 5.11. In 5.12, an image of Jesus is combined with the 
punch line ―Will still come back before Derrick Rose‖ to illustrate Chicago Bulls 
guard Derick Rose‘s extended hiatus from the game. In these examples the tactical 
image placement plays a key role in signifying a particular perspective. The tactical 
use of images combined with a punch line works as a binary to key irony to promote 
sentiment.  
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 What is supposed to be a serious issue concerning the health of an athlete is 
essentially becomes a joke by making a mockery of the situation. Even though the 
responses in Figures 5.10 – 5.12 is not reflective of the entire basketball fan base, it is 
reflective of the shift in audience behaviour.  
  
Figure 5.13       Figure 5.14 
  
Figure 5.15    Figure 5.16 
 Similarly, in Figures 5.13 – 5.16, the interplay involves both imitation and 
transformation. The premise of the memes concerns former NBA player Jason Collins, 
who made news headlines in 2014 as the first ever male athlete in American 
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professional sports to publicly reveal his homosexuality. These examples demonstrate 
the consistent stereotype assumptions of how a gay man would behave in the presence 
of other men. Perhaps more significant, these examples also further illustrate that 
seemingly no topic is considered too taboo or sensitive in basketball meme culture.    
Whereas traditional response to athletes may have been more engaged and 
sympathetic, exhibiting the sports fans‘ emotion connection to the player or team—the 
decontextualisation of stories through mass mediation have created another element to 
sporting fandom, where one is not required to exhibit the traditional means of fandom 
to engage with the sport.  
Basketball image macros and popular cultural texts 
 Basketball meme participants are not only exhibiting their own personalities 
through image macros, they are also appropriating viral texts and cultural vernacular 
by altering their existing contexts to create unique meanings. Conversely, the images 
of basketball stars becomes a part of the memetic template to convey particular views 
and emotions.  
 Shifman (2013) describes this process as ―glocalization‖, a term originated from 
the Japanese business sector to conceptualise the blending of global and local trends. 
This concept challenges historic distinctions between external influences and internal 
traditions by portraying contemporary culture as a mix of foreign and local trends. 
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Therefore, rather than accepting or declining foreign influences, local business are 
combining the foreign and the traditional to create a hybrid product.  
 In his research of internet memes, Milner (2016) provides a more in depth 
overview and argues that participants often draw on popular texts in order to convey 
perspective. As touched on in the literature review, Milner (2016, p.153) refers to this 
process as ‗briolage‘, where ‗fixed icons‘ are remixed to construct a particular 
message. The reappropriation of pop cultural texts plays a key role within these image 
macros as they already carry cultural recognisability and significance.  
    
Figure 5.17     Figure 5.18 
 The top left image in Figure 5.17 for instance, the ―Brace Yourselves‖ meme is 
remixed with images of Miami Heat stars LeBron James, Chris Bosh and Dwyane 
Wade to forewarn the possibility of a Heat championship victory. The image macro‘s 
readability relies on the characteristics of the original ―Brace Yourselves‖ meme, 
which has been used extensively to forewarn various cultural situations and 
circumstances.  
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 Figure 5.18 uses the famous 1963 ―I Have a Dream‖ image featuring Martin 
Luther King. The cultural connotations of race equality that is normally associated 
with the image is stripped and replaced with a discussion concerning the Charlotte 
Bobcats. While the image macro may require reader knowledge of the Bobcats as 
consistently one of the worst performing teams in the league, it is still able to be 
easily understood. This is due to the fact the image is as much part of the message as 
the captions. The image and the ―I have a dream‖ quote becomes an access point to 
formulate a certain position and for further discussion to take place.  
  
Figure 5.19      Figure 5.20 
In the examples shown above in 5.19 and 5.20, the memes utilise vernacular 
established from popular image macros, such as the sarcastic and patronising tone 
often associated with the ―Condescending Wonka‖ meme and the often outlandish 
contexts associated with ―The Most Interesting Man in the World‖ meme. While these 
examples may rely on the reader having specific knowledge of the common 
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conceptions and perspectives among the basketball fan membership, such as the 
mainstream popularity of the Los Angeles Lakers or the perception that Lakers‘ star 
Kobe Bryant tends to always have the ball during the game, it also relies on the 
acknowledgement and understanding of the themes derived from the original texts. 
 The popular global context of the ―Condescending Wonka‖ and ―The Most 
Interesting Man in the World‖ memes is meshed with glocalised ideas to better suit 
the individual and the community. This allows new adaptations to gain traction 
through spread within the community and beyond. As seen with the examples 
presented in this section, image macros function as an entry point to partake in 
discussion. Transformation is influenced by several intervening factors, such as 
vernacular conventions, popular trends and technological accessibility.  
Vernacular Creativity in basketball memes 
 As shown with the image macro examples presented so far in this chapter, the 
intertextual connections within memes often rely on reappropriating popular cultural 
texts to convey perspective. The influences of troll culture has played a role in 
fostering a trend where nothing is considered too taboo, sensitive or sacred to talk 
about. What has also become apparent during the content analysis was that just about 
any moment happening in the basketball world could inspire an influx of image 
macros, expressing different arguments and perspectives. This was the case in a more 
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recent example known as ―You Da Real MVP‖. 
   
Figure 5.21       Figure 5.22 
   
Figure 5.23       Figure 5.24 
 The four examples shown above uses images of 2013-14 NBA MVP Kevin 
Durant to convey issues related to basketball, current affairs and everyday social 
concerns. The screen shot, originally captured from Durant‘s MVP acceptance speech 
in which he thanked the fans, coaching staff, teammates and his mother, referring to 
her as the ―real MVP‖ (Know Your Meme 2014b). Durant‘s emotional speech made 
the media rounds in the coming days and was submitted to the NBA section (/r/nba) 
on popular internet community Reddit. The first meme (5.21), which was believed to 
have surfaced on Reddit, uses the screen capture of Durant to thank people for sharing 
their NetFlix accounts to allow illegal access to media content. This meme is 
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significant beyond its originality. Because it was the first widely circulated meme 
using this particular image, it became a prototype and would inspire several variations 
across different social channels on the internet, from thanking a classmate allowing 
their homework to be copied in 5.22, to raising awareness for Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis (ALS) in 5.23 and questioning suspected crooked refereeing practices in the 
NBA in 5.24.  
 The image of a basketball star and their actions have become a source of fan 
generativity within memetic texts. Within these memes, people are not just talking 
about basketball they are expressing views and discussing things that may be 
completely irrelevant to the sport, the player or the team. This not only demonstrates 
the polyvocality of viral texts but it also exhibits how ideas and themes derived from 
it can be formulated as part of cultural vernacular.  
 As Milner (2016, p.2) argues, the composition of memetic media are based on 
―balancing the familiar and the foreign as new iterations intertwine with established 
ideas‖. The intertexuality of memetic texts relies on a balance between the familiar 
and the foreign. That is, to fully understand something, we need to rely on 
pre-patterning established from social contexts, such as from reading a book or 
watching television.  
 Using Figure 5.21 as an example, in order to understand the meaning of joke, 
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participants need to be conscious of the static references in the image macro. They 
need to understand the relevance Durant‘s award acceptance speech. The 
emotionally-charged moment where he tearfully thanked his mother was perceived to 
be an exaggeration by some sectors of the basketball fan base. Such views is also 
reflective of how masculinity is viewed in sport where the outpouring of emotions by 
alpha male figures like Durant is considered weak and therefore subject for mockery. 
The memes also reflect a shift in basketball fandom where responses to alpha male 
figures like Durant are no longer fixed on the traditional emotions of idolisation and 
adoration—where seemingly no topic is considered off limits. This point is perhaps 
made most poignant by Durant himself during an interview with GQ magazine. In 
response to the proliferation of fans making the memes, Durant (2015) said,  
That was a real emotional moment for me, and you making a joke about 
it! Like, Damn. Y‘all don‘t really believe in shit. You don‘t have no 
morals or nothing. You don‘t care about nothing but just making fun.  
 Once meme participants understood the core meaning of the joke, Durant‘s 
image can be appropriated into countless situations. As seen in Figures 5.21 – 5.24, 
the screen shot of Durant‘s emotional moment was connected to various scenarios 
with exaggerated emotions of gratitude. And as more participants connected Durant‘s 
image with their own cultural situations, the joke was able to spread beyond the 
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spaces of online communities. The punch line ―You Da Real MVP‖ or ―You The Real 
MVP‖ has also been adopted as pop cultural lingo (Urban Dictionary 2015).  
By collectively engaging in cultural texts, participants are engaging in identity 
building activities and aligning themselves within particular affinity groups (Knobel 
and Lankshear 2007). Popular culture serves as the mediator in the relationship 
between reader and writer, audience and producer, and one cannot interpret the 
writer‘s identity ―without making connections to outside popular culture content‖ 
(Williams 2008, p.32). Online discourse is not just accessible to individuals or tight 
knit groups; it can, for the most part, be viewable to the general public, and as such, 
can also be considered as public discourse. Online discourse such as memes can, 
therefore, also, be considered as a common language for creating a particular identity 
or proclaiming an affinity, revealing original or unique personality values based on 
one‘s interpretation and understanding of culture and society.   
The re-emergence of race within NBA memes 
 During the analytical phases of this project, it became apparent that an integral 
aspect within basketball meme culture is the use of race as a way to create dialogue 
concerning both basketball and related cultural issues. Additionally, perspectives 
concerning minority races and ethnicities tended to be steeped stereotypes. This can 
be seen in Figures 5.25 to 5.27 where Miami Heat forward Chris Bosh‘s facial 
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features were compared to an animal. 
   
Figure 5.25    Figure 5.26     Figure 5.27 
 As touched on in the literature review, in her evaluation of internet troll culture, 
Phillips (2015) labels trolling as a detached and antagonistic form of humour to incite 
angry responses. This definition may indicate that nothing is off limits for 
commentary, discussion, debate or ridicule. However, as Philips (2015) explains, 
content shared by trolls actually disproportionately focuses on targeting racial and 
ethnic minorities and women.  
 Similarly, in his analysis of the ―Successful Black Man‖ memes, Milner (2012; 
2016) argues, the premise of the meme from its name to the content is a brazen 
association of racial stereotypes. He further explains, by separating the successful 
Black man from a normal Black man, it actually works to illuminate the connotation 
between Blackness and the lack of success (Milner 2012; 2016).  
While it can be argued that image macros that portray a stereotype view toward 
racial minorities can be interpreted as attempts at humour, they are ultimately framed 
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by traditional typecast views. This point is perhaps more unambiguous in Figure 5.28, 
where meme participants responded to stories of player complaints over uniforms and 
extended injury delays by marginalising the mental fortitude of the Black players 
involved. Similarly, Figure 5.29 works in a similar convention to the ―Successful 
Black Man‖ where it suggests New Orleans Pelicans player Anthony Davis‘s first 
NBA pay check will be spent on fixing his teeth, insinuating he was unable to afford 
such services before becoming a NBA basketball player.  
   
Figure 5.28       Figure 5.29 
From a sports memes context, the ambiguous referencing of racial stereotypes 
was also a key point in Nikolas Dickerson‘s (2015) journal article in which he argued 
that the themes expressed through memes created and shared by NHL (National 
Hockey League) fans are a representation of White backlash politics. In his article, 
Dickerson (2015) analyses a collection of memes comparing incidents involving 
basketball player LeBron James and ice hockey star Richard Peverley. Within the 
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examples, LeBron James‘s character is marginalised after being stretchered off the 
court during a 2014 playoff game while suffering from leg cramps, whereas ice 
hockey player Richard Peverley asks to re-enter a game after being resuscitated by 
medical staff from cardiac issues. Dickerson (2015) argues that the ice hockey memes 
he analysed were used to celebrate White masculinity, while at the same time 
marginalise African-American athletes as selfish and untrustworthy, emphasising the 
tensional views between White and African-Americans that were prevalent in 
previous generations.  
However, basketball memes are as much about Blackness as they are about 
Whiteness and there are other cultural conditions to consider when trying to 
understand basketball memes. These cultural conditions were touched on in Chapter 3, 
include the rise of digital communication, the racial history of the NBA and its 
associations with hip hop culture.    
The league experienced a significant popularity decline in the 1970s until the 
emergence of Magic Johnson and Larry Bird, whose rivalry also positioned the NBA 
on a marketing path that focused on showcasing individual players rather than teams. 
After the retirement of Bird and Magic, the logical extension of that strategy revolved 
around Michael Jordan, whose on-court talent combined with marketing savvy from 
brands associated with him, and a rising U.S economy, helped propel the NBA‘s 
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popularity to new heights. The real challenge occurred when Jordan retired and 
television ratings declined. ―The replacement parts came out of the hip-hop 
generation‖, said Jim Kahler, former marketing director for the Cleveland Cavaliers 
(Wharton 2004). This was the first generation of players who grew up with hip hop, a 
cultural movement that began in the 1970s, which, by the 1980s and 1990s, had 
flourished with its own style and language.  
Broadly speaking, the connection of hip hop and basketball culture can be seen 
in the fashion styles on and off the court, where player and team apparel have become 
popular fashion accessories in hip hop culture. Just as jerseys and sneakers became 
popular fashion, the new generation of players maintain an edgier persona that is 
reminiscent of the music they enjoy, with tattoos and baggy shorts becoming 
synonymous associations with modern basketball. These influences also transitioned 
onto the basketball court as well, where the new breed of players brought a more 
aggressive and defiant attitude—a contrast to the league‘s wholesome and friendly 
public image of the 1990s (Boyd 2003).  
Hip hop culture originated in struggle and defiance, and was a way for young 
people to express themselves. Even though the sport of basketball is not a 
representation of struggle, for many impressionable youth the fame and fortune that 
can potentially be attained as a result of playing professional basketball signifies an 
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opportunity for a better life for themselves and their extended family. In that sense, 
the relationship between basketball and hip hop are intertwined as a result of cultural 
conditions.  
After Michael Jordan‘s retirement, Allen Iverson, along with Kobe Bryant and 
Shaquille O‘Neal, became the game‘s new superstars. All three recorded their own rap 
albums. Iverson in particular embodied the connection between hip hop and 
basketball. He was young, talented and defiant, who wore his baseball cap sideways, 
matched with gold chains and, baggy sweat pants to press conferences and team 
events, looking more like a rapper than a professional athlete (Boyd 2003). Despite 
the NBA‘s efforts to veer away from the culture by implementing a strict dress code 
policy, hip hop continued to thrive, not only as a music genre but also as a lifestyle 
among NBA players. 
These compounded circumstances also play an influential role in shaping the 
psyche of the basketball fan base. That is, while the cultures of basketball and hip hop 
continue to intertwine, basketball audiences have been affected, where its fans not 
only idolise sporting talent but also try and emulate the personas of the athletes. This 
point is echoed by Social Media manager of the Philadelphia 76ers, Alessandro 
Gasparro (2015), who cites hip hop culture as a ―powerful‖ influence on the 
basketball fan base and believes the ―correlation between people who like the NBA 
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and people who like hip hop and black culture‖ plays a significant role in making 
NBA fandom unique compared to other sporting audiences. 
Thus, the creation and sharing of basketball memes is not limited to the 
popularity of the NBA, it is also influenced by different cultural conditions. The 
common thread within such conditions is the issue of race—from drawing upon 
stereotyped identity distinctions to references to hip hop culture. This does not 
necessarily imply that racism exists within basketball fan culture, but it indicates the 
use of memes by basketball fans are not simply the result of convergent digital media. 
While the immediacy offered by digital media communication has played a vital role 
in contemporary fandom, how fans communicate and how they use tools such as 
memes as a means to respond to basketball stories is also influenced by cultural 
factors, from how different individuals see the world to the history of basketball, 
where issues of race have been a major component in not only shaping the NBA‘s 
public image but also in influencing its fan base. 
 However, although Black and hip hop culture play a significant role in shaping 
basketball culture and its fan base, this did not mean issues concerning other races 
were off limits. As will covered in succeeding chapters, Caucasian and Asian 
basketball players are as much the subject of discussion and their images are also used 
to convey varying sentiments about basketball and other aspects of culture. 
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While the examples presented in this chapter cannot be fully interpreted as 
racism among basketball fandom—they illustrate that different interpretations and 
meanings of one‘s physicality and race is a familiar basis for meme participants to 
partake in discussion.  
There are also memes which presented more explicit views (Figures 5.30 to 5.31). 
The example shown in 5.30 has clear racial undertones due to the historical context of 
comparing Black people to animals, more specifically, monkeys and apes. The 
example in Figure 5.31 was circulated in response to calls by prominent 
African-Americans and some social commentators for more racial diversity in various 
aspects of society. The calls for greater diversity prompted often heated debates within 
both mainstream and social media, and particularly gained traction around the period 
of the 2016 Academy Awards where there were no African-American actors 
nominated for Best Actor and Best Actress (Mason 2015). The meme in Figure 5.31 
questions the validity of such an argument by placing an image of the Kentucky 
Wildcats college basketball team featuring only African-American athletes.  
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Figure 5.30 
 
Figure 5.31 
Within these examples, basketball is obviously not the primary topic of 
discussion, but, instead, images of Black basketball stars are used to put forward 
views that are in-line with traditional typecasts concerning race—such as the 
comparison of Black people to animals, and to express perspectives concerning other 
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aspects of culture. This is also reflective on a broadcasting level where research into 
sports telecasts from commentary to programming revealed that White players were 
more likely to be praised for good performances while Black players had a higher 
percentage of being criticised for performing badly (Carvalho 2014). In two studies 
conducted by James Rada (1996; 2005) he analysed comments made by 
commentators in televised American football and basketball games during the course 
of a season and found a distinct disparity when it came to the portrayal of Black and 
White players in the broadcasts. In both of his studies, Rada (1996; 2005), found that 
praise toward White athletes tended to be based on intellect and hard work, while 
Black players were usually praised for their physical qualities. Black players were 
portrayed as physical specimens who were succeeding on the sporting field because 
they possessed animal-like physicality, while White players were portrayed as being 
―thinkers‖ who possessed intellect as well as physical prowess (Rada 1996; 2005).  
This was also the case with documentary-style programming featuring the 
players, in which success stories concerning athletes from racial minority 
backgrounds were usually based on the struggles they experienced during their road to 
success, while success stories concerning White players tended to appropriate the tone 
of superior pedigree and upbringing. Also consistent in both of Rada‘s studies (1996; 
2005) is how Black and White athletes were criticised when they were involved in 
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off-field transgressions. In response to transgressions involving the players, comments 
made about Black players often questioned their intelligence by relating to their 
background and culture. By focusing on players as both athletes and as people, such 
as by relating sporting stories to social issues, the commentators shift the focus from 
the playing arena to broader society. Rada (2005, p. 81) argues, as a result of 
stereotyped portrayals, Black athletes are presented as ―being at odds with society‖. 
Despite the fact that advertising media often paint Black athletes as not only great 
athletes but also as role models, such portrayals are still often undermined by familiar 
stereotypes associated with Black culture, such as impoverished environments, gang 
culture and hip hop culture. As such, although the media is not entirely responsible for 
changing the way people look and talk about race, it does play a role in shaping 
audience perspectives.  
 Similarly, the discourse within these image macros also influences how the 
community is represented. It can be interpreted that by ridiculing one‘s physical 
appearance for the sake of humour determine meme participants as favouring specific 
social identities, characteristics and stereotypes, thus contributing to the establishment 
of the broader community identity. It is true that participation numbers in professional 
sport has become more equal, and in the case of popular American sports such as 
basketball and American football, the participation numbers lean favourably toward a 
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Black majority. However, there still remains an obstacle in terms of the traditional 
ways that people think and talk about race. This is also reflected in the NBA‘s 
decision making process. Despite the NBA‘s progressive efforts in promoting and 
presenting the league as a race-neutral, international sporting spectacle, incidents such 
as ―The Malice at the Palace‖ brawl between Detroit Pistons and Indiana Pacers 
players in 2004 and the decision to implement a dress code that barred fashion 
commonly associated with hip-hop culture indicate that race still appears to be an 
issue in the NBA. Furthermore, the existence and circulation of fan-created image 
macros in which traditional social identity distinctions concerning different races 
continues to be drawn upon within fan conversations demonstrates that race is 
re-emerging as an issue within these online basketball meme communities.  
Conclusion 
  As shown with the image macros in this chapter, memes can be used for 
evaluating particular social situations, to tell stories or to categorise certain groups or 
personality traits, in which no topic is considered too sensitive with both antagonistic 
and protagonist views accepted and debated.  
Additionally, the content analysis data revealed that the circulation of basketball 
memes tended to be consistently higher in volume in comparison to memes of other 
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popular sports such as football, soccer and baseball. The patterns within the content 
analysis data also showed that basketball fan were using memes as a cultural tool to 
express opinions and perspectives concerning basketball stories as they unfold. This 
notion was the most apparent during the data collection periods on May 23
rd
 2014 and 
August 1
st
 2014, as shown in Figure 5.13. These two particular data collection periods 
coincided with significant moments during the racism allegations saga against former 
Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling. The May 23
rd
 data collection period was 
around the same time allegations against Sterling had surfaced, with the release of an 
audio recording of him expressing his disdain toward Black people, while the August 
1
st
 2014 data collection period coincided with the conclusion of the saga as the NBA 
banned Sterling for life and enforced the sale of the Clippers.  
As memberships argued, debated and joked about the world, there was an 
ever-present theme where social categories of religion and sexual orientation, as well 
as social representations of class, race and gender, were drawn upon to put forward 
perspectives concerning both basketball and broader culture. This was particularly the 
case with the examples 5.26 – 5.28, where the facial and physical features of the 
players were ridiculed by comparing them to animals.  
While some image macros appropriated a more playful tone, such as in Figure 
5.27 where Miami Heat forward Chris Bosh was compared to a cartoon dinosaur, 
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other examples, such as Figure 5.32, were more explicit in its tone where LeBron 
James was compared to an ape. What most of these examples have in common is that 
the image of the basketball star has become an entry point in arguing and debating 
different social identities and roles beyond the sport of basketball. Even though the 
memes featured in Figures 5.26 to 5.28 were talking about the Miami Heat‘s 
championship victory, expressions within those examples were framed by drawing on 
Chris Bosh‘s facial feature and comparing them to dinosaurs.  
Regardless of whether one sympathise or reject the views presented in these 
memes, they represent the vibrancy of memetic texts, whereby there is an ever-present 
spacing for negotiations with them even if participants belong to different 
communities or communicate in different languages. Additionally, the existence of 
these fan-created memes also indicates that despite the NBA‘s efforts to erase the 
negative racial tensions that had affected the league‘s progress in previous generations, 
the issue of race is still a recurring theme among the fan base, particularly on the 
internet. This also demonstrates that basketball fan-created memes are not only 
influenced by the NBA‘s commercial strategies but they are also influenced by 
different cultural circumstances as well. The fact that the images of basketball stars 
are being used to talk about issues unrelated to sport, such as perspectives concerning 
racial inequality in the U.S, as shown in Figure 5.33, indicate that issues related to 
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race are still a contentious topic not just within the sport of basketball but also within 
broader culture.  
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Chapter 6- Social themes of masculinity through basketball memes 
Introduction 
 This chapter expands the discussion from Chapter 5 concerning the influences of 
fan-created image macros as a cultural tool for communication, a potential marketing 
tool and how the images of basketball players are being used to articulate discourse 
beyond the sport of basketball. Using the rise to popularity of former NBA star and 
perennial bench player Brian Scalabrine as a case study, this chapter aims to 
demonstrate that memes are built around socially identifiable themes. In terms of 
basketball prowess, Scalabrine was not the most talented—in fact, he was 
predominantly used as a last resort option by the coach, and yet his mediocrity 
attracted the type of fan attention that is normally reserved for the more talented and 
famous stars. The significant focus on Scalabrine is also an illustration of 
contemporary internet culture, whereby the focus on ordinariness and the subversion 
of the norms has become a popular trend in articulating expression and opinion.  
“More championships than minutes played” – The perennial bench warmer grabs 
fans‟ attention 
 What makes Scalabrine image macros interesting is that unlike a lot of memes 
that feature images of well-known cultural figures, who have excelled in their 
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respective professions, like LeBron James or Barack Obama, Brian Scalabrine 
embodied the antithesis to the ideals of professional success and sporting manhood.  
 Scalabrine posted a scoring average of 3.1 points and played an average of just 
13 minutes per game over an 11-year career, a statistic that is considered mediocre by 
NBA standards. His first four seasons in the league, with the New Jersey Nets, were 
marred by injuries and inconsistent play which resulted in his eventual release from 
the team (Springer 2005). A desperate Boston Celtics squad that needed physical 
presence at the power forward position signed the 6 foot 9 inch tall Scalabrine to a 5 
year/$15 million dollar contract at the beginning of the 2005-06 season. The move 
was widely questioned by fans and sports commentators. Such scrutiny was based 
around fan perplexity as to why the team would gamble on signing an unproven talent 
to a long-term contract when there were established seasoned veterans available on 
the free agent market. During his time with the Celtics, Scalabrine showed little 
improvement and was sparingly used by coach Doc Rivers. By his final season with 
the team, his season averages had dipped to 1.5 points and only playing an average of 
9.1 minutes per contest. Despite suiting up for each contest, his role within the team 
had diminished to mostly sitting on the bench. His tenure with the Celtics, however, 
was highlighted by a championship victory in the 2007-08 season. Despite winning a 
championship and subsequently earning a championship ring as a member of the 
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squad, Scalabrine did not participate for the duration of the finals series.  
 Some fans ultimately felt his diminished role within the team was not worthy of 
a championship ring and campaigned for members of the training staff to be bestowed 
the honour. The Celtics fan base were frustrated with his lack of development during 
his 5-year tenure and, to make their voices heard, many of them begun to sarcastically 
proclaim his greatness on discussion forums and other formats of social media, such 
as Facebook and YouTube (Know Your Meme 2012f). He was labelled as looking 
more like a mascot who cheered on his teammates from the sidelines rather than 
actually making valuable contributions on the court, and to some hard-core Celtics 
fans he was the antagonist who had robbed them of $15 million dollars in valuable 
salary cap space (Young 2010). Most of Scalabrine‘s playing minutes came when the 
game‘s results had already become an inevitability, allowing the coach to rest his star 
players. Early fan attention toward Scalabrine mainly consisted of sharing video 
footage of him on YouTube, most of which were videos of him making fundamental 
errors during the little playing time he saw. The comment spaces were mostly filled 
with fans sarcastically celebrating his mistakes and the rare occurrences of him 
playing in a game.  
 And as technology continued to evolve into a more user-friendly communication 
variable, so did jokes about Scalabrine, inspiring image macros from the online 
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basketball fan community. A predominance of Scalabrine image macros marginalised 
his basketball skills, his mediocre career statistics and his physical features (Know 
Your Meme 2012f). The memetic content often consisted of placing him in outlandish 
scenarios by comparing him with higher authority figures such as God (Figures 6.1 to 
6.5). 
  
Figure 6.1       Figure 6.2 
 In 6.1, Scalabrine is compared to God simply because they both have two eyes. 
This association is reinforced in Figure 6.2 as Heaven is not considered to be a 
country, therefore making God ineligible to compete in the Olympic Games. In these 
examples, the incongruity, referring to the awkwardness and instability presented in 
the images, works to invoke response from readers to either deepen the ridicule or to 
present content that is more uniform in context (Shifman 2013).  
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Figure 6.3     Figure 6.4 
 
Figure 6.5 
  As the ―Scalabrine is God‖ meme became a trending premise within online fan 
communities, it would become a prototype in spawning other memes associated with 
Scalabrine (6.3 - 6.5). His superiority is on full display in 6.3 as he overrules the 
coach‘s decision of not putting him into the game. In Figure 6.4, Scalabrine is dubbed 
as the ―White Mamba‖—a nickname inspired by superstar Kobe Bryant, who is 
known as the ―Black Mamba‖. The humour behind this meme is the ironic allusion of 
Scalabrine being equal to Bryant‘s superstar status. The ironic tone of Scalabrine‘s 
greatness is furthered in 6.5 with basketball legend Michael Jordan being labelled as 
the ―Black Brian Scalabrine‖. Within these examples, the underlying theme of 
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comparing him to figures of superiority in terms of status and career achievement 
becomes a marker in revealing audience expectations, perceptions and trends.  
 In the previous chapter it was noted that meme production and circulation within 
online basketball fan communities has played a role in shifting traditional fan 
response to the different aspects of the NBA, from the daily stories surrounding the 
league to the players. This is also influenced by various cultural conditions, most 
notably, the racial composition and the history of the NBA, advances in digital 
communication and the rise in internet troll culture. Collectively, these cultural 
conditions have played a role in fostering a different way of engaging with the sport 
of basketball, where anything is open for critique, commentary, debate and ridicule. 
However, as seen in Figures 6.1 – 6.5 where the mediocre basketball star‘s abilities 
are ridiculed by sarcastically proclaiming his greatness, the content within the memes 
still mostly rely on traditional views of identity distinctions to construct opinions and 
perspectives. As will be touched on in the succeeding sections of this chapter, the 
issue of basketball masculinity through the scope fan-created memes is made more 
complicated by the Black majority of the NBA, where it is often culturally identified 
as a representation for Black masculinity (Lavelle 2010; Sung 2010). Thus, basketball 
masculinity is also about the historical tensions between Whiteness and Blackness.  
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 The amount of fan attention directed toward Scalabrine through image macros 
also reveals the potential impact of viral content in which the ordinary is often 
celebrated alongside the extraordinary. Thus Scalabrine‘s rise in popularity can also 
be interpreted as a reflection of contemporary audience trends, in which their reading 
practices are often unpredictable. This is potentially problematic because there tends 
to be a traditional ideal in sport, particularly in the professional sector, where the 
superior athlete, either in terms of prowess or achievements is celebrated or marked as 
role models. In terms of the NBA, perhaps the best example of this is the promotion 
and marketing of Michael Jordan. Considered by many as the greatest basketball 
player in the history of the sport, Jordan is a world famous athlete, and arguably, one 
of the most recognisable people in the world. He gained renown through his 
championship victories as a part of the Chicago Bulls and through his individual 
talents on the court. However, such renown would not have become a global 
phenomenon without promotional media, and Jordan would not have been afforded 
such opportunity if he was an underachiever in his profession. Advertising and 
marketing plays a decisive role in popularising professional athletes like Jordan, 
where the myths associated with them are celebrated as an embodiment of greatness. 
As Nike CEO Phil Knight (1992) points out, ―You can‘t explain much in sixty 
seconds, but when you show Michael Jordan, you don‘t have to‖. Knight‘s statement 
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not only suggests the significance of corporate advertising in professional sports but it 
also reveals the potential influence of the sporting celebrity in shaping audience 
perception.  
 Thus, the popularity of Scalabrine memes in a sense works against the grains of 
the marketing initiatives employed by sports leagues, teams and associated sponsors, 
in which the prowess and exploits of the superstar athlete is usually the primary focus. 
Brian Scalabrine was mediocre both in terms of career statistics and talent, in 
comparison to the top players of the league. He once was labelled as the worst player 
in Celtics‘ franchise history by ESPN journalist Tom Haberstroh (2010), and was 
often ridiculed by Celtics fans for taking up a roster spot. On the exterior, he did not 
look like a star nor did he embody the aura normally associated with a professional 
basketball player. His fiery red hair and white skin made him stand out for the wrong 
reasons in a league where nearly 80% of its players are Black. Whereas fanfare 
toward the game‘s greats like Michael Jordan is mostly framed by idolisation of his 
on-court heroics, Scalabrine fandom is largely framed by his physicality, his essential 
non-participation in matches and his mediocre career statistics. Another factor to 
consider is his race.  
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Chubby, Slow and White 
The concept of Whiteness explains that White culture is considered as the status 
quo of Western society and those who are of different skin colour stand out as 
deviations to that cultural standard (Heath 2013). More explicitly, the issue of 
Whiteness also works in different ways; it is culturally considered normal in Western 
society and therefore invisible and taken for granted (Grzanka 2014). Eduardo 
Bonilla-Silva (2010) argues that the main attribute of racial ideologies is within its 
framework for interpreting and responding to information. That is, the colour-blinded 
view of race operates on the belief that race is no longer a factor in shaping individual 
experiences and perceptions, and that society is equal and success is determined by 
ability, not one‘s skin colour or religious affiliation. Any contrast between racial 
groups is determined by how different other races are in comparison to Whiteness, 
such as the stereotypical belief that Asian people are bad drivers or Black people are 
violent criminals.  
In other words, Whiteness provides the context for cultural standards, it becomes 
the norm by which behaviour, education and ideology is measured. But the categories 
of Whiteness are also invisible in the sense that it is rarely mentioned, a notion that is 
emphasised by the fact that Blackness or Asianness are often marked and treated as 
racial categories.  
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 Such ideologies are also played out within online collectives. In Kendall‘s (2002) 
ethnographical study of the BlueSky MUD, she finds that inclusiveness among 
community members is based on a social ideal in which ―White middle-class men 
continue to have the power as to include or not include people whose gender, 
sexuality or race marks them as other‖ (Kendall 2002, p.272). The community itself 
was not blatantly racist or sexist in any way, but race and class was evidently an issue 
on BlueSky, because the Whiteness that Kendall (2002) talks about is comparable to 
the notion of Whiteness in the physical environment—an invisible category that is 
accepted as the norm in everyday life. Like masculinity, Whiteness is a ―constructed 
centrality‖ that is accepted within social spaces, functioning as the universal signifier 
of the status quo (Jackson, Shin and Wilson 2000). However, the issue of race matters 
in the online environment because, as Wellman (2001, p.2031) argues, ―Computer 
networks are inherently social networks, linking people, organizations, and 
knowledge‖.  
 This ―constructed centrality‖ is also why seemingly harmless expressions within 
meme collectives can at times be interpreted as reinforcing oppressive ideals, because 
some opinions expressed through meme collectives are premised on stereotyped 
categorisations of different social groups.  
 This concept can also be applied to understanding masculinity in professional 
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sports, where masculinity tend to be measured on the premise of athletic prowess, 
peak physicality and supreme conditioning (Whannel 2002). According to Hartmann 
(2003), professional sports in particular is one of the elements of culture that reinforce 
traditional masculinity and gender positions. In reference to professional team sports 
Shugart argues (2003, p.11), ―As a team sport with heretofore distinctly masculine 
connotations, overt objectification of these female athletes would have been blatant 
and indefensible‘‘. However, the issue of masculinity becomes more complex when 
different athletes of different racial backgrounds are measured in comparison to White 
athletes. This is largely influenced by how sports is promoted to a mass audience, 
particularly in Western cultures, where audience are likely dominated by a White 
majority (Billings 2004). This point is emphasised by Carrington (2007), where he 
argues that Black success in most professional sports is often explained by social and 
physical differences, invariably marking them as ‗other‘.  
 In the context of the NBA, the traditional premise of sports masculinity is made 
more complicated by the fact nearly 80% of the league‘s players are Black. The global 
popularity of the NBA has also fostered the spread of images of Black athletes on a 
global capacity. The commodification of Black bodies also coincides with the global 
popularity of hip hop culture. Thus, the interconnection between the commodification 
of Black bodies, along with the popularity of hip hop invariably marks Black 
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masculinity as the status quo, while Whiteness is considered as the ‗other‘ in NBA 
culture.  
 This notion is also played out through fan-created image macros and can be seen 
in the Scalabrine memes presented in this chapter. The memetic texts concerning 
Scalabrine illustrate the popular perception within basketball culture that White men 
are not as athletically gifted in comparison to Black men. This assumption is 
reinforced by the fact that in the NBA Caucasian players are a minority, making up 
only 19% of total players in the 2012-13 season (Lapchick 2013). And within the 
minority crop of White players, very few have reached global superstardom compared 
to their African-American counterparts. The steady increase in the number of Black 
basketball professional players in the past 40 years has also fostered a belief by 
coaches and team management that Black bodies are biologically better suited to play 
sports (Spracklen 2013). This belief within the sporting world would also fuel a 
cultural perception that professional basketball was dominated by Black people, 
which led to some White parents encouraging their children to participate in other 
sports, such as golf and tennis (Spracklen 2013; Carrington 2010; Ogbu 2003). 
Conversely, the gradual influx of African-American players in the NBA symbolise an 
opportunity for fame and fortune for a lot of African-American youth. These cultural 
views have also played a role in the rapid change in the racial formation of 
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professional basketball, in both perception and actual participation numbers, which 
saw an increase in Black players and a drop-off in White players (Spracklen 2013).  
Another factor to consider is the connection between basketball fan culture and 
hip hop culture. For many contemporary NBA players, hip hop culture is not just 
about the music and the fashion, it is also a way of life—a way to signify Black 
masculinity and, subsequently, basketball masculinity. This has had an impressionable 
effect on its fan base in which through promotional media, the players are constructed 
as fashionable and desirable heroes and role models (McDonald and Toglia 2010). As 
touched on in Chapter 3, the issue of racial identity and racial tension have always 
existed in the NBA, but the league was able to successfully veer attention away from 
racial issues behind carefully crafted promotional strategies featuring the game‘s stars. 
The NBA was not only able to present a colour blinded public image, but it was also 
able to gain financial stability by presenting its players as the representation of the 
American dream (McDonald and Toglia 2010). The elevation to global superstar 
status of players like Jordan helped neutralise the stereotype stigma of Black 
masculinity as dangerous and threatening. This helped ease racial tensions and 
anxieties between the dominant White audience and the Black majority makeup of the 
league; however, urban Blackness in the league was only masqueraded and never 
replaced and became more ever-present after the retirement of the superstars of the 
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80s and 90s—Larry Bird, Magic Johnson and Michael Jordan.  
Perhaps most significant is the subsequent effect these racial connotations and 
signifiers within the sport of basketball have helped shape cultural perceptions of 
Black and White basketball players. These perceptions are often voiced among fans in 
day-to-day conversation and through social media. Such was the case during the 
2012-13 season, when the Los Angeles Lakers had six White players on the roster 
(five American and one Spanish)—the highest amount of White players on the squad 
since the 1978-79 season (Adande 2012). When there were four White players on the 
court at the same time during a nationally televised match in the 2012-13 season, 
there were calls from the live crowd for the coach to substitute another White player 
into the game to make an all-White starting line-up. The sight of four White players 
on the court at the same time also led to the Twitter hashtag #TheLakersAreSoWhite, 
which provided the catalysts for jokes like ―#TheLakersAreSoWhite they warm up to 
Dancing Queen‖ and ―#TheLakersAreSoWhite they had to hire a handshake trainer‖. 
The reference to hiring a handshake trainer in the second joke has a double-edged 
effect. Firstly, it can be interpreted as drawing on the fact that in addition to being a 
racial minority in the league, most White players are reduced to second and 
third-string roles on the team, who spend more time sitting on the bench cheering on 
their teammates on the starting team. Secondly, the joke can also be interpreted as a 
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reference to the Black stereotype gestures of personalised handshakes and hi-5 
celebrations adopted from hip-hop culture. Thus the joke is about both the exclusion 
of Whites from Black culture and also about Whites never being on the court to 
properly celebrate. The jokes, while light-hearted in nature draw on cultural 
connotations of White basketball players as lacking in masculine appeal and are 
therefore athletically inferior in comparison to Black athletes.  
The perceived disparity in talent between White and Black players is also 
reflected in popular cultural texts, such as the 1992 movie White Men Can’t Jump. In 
the film, a Black basketball player establishes a partnership with a White player and 
travels around Los Angeles challenging Black teams to games of two-on-two 
basketball, betting money that they will win, which they usually do. The con works by 
operating on the stereotype that White men, because of their athletic inferiority, do not 
play basketball as well as Black men. Like the film‘s White protagonist, Billy Hoyle, 
Scalabrine did not fit the typical mould of masculinity, nor did he fit the typical mould 
of an athletically gifted basketball player.  
 In the examples shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.5, Scalabrine is mockingly asserted as 
a superior athlete who in some instances also becomes the solution to the problem 
such as in Figure 6.3. The notion of superiority is emphasised by comparing him to 
individuals who are of higher power, such as God or the coach. Perhaps most 
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important, by also presenting him in comparison to figures of higher authority, it 
makes apparent of contrasting reality between traditionally masculine figures and the 
far-from-perfect man. The memes are able to convey perceptions as expressed by the 
dominant social group based on their construction of a masculinity that conforms to 
hegemonic standards (i.e. God, Coach, Michael Jordan), and rejects those who 
represent characteristics which do not conform to those standards (Brian Scalabrine). 
Scalabrine memes as a cultural tool for social debate 
 Despite the fact the majority of Scalabrine memes tend to marginalise him, 
counterarguments also occurred where perceptions of mistreatment against Scalabrine, 
were being voiced through image macros, as shown in the following examples (6.6 
and 6.7).  
 
   
Figure 6.6      Figure 6.7 
 The examples above reveal a statement that implies that the majority of those 
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who make fun of Scalabrine‘s basketball prowess (or lack thereof), are actually no 
better than him in comparison. The tone and the content shown in these two examples 
question the validity of mocking Scalabrine, after all, while he may not be as talented 
or as popular as the game‘s superstars, he is still a professional basketball player who 
played in the world‘s most dominant basketball competition—something that most 
basketball fans can only dream of achieving. The content and the tone within the two 
examples appropriate a more straight-forward approach, which is distinctively 
different to mainstream Scalabrine memes where the satirical line drives the delivery 
of expression.  
 Despite the fact Scalabrine became well-known as a result of fan ridicule on the 
internet, mainstream image macros concerning him also ignited alternative viewpoints 
concerning broader culture.  
 
Figure 6.8 
Using the ―Unpopular Opinion Puffin‖ template, the meme in 6.8 suggests that as 
most people are not good enough to play sport at a professional capacity, they should 
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not have the right to judge those who do. This particular image macro represents a 
contrasting perception to mainstream Scalabrine memes by suggesting that the 
ridicule of Scalabrine is unjust. In doing so, the meme draws on the merits of fair play 
and mutual respect. 
 As Milner (2016) argues, the notion that everyone has a voice in the memetic 
production process is an uncertain one. That is, while the immediacy and convenience 
of a convergent digital environment allows anyone to create memes, less popular 
viewpoints are still silenced by dominant perspectives. However, even though the 
ideas voiced in these examples represent a minority perspective within online 
basketball meme spaces, they reveal the polyvocality of internet memes, whereby 
mainstream perspectives may be dominant but they are never concrete and are always 
open to varied interpretations and responses. The clash of different perspectives 
through Scalabrine image macros illustrate how memes can complicate the ways 
people engage with different social identities, it also demonstrates the potential of 
memes as a tool for cultural debate.  
Ordinary as the new extraordinary 
 Beyond its afforded conveniences, digital media use is also about the community 
and collaboration between ordinary people, enabling a broader engagement with each 
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other and the rest of the world. The traditional hierarchy of media production and 
consumption that was once the domain of paid professionals, has shifted to a 
―participatory‖ culture (Jenkins 2006), where ordinary net-users are able to operate 
and potentially exert equal or greater influence.  
 While officially produced media and content gatekeeping still exist, the 
boundary between those who produce and consume media has been considerably 
narrowed. Media culture is no longer a ―read only‖ experience, it is just as much 
about producing and sharing, as it is about consuming (Lessig 2008). Alternative 
media formats, such as memes, arguably ―challenge or alter dominant, expected, or 
accepted ways of doing society, culture, and politics‖ (Lievrouw 2011, p.19). Part of 
this shift is the re-directed attention toward the ordinary rather than the extraordinary, 
and often works against the commercial grain of officially produced media. This 
according to Graeme Turner (2010), is not something new, but, rather, has become 
more amplified in contemporary culture, where the development of the celebrity has 
shifted from the elite to the ordinary. Turner (2010) refers to this process as the 
demotic turn. Demotic media, according to Turner (2010), emphasises everyday 
individuals and everyday events. The popularity of demotic media is illustrated by 
reality television formats, which provide the platform for the transformation of 
ordinary people into celebrities. The rise in popularity of reality television has 
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significantly fostered an audience demand for ordinary people who desire to be 
―celebrificated‖. 
 The expansion in both demand and supply has occurred beyond the formats of 
reality television and can also be seen on the internet. The most notable example of 
which is perhaps on YouTube, where some ordinary net users are able to exhibit their 
personalities and creativity through the sharing of personal videos. The structural 
shifts in mainstream media, along with advances in digital communication media 
have given ordinary people the type of exposure and visibility normally reserved for 
established celebrities. Yet these ordinary individuals are not necessarily the best 
looking or the most talented, in fact they may not even possess any special talent. 
Through digital communication channels, the opportunity of becoming a celebrity has 
extended beyond the means of mass marketing in traditional media. This opportunity, 
as argued by Turner (2010), has now also become the expectations of the general 
population. Among the consequences of this is that there has been a prominence of 
the ―Do It Yourself‖ (DIY) celebrity on the internet, and the proliferation of 
individuals who gain cult-like following through the internet. Chris Rojek (2001) has 
coined the term ―celetoid‖ to define the culture of ordinary people commanding 
extraordinary attention. Rojek (2001, p.20 – 21) argues that ―celetoids are the 
accessories of cultures organised around mass communications and staged 
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authenticity‖. That is, as a result of contemporary culture‘s desire for celebrity 
consumption and the extended demand for gossip and stories surrounding celebrities, 
the celetoid has emerged as a solution to supply that ongoing demand.  
 The ideas argued by both Turner (2010) and Rojek (2001) is also reflective in the 
cult status of Brian Scalabrine. However, because Scalabrine was a professional 
athlete, he cannot be fully defined as ordinary, but his rise in popularity is in-line with 
both Turner and Rojek‘s arguments. While his status as a player in the NBA perhaps 
cast him as a celebrity due to the league‘s global exposure, it was his ordinariness in 
comparison to the league‘s superstars that captured the fans‘ attention. This is 
illustrated in the fan media whereby his ordinariness is continuously the subject of 
memetic discourse. Turner (2010) argues that ordinariness has become a commodity 
in itself as it allows unlimited, and for the most part, unfiltered performances of 
diversity. The ordinariness of the everyday individual becomes the maker of reality 
and authenticity. Scalabrine does not look like someone who played in the NBA, and 
when he had the rare opportunity to be in action, his play was often inconsistent, 
making the silliest of errors one night and showcasing immense talent the next game. 
Thus, his popularity could perhaps be attributed to the simple fact that his 
ordinariness is something the average individual can relate to.  
 However, the case of Scalabrine is complicated because it is also influenced by 
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other cultural circumstances. On one hand, his mediocre statistics, his chubby 
physique and his mostly non-existence during basketball competition, signified him 
as a basketball ‗scrub‘, in a culture where masculinity is defined by a certain set of 
moral codes such as being athletically gifted and dominant. As such, because 
Scalabrine was the essential opposite to popularised views of how an athlete, or man, 
should be, he consequently gained attention for his supposed failure to adhere to such 
traits. On the other hand, it can also be argued that his rise to prominence came as a 
result of being extensively ridiculed by the online basketball fan community. This 
reflects a culture which celebrates the ordinary in which the star is not produced by 
the media, but is inspired by the actions of online basketball fans. In this sense, the 
cult status of Scalabrine can be argued as both a reflection of mainstream and internet 
cultures.  
Memes as reflection of audience expectations 
 Whannel (2002, p.226) labels contemporary sports stars as ―floating signifiers‖, 
referring to their increased roles as exemplars of socio-cultural identity. With 
coverage extending to the athlete‘s off-field lives, contemporary sports stars have 
―become the condensing point of broader social discourse about the way which we 
should live‖, and ―how to be a man‖ (Whannel 2002, p.127), while those whose lives 
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are not covered, or are not skilled enough to be presented with such opportunities, are 
questioned about their character (Messner, Dunbar and Hunt 2000). These virtues are 
often illuminated within professional sports in highlight packages and advertisements 
where the strongest or the most skilful athlete is singled out as the ideal male role 
model.   
 Yahoo basketball analyst, Adrian Wojnarowski (2013), describes this notion as a 
―Backward Culture‖ where the more athletically gifted is often celebrated, while the 
smaller and less dominant athlete becomes the subject of ridicule—a punch line, a 
joke. Wojnarowski (2013) cites an incident when DeAndre Jordan, the 6 foot 10 inch 
center for the Los Angeles Clippers dunked over Detroit Pistons‘ Brandon Knight, a 
point guard 8 inches shorter and 80 pounds lighter than Jordan. The dunk was widely 
celebrated on the internet through discussion forums and the sharing of the original 
video clip, as well as other fan works, such as memes. Within the fan discourse, 
Jordan was bought up on charges of rape, murder and assault against Knight, to 
emphasis the dominating dunk. Conversely, images declaring Knight‘s death on a 
tombstone became a trending theme within basketball meme communities. 
Wojnarowski (2013) argues that the online responses were an illustration of the 
contemporary basketball audience in which the dominant athlete is often celebrated, 
while there is no reward for the less-flashy athlete who put his body on the line. 
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Although this type of behaviour is not new in the world of men‘s professional sport, it 
was expressed here through the multifaceted ways afforded by digital media. 
The capability afforded by digital technology has given the everyday net users 
the authority to voice their opinions, thus fostering a sense of vibrancy within online 
communication, where critiques can read as both the embodiment of stereotypical 
values regarding cultural identities and as a challenge to them. This notion was played 
out via the myriad image macros across the internet related to little-known basketball 
player Brain Scalabrine where the intended mockery of him became a popular and 
accepted trend within basketball fan meme membership, which ultimately 
transformed him into a popular, yet unlikely, cult hero.  
   
Figure 6.9       Figure 6.10 
 Despite not even playing one minute over the course of the 6-game final series, 
as a member of the squad, Scalabrine was still awarded a championship ring. As a 
result of this, he was bestowed with the unusual distinction of being the only player to 
have won more championships than minutes played, as shown in 6.9. Although it is 
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not uncommon for a player to see no court time at all, not all of them win NBA 
championships in the process. Thus, the comedic factor in this meme stems from the 
atypical nature of the statistic, which makes explicit Scalabrine‘s idle role during the 
Celtics‘ championship run. Figure 6.10 questions Scalabrine‘s apparent 
ineffectiveness. The primary caption on top of the image macro that reads ―2 points, 1 
rebound in 30 seconds‖ is used to highlight Scalabrine‘s lack of playing time, the 
secondary caption reading ―imagine my per 48 minute stats‖ reinforces the point of 
his failure to adhere to the values of sporting masculinity. The irony in this meme 
draws on the fact that he is lucky to even see 30 seconds of action let alone play an 
entire 48 minute game. In these examples, his mediocrity as a basketball player is 
made explicit by stating the obvious. The fact his career statistics are made 
perceptible also reflect how masculinity is evaluated on the merits of athletic 
competency. 
 The distinct focus on his chubby physique, his unimpressive career statistics and 
his unorthodox playing style present an image of a far-from-perfect man who failed to 
meet society‘s stereotypical expectations of a top-tier athlete. This is in line with 
previous literature regarding masculinity in sport by Garry Whannel (2008), where he 
argued that athletes who do not meet the hegemonic values of what it means to be a 
man, are subordinated and judged on their shortcomings. Part of Whannel‘s (1999; 
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2002) argument is that sport can be seen as a production for masculinity. That is, 
participation in sport, whether it be playing or watching, is an induction into the 
dominant systems of masculinity, physicality, fair play and success. Part of that 
system also pertains to celebrating winners—dissecting for reasons as to why and how 
victories were achieved—while marginalising the defeated. (Whannel 2008). The 
social construction of men in society has produced a competitiveness that revolved 
around masculinity. The drive to succeed is defined by looking muscular, driving nice 
cars, living in big houses and being seen with the most beautiful women. Sport can be 
considered as central to these values, as the most successful athletes are able to 
possess all of those traits. To be good at sport is to be strong, powerful and successful. 
To be bad at sport means inadequacy as a man (Kidd 2013; Whannel 2013).
 Previous research studying the influence of social stereotypes (Cialdini 2009; 
Griffin and Langlois 2006) suggest that, society conspires to favour physically 
attractive people as smarter, healthier, more intelligent and successful than individuals 
who are considered as physically unattractive. In a 2006 research concerning social 
interactions and perceptions between people, the results revealed that people rely on 
categorical representations in order to quickly understand, emulate and shape 
behaviour (Krendl et.al 2006). The research required participants to rate images of 
people on the scales of attractiveness with the behavioural data revealing that people 
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with multiple body piercings, those who are obese, and those who are transgendered 
individuals were considered to be unattractive (Krendrl et.al 2006). A similar trend 
was reflected in Griffin and Langlois‘ (2006) study of stereotype directionality. They 
found that both adults and children showed similar typecasting manifestations in 
determining what was considered attractive or ugly. Their research results revealed 
that unattractiveness was considered bad, particularly in judgements concerning 
altruism, intelligence and sociability (Griffin and Langlois 2006).  
Similar views are consistent within basketball fan-created memes of Brian 
Scalabrine where his body shape and his hair colour was often the source of ridicule. 
As he became more noticed among the basketball fan base, Scalabrine‘s chubby 
physique and his fiery red hair also became a talking point. 
   
Figure 6.11     Figure 6.12 
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Figure 6.13    Figure 6.14   Figure 6.15 
 In Figure 6.11 he is referred to as the ―Ginger Bread Man‖ and as ―The Only 
Ginger with a soul‖ in 6.12, because of his red hair. Both examples tell us about 
society‘s perception of abnormality toward those with red hair. His weight and his 
shapely physique are the subject of the joke in examples 6.13 - 6.15. His name is 
changed from Scalarbine to ―Chubabrine‖ in 6.13, drawing on the famous ―The Name 
is‖ catchphrase from James Bond movies. The humour associated with 6.13 is 
initiated by the masculinity of the James Bond character as good looking and 
successful—the ironic use of his catchphrase makes apparent Scalabrine‘s physical 
shortcomings. The examples displayed in 6.14 and 6.15 utilise the NBA‘s ―Where 
Amazing Happens‖ catchphrase. The NBA for many years used the slogan ―Where 
Amazing Happens‖ with a video montage featuring the league‘s elite players to 
promote the NBA’s image as a top level basketball competition. The punch line is 
replaced ―When Fat Happens‖ in 6.14 and ―Where Pigs Can Fly‖ in 6.15. 
 Each of these examples are seemingly unified in commenting on the flaws of 
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Scalabrine. This is achieved through the tone of expression, where the incongruity of 
the memes highlight what has been perceived as his shortcomings. However, as 
memes were used to comment on Scalabrine‘s masculine shortcomings, they walk a 
fine line between simply making a joke and reinforcing cultural perceptions. Image 
macros such as the examples shown thus far can be interpreted as perpetuating easily 
recognisable stereotypes, which becomes the dominant discourse of the community. 
The constructed centrality in preferring certain values over others is able to both 
reinforce dominant ideologies and repress minority views (Philips 2012). Milner 
(2016) found similar trends in his study of memes on Reddit and 4chan, where 
stereotypes were often drawn upon in order to quickly establish meanings. This does 
not mean that those who found the memes to be funny were prejudicial in their views; 
rather, it may simply imply comprehension in the way particular perspectives are 
being expressed.  
 However, what these memes also tell us is that they can also be regarded as an 
illustration of audience expectations and perceptions. As Pennycook (2002, p.41) 
explains in reference to the use of social language, ―the use of language are not 
individualistic acts of language users in cognitive isolation, but rather are determined 
by the larger social and ideological conditions of society‖. This point can also be 
applied in the study of basketball memes, whereby the expressions played out through 
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memetic discourse can be interpreted as social acts determined by ideological 
conditions of society. Such conditions can refer to the growth of digital media in the 
form of websites, blogs, forums, social networking and a wider access to information. 
It may also refer to the influence of mainstream media in which the desire for 
authenticity has consequently shifted spotlight toward ordinary individuals. These 
elements contribute to the fostering of new fan practices and expectations, in which 
social relations can be both challenged and reinforced through fan texts. 
 Despite retiring at the conclusion of the 2011-12 NBA season, memes about 
Scalabrine continued to flourish.  
  
Figure 6.16      Figure 6.17 
 
Figure 6.18 
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 While the examples above make mention of his retirement, they are still framed 
around the basis of sarcastically proclaiming his greatness. The criteria of these 
examples tell the story of his retirement by sarcastically casting him as a great player. 
Being able to understand these image macros means being a part of the community 
and the memetic process. The established dominant discourse becomes the ground for 
negotiating information concerning Scalabrine. The appropriation of a similar 
comedic line throughout these images allows the memes to be easily understood by 
basketball fans. The irony within the image macros operates as an agent to illuminate 
three elements: (1) Scalabrine‘s retirement from the NBA, (2) He is actually not a 
good basketball player, (3) The stereotype reinforcement of what it means to be an 
athlete and what it means to be a man.  
 These examples demonstrate that image macros and subsequent connotations 
attached to Brian Scalabrine as a result of fan-creativity are used as a lingua franca to 
articulate social positions. For instance, the image macro in Figure 6.11 can also be 
interpreted as cultural stigma toward individuals with red hair. While individuals with 
red hair have traditionally been associated with having an excitable temper, in modern 
times, the association of red hair tends to be toward notions of ugliness and 
untrustworthiness (Macrae, Stangor and Hewstone 1996). Thus the meme in 6.11 also 
beckons the question whether if he would have been the target for such scrutiny if he 
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did not have red hair or if his skin tone were a few shades darker. He was again 
marginalised because of his body size where he was referred to as fat in 6.15 and as a 
pig in 6.16. The expressions conveyed in these examples can be interpreted as implicit 
of the cultural stance where those who are overweight are considered as failing to 
conform to the standards of society. Susan Bordo (1999) argues that where losing 
weight or exhibiting optimum stamina was once enough, the appearance of a male 
athlete‘s body is now just as important and bodies must be toned to exhibit peak 
conditioning. Sabo and Jansen (1992) argue that sport bodies that do not fit the 
socially structured ideals of sports masculinity were marginalised for their 
shortcomings. By no means was Scalabrine considered obese or unhealthily 
overweight, but the fact he did not have a muscular body and was not as athletically 
gifted as his more famous counterparts framed as inadequate in terms of sports 
masculinity.   
 The wide accessibility to information and the ease in which it can be spread has 
allowed for the negotiation and development of collective discussion to occur on the 
internet, where tensions can be played out and where reiteration, innovation and 
invention can occur as a result (Jenkins 2006). Allegiance to a team, player or the 
sport does not mean an uncritical acceptance. In fact, fans can be particularly critical 
and they can at times be divided in their opinions surrounding the various elements of 
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the sport (McLaughlin 2008). Their connection with one another is dominated by their 
loyalty to the sport, and their opinions are not only shaped by ideals associated with 
the NBA, but their engagement with basketball can also be idealised by social 
circumstances and histories (McLaughlin 2008). This is not something new in the 
world of sports, but these characteristics have become more perceptible through the 
various digital channels on the internet, as fan bases once geared towards local 
communities are now being exposed to a larger global audience. Thus, it can be 
argued that fan-created media on the internet, such as memes, can be regarded as a 
reflection of wider basketball fan culture. This point was reiterated by Wojnarowski 
(2013), where he cited the plethora of fan-operated communities that existed on social 
media such as Twitter and Facebook as having a growing influence in shaping the 
characteristics of the modern basketball audience.  
 The polysemic nature of these fan-created texts also reveal that a single concept 
can be expressed in several different ways and, conversely, certain words or images 
can carry a multitude of meanings. It can also be argued that the distinct focus on 
Scalabrine‘s ordinariness became a popular trend to engage with basketball and 
general culture. His image, and the idea of him, would subsequently be used to 
express a multiplicity of meanings. Within the memes, Scalabrine‘s ordinariness 
became the central marker for moral judgement, where in order to express certain 
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viewpoints, he was often ironically ridiculed for what has been perceived as his 
athletic and masculine shortcomings.  
Scalabrine as a cultural metaphor 
 In his paper studying cultural metaphors, Martin Gannon (2002, np) describes 
them as ―any activity, phenomenon, or institution with which members of a given 
culture emotionally and/or cognitively identify‖. Gannon (2012) goes on to argue that 
cultural metaphors can be used as a tool to quickly obtain new insights into different 
cultural issues. While Gannon‘s (2012) work focuses on the function of cultural 
metaphors in the business sector, the same concept can be applied to the study of 
memes. That is, the popularity of certain memes within certain cultures have allowed 
ideas and characteristics commonly associated with them to become metaphoric tools 
used to convey perspectives concerning various aspects of the culture.  
The Scalabrine memes shown so far in this chapter all convey individual and 
collective viewpoints through the use of irony. Additionally, the consistent pattern of 
using what has been perceived as his inadequacies as an entry point for discussion has 
invariably become a part of the dominant discourse within the online basketball meme 
membership. What this also means is that, narratives and themes derived from 
fan-created image macros become a binary to Scalabrine‘s overall public image. The 
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significance of which has resulted in Scalabrine‘s image and likeness being used in 
memes to convey sentiments which may be contrary to his core identity as a 
professional basketball player. Within these image macros, Scalabrine is placed in 
outlandish cultural contexts, framing him as the solution for the world‘s problems. 
    
Figure 6.19      Figure 6.20 
 
Figure 6.21 
 Figure 6.19 sees Scalabrine surviving what was supposed to have been the end of 
the world on December 21st 2012, as suggested by popularisers of the Mayan 
calendar. The meme makes use of an image captured from an advertisement for the 
―Greater Than‖ sports drink, featuring Scalabrine. The company logo, which is the 
same as the mathematical greater sign is placed on the meme to emphasis Scalabrine 
as a conqueror of the apocalypse. In Figure 6.20, Scalabrine‘s image is metaphorically 
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used to convey sentiments regarding American politics by suggesting Scalabrine, 
would be a better candidate than Barack Obama and Mit Romney. The image macro is 
able to be comprehended by those who are familiar with memes due to the ideals of 
masculine inadequacy connoted to Scalabrine as a result of the extensive use of his 
image within fan-created memes. He is declared as a hero again in Figure 6.21, as 
Barack Obama‘s solution to the ongoing conflicts in Iraq. The meme‘s effectiveness is 
driven by Obama‘s public image as a world leader who is conscious of popular 
cultural trend, and Scalabrine‘s position within the online basketball fan base. The 
tactical placement of a photo showing Obama talking on the telephone conveys the 
importance of the situation, while the ironic tone becomes obvious by placing an 
image of Scalabrine removing his warm-up jacket amidst fire and explosion in the 
background.  
 On a meta level, the actuality of the situation is masqueraded by the apparent 
―win‖ as a result of Scalabrine‘s intervention. The sarcastic casting of Scalabrine as a 
hero is the common ground of expression within these examples and is the lexical 
sense that allows meanings to be established efficiently. Readers who are familiar 
with basketball memes will recognise the connotations associated with Scalabrine and 
therefore will be more likely to understand the intent of the text. According to 
Blackmore (1999), a meme is successful not necessarily because it is important or 
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useful, but because it is memorable. Ultimately, what makes Scalabrine memes 
successful is that basketball meme participants are able to identify with it. They are 
able to identify with it because it became a popular trend within online basketball fan 
spaces to make fun of him. 
 The varied re-appropriations framed by various cultural contexts makes memetic 
texts a potentially influential source of communication—a point reiterated by Milner 
(2012, p.284), ―Rather than viewing the discourse produced by meme collectives as 
an exemplar of some mythical ‗online public sphere‘, it‘s more tempered to evaluate 
the discourses that occur on meme sites as interdependent and interdiscursive with 
broader narratives, perspectives, and texts‖. The examples shown in this chapter not 
only take the premise of Scalabrine related news and inserting it into a fictional 
circumstance, such as the examples that opened this chapter where he was compared 
to God, it also blends characteristics established from viral texts with cultural 
premises. Integrating the Scalabrine character with other popular texts and cultural 
ideas works as more than just a shallow diversion, it potentially expands the modes of 
user participation because of intertwining between the myths associated with 
Scalabrine and culture, media, sport and politics. The irony and humour works to 
advance alternative, or opposing ideas, such as questioning the political fitness of a 
presidential candidate. 
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 However, just because the mockery of Scalabrine became dominant discourse, it 
did not mean there were no contrary interpretations. Reading practices can also be 
influenced by several social factors, such as the make-up of an individual‘s cultural 
vernacular influenced from their personal and professional experiences in life. There 
were image macros, such as example 6.15, which presented a more antagonistic 
stance, whereby the opinions articulated were less subtle in its delivery. Even so, 
opinions were formulated on the basis of his flawed masculinity, which, as described 
by Shifman (2014), focuses on the protagonist male‘s failure to conform to Western 
expectations of the male ideal, the instances of which can be related to the 
representation of men in contemporary media genres such as sitcoms. According to 
Shifman (2014), this can be understood as a response to the apparent crisis of 
masculinity by presenting men who are imperfect to fulfil the functions of masculinity. 
In turn, what is presented is an embodiment of resistance to the values of hegemonic 
masculinity, but at the same time it can be considered as reinforcing traditional ideals 
of masculinity because of the comic framing of the male protagonists (Shifman 2014).  
 In the context of this research, the constant fan focus toward Scalabrine through 
memes, in which he is comically framed as a hero reinforces the values of basketball 
masculinity. Conversely, it can also be argued that his subsequent rise as a cult hero as 
result of the memes, can be seen as a rebellion against traditional norms of basketball 
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masculinity. However, it is the focus on his lack of talent and his overall inadequacy 
that generated considerable fan response—fans did not appreciate his mediocrity, 
rather his ordinariness becomes an entry point for conversation and at times, a marker 
for moral judgement.   
Conclusion  
 The examples presented in this chapter show that memes are produced by relying 
on various social elements, from stereotype interpretations of social identity 
categories such as masculinity and race, the influence of the dominant audience group, 
and a reader‘s own personal experiences in life.  
 However, even if opinions regarding social identity were for the most part 
one-sided on basketball meme communities, those perspectives became a part of the 
community‘s identity, and more significantly, became signifiers tied to the image of 
basketball players, teams, and the league. Masked by humour, basketball fans not only 
provided commentary and critique on Scalabrine from a sporting and a social 
perspective, they also used him as an entry point for other discourse by tying themes 
and ideas derived from memetic examples with other cultural contexts.  
 The memetic portrayals of Scalabrine, often filled with implicative discourses 
related to his masculine inadequacies, were both widely exaggerated and subverted 
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within fan-created image macros. While acknowledging his physical and professional 
downfalls, basketball meme participants creatively constructed their own image of 
Scalabrine by negotiating his masculine short-comings with symbolic visions of 
hegemonic masculinity, such as Barack Obama, Michael Jordan and God. When such 
portrayals are framed by particular cultural identity stereotypes, they become 
identifiable and memorable to the client audience, which, in Scalabrine‘s case, 
contributed to the successful spread of the meme, effectively turning him into an 
unlikely, yet well-liked, cult figure. In this sense, the images of Scalabrine become a 
cultural metaphor, through extensive replication, remix and recirculation, reinforcing 
many of the prevalent myths within society, such as the representation of masculinity, 
the acceptance and rejection of certain body types, as well as the varied interpretations 
of race. Furthermore, such responses also embody the polysemy nature of memetic 
texts where, on one spectrum, they can be interpreted as representing a certain 
rebellion towards hegemonic masculinity, yet at the same time, used to discuss other 
cultural issues from politics to the inadequacies of daily life. The extensive spread of 
Scalabrine image macros also ignited alternative responses that promoted the 
perception that he was being unfairly judged.  
  Through memes, athletes like Brian Scalabrine are not only athletes, they 
become a character, a myth, used in popular culture to convey meaning quickly and 
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easily—to simplify more complex thoughts and ideas, and to expose the tensions and 
relations that exists within culture in a language that is relatable. The rise to 
prominence of Brian Scalabrine as a meme and as a cult hero demonstrates the 
discursive nature of meme participation and how viral content can potentially exert 
influence on participants, readers, industries and those who are the direct subjects of 
memes.  
 The next chapter will advance the discussion on how image macros tend to 
gravitate to a core set of ideals that are relatable to social identity distinctions of race. 
It will explore a set of basketball image macros featuring Asian-American basketball 
player Jeremy Lin and the 2014 racism scandal involving former Los Angeles 
Clippers owner Donald Sterling.  
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Chapter 7- Issues of race voiced through basketball memes  
Introduction 
 This chapter will focus primarily on two particular basketball events that 
generated a considerable response from online basketball fan communities. The first 
half of this chapter will investigate a case study about image macros concerning 
Jeremy Lin—the first Asian-American of Taiwanese or Chinese descent to play in the 
NBA. His impressive play during the 2011—12 NBA season as a member of the New 
York Knicks captivated global basketball audiences and broader culture. As a result of 
his meteoric success, merchandise featuring Lin surged in sales, with sports apparel 
companies Adidas and Nike introducing Lin-related shoes and clothing to their range 
to capitalise on his popularity (Brettman 2012; Zwerling 2012). He was included as 
one of Time magazine‘s 100 Most Influential People in the world and he was labelled 
as ―The most surprising story in the NBA‖ by Associated Press, extensively featuring 
on the cover of newspapers and magazines throughout Asia (Dalrymple 2012; Duncan 
2012). His surge in popularity also influenced businesses and industries outside the 
world of basketball, such as restaurants and airlines, who introduced new initiatives in 
honour of Lin (Kayal 2012; Manker 2012).  
 His on-court success also generated the global following known as ―Linsanity‖. 
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Originated as a Twitter hash tag, the term ―Linsanity‖ was used to describe the hype 
surrounding Lin‘s sudden rise. Despite much of the memetic content being in support 
of Lin, the image macros predominantly focused on his racial background to express 
praise and appreciation.  
 The second half of this chapter will provide a more recent case study concerning 
allegations of racism against former Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling. In 
April 2014, Sterling made news headlines for racist comments he made during a 
recorded private conversation. The initial response to the news ignited widespread 
condemnation from fans and social commentators and was widely documented 
through image macros on basketball meme spaces. As the saga continued to be played 
out in the public sphere with enormous fines, firings, lawsuits and countersuits, 
memes were used as a cultural tool in the online discussion. 
 In both case studies, regardless of whether the memes were originally intended 
for comedic purposes or to discuss more serious issues, basketball fans on meme 
spaces relied on dominant social identity views to express themselves. Just as 
prominent was the component of humour, where satirical and ironic tones were often 
implemented to help express certain perspectives within memes. This notion 
emphasises how humour can be used to express a multilayered portrayal of different 
social positions (Knobel and Lankshear 2007; Shifman 2013).  
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 As touched on briefly in the previous chapter and which will be covered in depth 
in this chapter, issues concerning race continue to re-emerge within fan-created 
basketball memes. This notion pertains to not only the direct discussion of issues 
related to race through memes but also to how traditional and stereotyped views 
concerning race are drawn upon as a tool to forward different perspectives through 
memes. This has fostered a vibrant discussion through image macros between 
participants with contrasting views concerning the issue.   
The rise of Linsanity: From Twitter hashtag to an identifiable meme.  
 Despite leading his high school team to the California State Championship, 
Jeremy Lin received no athletic scholarship offers from universities around the United 
States. He would spend four years at Harvard, playing on the basketball team as a 
walk-on (a term used in American collegiate sport for an athlete without the financial 
aid of an athletic scholarship). During the 2010 NBA Draft, he went un-drafted by all 
30 NBA teams and was eventually offered a partially guaranteed contract with the 
Golden State Warriors—a team based in his hometown of Oakland, California. He 
spent the majority of his rookie season in the Warriors‘ development system before 
being released at the season‘s end. Signed by the New York Knicks during in the 2011 
- 12 season as the team‘s third-string guard, he was again mostly assigned to the NBA 
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Development League (D-League). However, after a succession of injuries to several 
key players, Lin was unexpectedly thrust into the limelight. Promoted to the starting 
line-up (the main squad), he surprisingly led a depleted Knicks team; to a 7 game 
winning streak that ultimately helped the team clinch a playoff berth. In 26 games as a 
starter before succumbing to a season-ending injury, Lin had averaged 18.5 points and 
7.6 assists per game. He would earn Player of the Week honours and was selected to 
participate in the Rookies Vs. Sophomore game—the curtain raiser to the annual NBA 
All-Star game (Chen 2012). By the end of 2012, Lin‘s story emerged as not only 
influential in terms of sport but also in wider popular culture (Duncan 2012). This was 
in part due to his impressive on-court performances but also in part due to his racial 
background in a league that has traditionally been dominated by Black and White 
players in terms of participation numbers and talent. 
 Perhaps the highlight of Lin‘s performances was against the Los Angeles Lakers, 
where he matched up against league superstar Kobe Bryant, tallying a career high 38 
points and outscoring Bryant in the process. It was also around this period that his 
unexpected impressive play begun generating a global fan following which became 
known as ―Linsanity‖, a pun on his surname (Know Your Meme 2012). Part of the 
global fan response was in developing new lexicons inspired by his surname, Lin 
(Chen 2012). Neologisms included: ―Lincredible‖ (incredible), ―Linpossible‖ 
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(impossible), ―Linvestment‖ (investment), ―Linderella‖ (Cinderella), ―Linning‖ 
(winning) and ―Super Lintendo‖ (Super Nintendo) (Markovich and Warner 2012; 
Combs and Wasserstrom 2012). Most popular of all the puns was Linsanity which 
originated as a Twitter hashtag, combining the surname Lin with the word ‗Insanity‘ 
to capture the excitement surrounding Lin‘s breakout performances. The term, along 
with news of his 38-point performance against Bryant, was forwarded over 14,000 
times on Weibo, a Chinese microblogging platform similar to Twitter, with searches 
for his name surging 200% on Google (Gaines 2012; Kwong 2012; Millwar 2012). 
The term would also inspire a host of memes about Jeremy Lin.  
 During the height of ―Linsanity‖, the trend quickly became a hypertextual 
movement, where the phrase was both textual and visual—pointing to the spread of 
the movement via multimedia channels, such as video remixes, hashtags, Google 
searches and memes. Media carrying the ―Linsanity‖ moniker would also spread 
through other participatory media and mainstream culture.  
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Figure 7.1       Figure 7.2 
   
Figure 7.3       Figure 7.4 
 The obvious commonality with the above examples is that while they present a 
favourable view towards Lin, meme participants often do so by drawing on 
stereotypical representations of Asian people, such as the stereotype joke of Asian 
people being bad drivers in Figure 7.1, or the mythical view that Asians are good at 
maths in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. Despite this, the sharing of these memes are intended to 
partake in the excitement of Lin‘s meteoric rise and present a notion of moving away 
from cultural stereotypes, the notion that dominant social categorisations are 
constantly drawn upon as a way for participants to express themselves, and also, 
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arguably, reinforce such views. The memes in the above examples are identifiable in 
part due to Lin‘s popularity and perhaps more significantly, the dialogue is keyed by 
popularised views of Asian people. One explanation for this is that these stereotyped 
views can be easily resonated with even casual readers of the text due to the 
popularised framing of Asian men within Western society. In genres such as film and 
television, Asian men are often cast from a Western perspective, conforming to the 
roles of computer specialists, businessmen, doctors and martial arts experts (Danico 
and Ng 2004). While the influence of these portrayals on the public may be debatable, 
one cannot discount the reach and influence of popular media. In her journal article 
concerning the portrayal of Asian-Americans in popular media, Kawai (2005) argues 
that despite often being typecast as ―model minorities‖—being smart and hard 
working—these seemingly positive representations are indistinguishable from the 
―Yellow Peril‖, a racial stereotype popularised in the 19th century in reference to 
Chinese slaves in Western countries. Part of the argument is that Asians have 
historically been regarded as outsiders in comparison to White Americans, but 
considered superior to Black Americans (Kim 2000). The former association can be 
interpreted to be in accordance to the Yellow Peril stereotype, which describes Asian 
people as foreigners who differ from Western cultural ideals and are a threat both 
economically and culturally (Kawai 2005). 
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 This is consistent in Figures 7.1 to 7.4 where vernacular interpretations of bad 
Asian drivers and smart Asian students are used in memetic responses to the story of 
Jeremy Lin. While this may be perceived as blatant racism, this approach can also be 
regarded as providing an entry point to participate in further discussion and 
understand the context of humour. Identifiable conventions guide the transformation 
and translation of memetic texts (Milner 2012). By using these vernacular 
conventions to articulate dialogue, it does not imply all meme participants are racist, 
but rather, an understandable basis from which to engage. That is, the viral spread and 
transcendence into mainstream culture of the ―Linsanity‖ story itself means that it 
becomes easier for people to understand the joke. The connotations that are associated 
within these examples may vary by social context—some readers of the meme may 
find it offensive, while other readers may simply see it as humour.  
 As Phillips (quoted in Rogers 2016) explain, when memes that have been 
remixed and reappropriated so extensively, and used for expressing different 
perspectives—it has the potential of ―dulling our sense of the offline implications of 
an online joke‖. She further points out, a lot of people participating in meme 
production may be partaking simply because it is popular to do so or because they 
think it is funny, while not considering the serious implications the texts may have. 
The same point can also be argued with ―Linsanity‖ memes where they became a 
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cultural tool to carrying varying perspectives from basketball commentary to more 
serious cultural issues. As ―Linsanity‖ received more mainstream attention, more 
people became more exposed to the memes and the types of jokes that were being 
expressed through them. Consequently, the content of the ―Linsanity‖ memes at times 
were used to express explicit racist perspectives.  
  
Figure 7.5     Figure 7.6 
The examples shown in 7.5 and 7.6 use Lin‘s facial features to frame the conversation. 
In both examples, Lin is considered as a bad shooter because he has small eyes and is 
therefore unable to see the basket properly. The expression in these images is keyed 
by the facial make-up of most Asians as having slender eyes. This notion becomes the 
basis in framing conversation and critique. Such portrayals of Lin veers from the 
realities of what happens in a basketball game. Instead, the ironic portrayal of Asian 
stereotypes in a playful manner actively undermines Lin as a basketball player. By 
associating him with stereotyped portrayals of Asian people, he is exploited as an 
image macro, where his image becomes an identifiable character to be used within 
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memes to construct viewpoints concerning race.  
 While it is important to acknowledge the extremely fine line between simply 
joking and producing blatant racist memes—it can be argued that the ―Linsanity‖ 
memes collectively reflect the complex social relations between different races and 
cultures. Participants who share Jeremy Lin memes that contain more explicit racist 
content, may claim they are merely joking and meant no malice in sharing the image 
macros, and while that may be the case, the argument ignores the cultural conditions 
that played a role in making ―Linsanity‖ a global phenomenon in the first place. These 
cultural conditions pertain to the racial composition and history of the NBA, the 
traditional perception of minority races particularly in Western culture and the 
influence of convergent digital communication.  
 Another point to consider is the way racist discourse is expressed within the 
image macros. According to Hall (2003), there are two common tones of racist 
expression: overt and inferential racism. Overt racism refers to a blatant, straight 
forward tone of expression. While inferential racism takes on a more subtle approach 
(Hall 2003). The casualness of inferential racism often allow racist discourse to pass 
off as humour, or accepted as a pre-requisite to participate in conversation. In this 
sense, by dismissing the intent of sharing racist image macros as simply joking, it 
allows meme participants to distinguish themselves from racist people (Philips 2015). 
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That is, by adopting the stance that they are not being racist, they are in fact joking, 
participants situate themselves as having control over what their perspectives actually 
mean. Instead, the onus is shifted to those who perceive the texts as racist of being 
oversensitive and too easily rattled. 
These fan interactions through memes exhibit a culture that still at times 
struggles to understand the various configurations of racial and representation logics 
(Kim 2014). Kim (2014, p.312) argues that the cultural phenomenon of Jeremy Lin 
serves as a ―social disruption‖ to the conformed Black/White politics of the NBA. 
While Chinese star Yao Ming‘s 8-year career in the NBA helped the league expand 
market influence in Asia—his identity as someone who was born and raised in China 
meant he was seen as a symbol of China and Asia. While Lin also disrupts the 
dominant Black and White racial politics of the NBA, his American upbringing meant 
that he symbolised an image that is distinctly different to Yao (Kim 2014). This is best 
reflected in Lin‘s own YouTube channel where he shares videos featuring himself and 
other Asian-American YouTube personalities, parodying the stereotypes of 
Asian-Americans as being smart and hard working. On the other hand, along with his 
on-court success, it is his Asian-Americaness that has allowed him to gain hero status 
in Asia, in a way that contrasts him to other successful Asian athletes such as Yao 
Ming. It is a truism to say that Yao was also embraced as a hero in Asia, but Lin‘s 
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popularity in Asia is also in some ways romanticised because he was born and raised 
in a Western country, speaks fluent English, dresses in urban fashion and, most 
importantly, has succeeded in the world‘s strongest basketball competition. Thus, 
Lin‘s Asian-Americanness embodies a personality and identity that has not been 
previously experienced by NBA audiences both locally in the U.S and globally.  
The spread of ―Linsanity‖ memes also in some ways solidifies the group 
membership because the themes within them can be easily understood. The fan 
discourse about Jeremy Lin through memes come together as a result of the mutual 
interest in the sport of basketball and the phenomenon of his rise to stardom, and 
through these memes the issue of race is constantly used to mediate conversations. 
The use of Lin‘s images in image macros as a result of these exchanges concerning 
Lin and the NBA can also be interpreted as a reflection of longer histories of racial 
distinctions. That is because, similar to forms of hegemonic masculinity, dominant 
racial forms are often ‗invisible‘ and therefore considered as ‗normal‘, while ideas that 
do not fit the mould are marked as different (Fiedler and Schmid 2001). Whiteness is 
considered as a ―constructed centrality‖ and becomes ―distributed throughout social 
spaces and eventually functions as a ‗universal insider‘‖ (Jackson, Shin and Wilson 
2000, p.72). Because of this, the dominant social group does not have to change who 
they are or how they behave as they occupy the majority of the cultural space of 
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interaction in which being White is considered as normal (Milner 2016).  
 CNN reporter Doug Gross (2013) found similar results in his article concerning 
racism on YouTube. For creators of minority backgrounds, negative comments tend to 
be targeted toward race instead of ridiculing the video‘s content. Within these 
comments, many are based on stereotyped characterisations of minorities to support 
the humour. Such distinctions can foster a hostile environment for minority groups, 
thereby limiting participatory potential to only the dominant social group. However, 
this does not necessarily indicate that every individual who makes unsavoury 
comments toward other races on social media is actually a racist, it may be just a 
reflection of contemporary culture where online spaces are used as a cultural tool for 
social activism, and it may simply be utilised as a tool to say things that people would 
not normally say in person. 
 In this sense, the content expressed within Jeremy Lin image macros is perhaps 
more complex than what is presented on the surface. The themes and meanings as 
expressed within image macros can be interpreted as an indication of how social 
identities are perceived within culture (Milner 2012). However, this broader cultural 
engagement through memes comes at the expense of alternative views and as such 
cannot fully define the discussion and the communities sharing it. Even if a 
predominance of ―Linsanity‖ memes are primarily framed on the accounts of social 
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identity, the motive for creating the memes cannot be fully defined.  
 Similarly, while a predominance of ―Linsanity‖ memes can be interpreted as 
basketball-related discussion, it does not imply petulantly racist image macros did not 
exist (Figure 7.7 and 7.8).  
 
    
Figure 7.7      Figure 7.8 
The image macro shown in 7.7 was shared during the peak of Lin‘s popularity in 
2012. The image macro is able to be easily understood by readers because of its 
identifiable structures. The premise of the original meme features Game of Thrones 
character Eddard Stark to forewarn of a significant impending event. Utilising cultural 
vernacular established from the original ―Brace Yourselves‖ meme, an image of Lin 
replaces Stark with the captions reading ―Brace yourselves...The Gooks Are Coming‖. 
The meme, which first surfaced in 2012, forewarns of the surge of Asian basketball 
fans as a result of Lin‘s meteoric rise. The racist overtones in this particular example 
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is emphasised by the word ‗Gook‘, a derogatory term popularised by American 
servicemen in reference to local inhabitants and enemy combatants during the Korean 
and Vietnam wars.  
In 7.8, Lin‘s American citizenship is questioned because he does not look like a 
typical White-American. In Western countries where populations are dominated by 
Caucasians, there tends to be a societal trend where Whites benefit from privileges 
that are not afforded to non-White individuals (Vice 2010). According to McIntosh 
(1990, p. 31), ―White privilege denotes both obvious and less obvious passive 
advantages that White people may not recognise they have, which distinguish it from 
overt bias or prejudice‖. Examples of White privilege are often invisible, such as in 
greater social status or the freedom to partake in activities without scrutiny (Vice 
2010). Another common aspect of White privilege is the psyche of accepting and 
believing that Whiteness is normal, while marking others as different. And, because 
Lin does not look like the typical White-American, in the sense that he is not 
Caucasian, he is scrutinised and cast as ‗Un-American‘. The meme in Figure 7.8 can 
also be interpreted as racist rather than trying to evoke laughter because of the cultural 
significance of the term used. The term ‗Chink‘ has been compared to terms such as 
‗Nigger‘ and ‗Kike‘ in terms of the degree of offensiveness associated with it, and is 
often used in conjunction with acts of racial violence and discrimination. With these 
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two examples, Lin‘s status as a basketball player becomes seemingly irrelevant, with 
the focus shifting to scrutinise his racial background.  
“Asians can drive” - The impact of Linsanity 
 Lin‘s newfound popularity also raised serious ethical questions concerning the 
recruitment process of athletes in the United States. While Lin‘s academic pedigree as 
a Harvard graduate in some way complicates his status as a basketball player given 
that Ivy League basketball programmes are considered to be weaker in comparison to 
other collegiate basketball programmes, it can also be argued that his race was a factor 
in the difficulty he experienced in trying to make it in the NBA. According to Waldron 
(2012), the inability of college and professional basketball scouts to recognise Lin‘s 
talent is largely due to the fact that there lacks a scale, or a basis, of reference to judge 
Asian-American athletes. That is, because American professional sports tend to be 
heavily featured by either Black or White athletes, the physical and mental traits 
associated with Black or White athletes are more familiar to audiences and those 
associated with sports. And because of the scarcity of Asian representation in 
professional sports, they are often evaluated by making use of familiar cultural 
associations, such as being academically superior and athletically inferior.  
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Figure 7.9       Figure 7.10 
 These discrepancies were also voiced through image macros where Lin‘s 
misfortune at not being offered a college basketball scholarship is made apparent in 
7.9. A similar message is conveyed again in 7.10, as he made the transition from 
college into the NBA. This point is emphasised by Lin claiming he will be 
NBA-bound with the caption ―NBA here I come‖, his dreams however, are quashed 
when he is reminded by his African-American teammate of his race and consequently, 
his social position, highlighted by the caption, ―Dude your Asian, I‘m Black‖. In this 
example, the themes of the ―model minority‖ are at play. On one spectrum, Asians are 
considered as athletically inferior compared to Whites and Blacks and are therefore 
better suited to educational pursuits in society; Blacks are considered less 
academically superior, therefore need to rely on physical talent in order to move 
ahead in Western society.  
 Lin‘s success challenges the common cultural perception that for example, 
Asians cannot play sport as well as Blacks or Caucasians. This is also exemplified in 
the contrasting portrayal of Jeremy Lin in Western media, as a hardworking underdog. 
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Such narratives focuses on his diligent work ethic and his overcoming of racial 
barriers and his eventual rise to success. These narratives were constantly played out 
during the peak of ―Linsanity‖ in prominent forms of media, such as Time magazine 
and television programme 60 Minutes. Lin offered the American public a contrasting 
model of Asian masculinity that challenged the existing cultural representations of 
Asian men (Kim et.al 2014). By focusing on his individual efforts and subsequent 
success, the media narrative of Jeremy Lin can be considered to be attributed to the 
model minority ideal that distinguishes Asian-Americans as a model minority group 
because they succeed on their own accord, despite their racial background (Kawai 
2005; Su 2014). This can also be interpreted as colour-blind ideology, a belief 
popularised in the post-civil rights era that furthers the perception of racial tolerance 
by avoiding the direct implication of racial differences, and, instead, focus on the 
successful integration of minority races within a supposed level playing field (Kim 
2000). This is in line with the NBA‘s corporate vision of a race-neutral organisation 
built on the merits of fair play and fierce sporting competition between the world‘s 
best basketball players.  
 However, when much of the coverage uses Lin‘s race as a framework, it also 
casts him as an outsider. According to Su (2014, p.486) ―The contrasting narratives 
regarding Jeremy Lin in the U.S coverage confirm the ambivalent social position of 
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Asian Americans in the USA‖. Seemingly, for every record Lin broke there were 
contradicting views in the form of Tweets and news headlines from mainstream media. 
Comments like, ―Jeremy Lin is a good player but all the hype is because he‘s Asian. 
Black players do what he does every night and don‘t get the same praise‖ from boxer 
Floyd Mayweather; and ―Some lucky lady in NYC is gonna feel a couple inches of 
pain tonight‖, from Fox Sports columnist James Whitlock, exemplify the prevalence 
of indifferent views concerning race (Langford 2012). Most notably, sports network 
ESPN inadvertently used the headline ―A Chink in the Armour‖ when the New York 
Knicks were defeated by the New Orleans Hornets in February 2012. Despite the fact 
this particular term has been used within sports commentary in the past, it had never 
been used when Asian athletes were involved, certainly not within such a popular 
sport.  
Despite the fact most ―Linsanity‖ memes appear to be expressions of support for 
Lin, when they are predominantly framed on popularised views of his Asian-ness, it 
arguably assigns him as a perpetual outsider. As covered in Chapter 3, it is important 
to understand that the racial history of the NBA is messy and race still plays a role in 
not only the public image of the players and the teams, but also the marketing of the 
league. While the negotiation of Blackness remains, it is a different kind of politics 
compared to the emergence of Jeremy Lin. That is, the negotiation of Blackness tends 
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to be toward controlling Black masculinity, such as the influence of hip hop culture on 
the public presentation of the players. The emergence of Jeremy Lin is different in the 
sense that most NBA audiences and, arguably, Western culture in general, are not 
accustomed to a situation where an Asian athlete has been successful and 
subsequently dominated the headlines of a popular sport. Lin‘s image also diverges 
from Chinese star Yao Ming‘s success due to the fact that Lin is Asian-American, 
where he is able to connect more with the Asian-American audience. And, in a culture 
where Asian bodies are not typically known for their athletic prowess, and in a sport 
where Whiteness and Blackness are considered as the status quo, Lin‘s 
Asian-American identity complicates the NBA‘s already controversial history in 
dealing with issues of race.  
His racial identity is constantly part of the memetic content, something that was 
not as blatantly prevalent in memes regarding Caucasian or even African-American 
players. The ironic tone of the memes tends to have a double-edged definition, where 
it can be interpreted as basketball-related discourse as well as making fun of him.  
“Linsanity” memes as a cultural tool for counterarguments about race  
As touched on in the literature review regarding OWS memes, the immediacy 
and convenience of digital media communication have provided the capacity for 
minority voices to be heard. Similarly, social media platforms like Twitter have been 
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utilised as a tool to provide voice for marginalised minority communities, such as 
raising awareness toward racial inequality between Blacks and Whites, particularly 
within the United States. The term ‗Black Twitter‘ was first brought to wider cultural 
attention in a 2010 article written by Farhad Manjoo in Slate magazine. In the article 
Manjoo (2010) wrote that Black people, in particular young Black people in the U.S, 
use Twitter in a way that distinguished them from other racial groups. They form 
tighter-knit groups on Twitter, in the sense that they follow each other and appear to 
retweet each other more regularly. Also, part of Manjoo‘s (2000) argument was that 
dialogue from Black Twitter users tended to be responses or comments directed 
toward other users, suggesting the platform is utilised more as a messaging service 
rather than as a media channel to broadcast or advertise a particular message. 
Manjoo‘s (2000) observations coincides with Brandon Meeder‘s (2010) PhD research, 
where his analysis revealed that Black Twitter profiles tended to be connected with 
one another, usually in clusters of hundreds. As such, when so many people are 
connected to one another, talking about and sharing similar views, that trend can 
significantly spread when outsiders become exposed to it. Thus a dense community 
can potentially develop into a large network. Intentional or not, the sense of 
cohesiveness in the way Twitter is used by young Black people have given them the 
means to potentially dominate conversation on Twitter, such as #BlackLivesMatter— 
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an activist movement that originated as a Twitter hashtag to campaign against 
violence toward Black people and to highlight racial inequality.  
We can see similar patterns when Jeremy Lin image macros are used as 
counterarguments to mainstream perspectives. Even though the memes presented in 
this section represent a minority perspective within the broader spectrum of Jeremy 
Lin image macros, they do illustrate how image macros can be used as a cultural tool 
to counter mainstream conversation, where there are much greater opportunities for 
minority voices to be heard than in most offline scenarios.  
Lin did not fit the mould of the Asian stereotype and his popularity was beyond 
anything familiar as a form of Asian or Asian-American representation in Western 
culture (Kim 2014). Despite the fact that the majority of Jeremy Lin image macros 
were shared on English speaking communities and likely to be from a Western 
perspective, images of Jeremy Lin were also used in image macros as 
counterarguments to mainstream perspectives (Figure 7.11 to 7. 14). 
   
Figure 7.11     Figure 7.12 
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For instance, Figure 7.11 is in response to the popular image macro (shown in 
Figure 7.1) based on the joke ―Who Says Asian Can‘t Drive?‖ The example in 7.11 
goes further, and credits Lin as being responsible for ending Asian stereotypes by 
declaring ―Asians Can Drive‖. The example in 7.12 embraces Asian facial features 
that are often stigmatised in Western society (Figure 7.5). While the physical and 
cultural differences between Whites and non-Whites are traditionally used to 
differentiate races, within this example, having small eyes and being more 
academically gifted are embraced as positive virtues.  
 
Figure 7.13 
 Figure 7.13 was circulated in response to the ESPN controversy where the news 
anchor used the term ―Chink in the Amour‖ in a story featuring Lin. The image macro 
corrects the news anchor and affirms Lin as ―The Amour‖ of the New York Knicks. 
The themes in Figures 7.11 to 7.13 were not prevalent within online basketball meme 
communities, but their significance simply comes as a result of their existence. What 
is apparent about the Jeremy Lin memes shown in this chapter is that whether the 
content was in support or being critical of Lin, interpretations of race was often a 
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central element in conveying perspective. 
 
Figure 7.14 
 In this image (7.14), a reporter tells Lin that his team may have won the game if 
he had committed fewer errors. Lin responds in the third panel (bottom left) by saying 
―Let‘s see what the Taiwanese media has to say‖. The Taiwanese media response is 
exaggeratingly depicted in the fourth panel (bottom right) where Lin is referred to as a 
―Basketball god‖ and a ―Selfless teammate‖. The accusations of biased coverage by 
both sides of the media are presented on one image macro, serving as a tool for 
polygonal expression by the online basketball fan base. Despite the fact that the issue 
of race is never directly mentioned in these two examples, the issue of racial 
difference is bought forward by what has been perceived as biased media coverage 
from both Eastern and Western cultures. 
 The significance of these minority perspectives is not so much in their existence 
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but more so how the egalitarianism of memetic media means that memes can be used 
by minority voices as well. This point is argued by Lincoln Dahlberg (2011, p.48), in 
which he suggests the need for ―multiple and vibrant counter-publics‖ that can be 
supported by different communication mediums that stands in opposition to 
mainstream perspectives, giving voice to the excluded and marginalised. Dahlberg 
(2011) goes onto to argue that the potential for open and vibrant discourse is 
important particularly in situations where dominant perspectives and antagonistic 
stereotypes silence minority voices. That is, the need for counterdiscourse is not 
explicitly for challenging dominant perspectives, but rather, the need for 
counterdiscourse allow for alternative cultural viewpoints to be voiced and shared.  
 Even at its most random and absurd, perhaps what is most fascinating about 
―Linsanity‖ is how the Jeremy Lin story reveals the contrasts between different racial 
and ethnic cultures, and yet also highlights the notion that social identity stereotypes 
still exist and are commonly used as a framework in character associations. It also 
exhibits the complexity of memes, in which it is at times difficult to determine the 
purpose of the content, whether it is intended for comedic purposes or a more serious 
tone of discourse. Further, the examples shown in Figures 7.11 to 7.14 demonstrate 
that memes can be used as a form of social debate. As basketball fans took part in the 
―Linsanity‖ craze on basketball meme communities, they often did so by relying on 
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established cultural vernacular of Asian people. And, by putting forward their 
expressions in an ironic manner, it not only reinforced with the community‘s insider 
outlook but it also left room for alternative negotiation of the content. 
Asian basketball fans were able to exhibit their pride and rebut mainstream 
portrayals through memes of their own. Through memes, Taiwanese basketball fans 
not only provided commentary on basketball but also raised issues questioning the 
integrity of mass media outlets. The fascination with Jeremy Lin and his position as 
the first Asian-American to play in the NBA came from different angles, such as 
awareness of political correctness when talking about his cultural identity or his 
commercial potential as an international product endorser. The narrative surrounding 
these conversations for the most part were along the lines of an Asian athlete 
succeeding in the world‘s strongest basketball competition. The cultural fascination 
with the Jeremy Lin story also makes apparent the existence of varied interpretations 
that challenge traditional views concerning race. The notion that Lin was 
systematically ignored during the scouting process and the notion that his racial 
background is continuously used as an access point for conversations concerning him, 
reveals that the way society talks about Asians as elite athletes is deeply tied to 
Western culture‘s inability to imagine such notion as a possibility (Kim 2014). 
More recently, during the 2013-14 NBA season, the commercial image of the 
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league was put under threat by racist remarks made by former Los Angeles Clippers 
owner Donald Sterling. The next section of this chapter will look at how issues 
surrounding the controversy were interpreted and debated among basketball fans 
within online basketball meme spaces such as NBA Memes on Facebook.  
“He only hates half of you” 
 The 2013-14 NBA Playoffs was widely touted by both fans and journalists as 
one of the most enthralling in recent years, with 5 out of the 8 opening round 
match-ups being forced to a deciding 7th game. The 2013-14 Los Angeles Clippers, 
after clinching the Pacific Division Title, were seeded 3rd in the Western Conference 
and was considered as one of the main contenders for the NBA championship. 
However, the team also attracted considerable attention from both mainstream media 
and commentators on the internet for controversies surrounding the team owner at the 
time, Donald Sterling. On April 25th 2014, tabloid outlet TMZ Sports released an 
audio recording of a private conversation between Sterling and ex-girlfriend Vanessa 
Stiviano (Kim, Flores and Chang 2014). In the recording, Sterling is involved in an 
argument with Stiviano about her friendship with people from minority backgrounds 
and demanded she disassociate herself from them as he did not wish for minorities to 
attend Clippers home games (TMZ 2014). The comments not only affected the NBA, 
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where nearly 80% of its players are of African-American descent, it also affected the 
league‘s global fan base. Immediate responses condemning Sterling‘s comments were 
prevalent on the internet, particularly by players and fans, through social media and 
online communities. Part of the immediate fan response occurred on basketball meme 
communities like NBA Memes on Facebook (Figure 7.15 to 7.17). 
   
Figure 7.15     Figure 7.16 
        
 
Figure 7.17 
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The example shown in 7.15 blends the Los Angeles Clippers uniform with a Ku Klux 
Klan (KKK) outfit to document the racist allegations of Sterling. In Figure 7.16, Adolf 
Hitler is revealed as Donald Sterling‘s business advisor. The image macro in 7.17 uses 
the poster from the film 12 Years a Slave as a canvas. The film title is edited to ―12 
Years a Clipper‖, featuring Clippers‘ captain Chris Paul on the front with the team‘s 
Caucasian owner Donald Sterling looking over in the background.  
 All three examples were a part of initial online fan responses to the controversy. 
The most obvious commonality shared within these examples is that fans made use of 
cultural vernacular as a common language to communicate ideas and information. By 
balancing the familiar with the foreign, meme participants are able to readily relate 
and make sense of the situation (Milner 2013). All three examples draw on characters 
and texts that are culturally associated with issues of racism. The use of cultural 
vernacular in an ironic tone within these instances functions as an indication for what 
the meme is about. The combination of fixed knowledge and new experiences to 
construct dialogue allows memes to, as Milner argues (2013, p.2), ―function as a 
‗media lingua franca‘, where individuals can express themselves in an understood 
vernacular‖.  
 As the Sterling controversy continued to unfold, strong condemnations by 
popular figures U.S President Barack Obama and rapper Lil Wayne were expressed 
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across mainstream and online channels (Markman 2014). There were also rumours of 
a fan and player boycott of Clippers games if the NBA‘s ruling powers failed 
adequately to address the situation (Golliver 2014). Seemingly, the public were in 
unison in expressing their anger at Sterling‘s bigoted opinions. For instance, a 
prevalent theme within image macros during the aftermath of the racist allegations 
against Sterling were around Clippers‘ All-Star Power Forward Blake Griffin.  
   
Figure 7.18       Figure 7.19 
 
Figure 7.20 
The first example in this set of memes (Figure 7.18) was created and shared by 
R&B singer Rihanna on her Instagram page. The meme shows an image of Clippers 
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team captain Chris Paul holding back a visibly unimpressed Blake Griffin, with the 
caption reading ―CP [Chris Paul]: Nah chill Blake, he only hates half of you‖. Blake 
Griffin is of Caucasian descent through his mother and African-American ancestry 
through his father—by stating ―he only hates half of you‖ it allows the author to make 
explicit Sterling‘s racist views. The meme was one of the first to widely circulate 
during the initial aftermath of the allegations and became a prototype to inspire 
imitations and remixes on NBA Memes, as seen in examples 7.19 and 7.20. Both 
examples maintain a similar tone to the original meme but are slightly altered in its 
overall content by presenting an exaggerated outlook on the situation. The caption in 
7.19, which reads ―Bring your mother only‖ is superimposed on an image featuring 
Griffin‘s African-American father and Caucasian mother. By suggesting only Griffin‘s 
Caucasian parent is welcomed at Clippers home games elucidates Sterling‘s bigoted 
outlook. The image in Figure 7.20 is of a television graphic featuring the Clippers 
starting line-up. The altered graphic, shows only half of Griffin‘s face with his 
surname also removed and reinforces the vernacular established from the original ―He 
only hates half of you‖ meme. The racist tone in the graphic is extended by editing 
out the Black players to show only Caucasian players and half of Griffin‘s face in the 
team‘s starting line-up.  
 These examples demonstrate the potential influences of viral texts, which 
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potentially provide insightful opinions regarding any kind of cultural situation. 
Rihanna may have merely wanted to express her opinions on the issue, but she chose 
to do so through a meme. And when texts can be spread so rapidly and easily, the 
themes that develop from them often become a part of everyday discourse.  
Adam Silver the hero 
 Despite the NBA‘s extensive efforts to narrow the boundaries that once existed 
between different cultures, race continues to be an issue. Questions as to why 
someone like Sterling was allowed to be in a position of team ownership in the first 
place were raised. Players, as well as those not directly associated with the league, 
demanded newly appointed NBA commissioner Adam Silver to take a hard-line 
stance against Sterling, with some players and coaches threatening to boycott the 
league if he failed to respond accordingly (Markazi 2014). Five days after the 
recording‘s release, Sterling was fined US$2.5 million and given a lifetime ban by the 
NBA. Additionally, Silver gathered support from owners of the other 29 teams to 
force the sale of the Clippers franchise. Silver‘s actions, as expected, were largely met 
with approval, which would also be expressed through image macros on basketball 
meme spaces.  
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Figure 7.21      Figure 7.22 
The content is once again twofold within these examples. The commentary 
regarding the issue at hand remains, with the emotional reaction in each example 
exaggerated through irony. These image macros are based on the premise of achieving 
victory by overcoming adversity. Such emotion is affirmed by presenting Silver in 
powerful positions over Sterling. In this sense, issues of race and moral judgement are 
intertwined. Silver, as the league commissioner becomes the representation of the 
race-neutral NBA in defeating the bigoted billionaire team owner.  
 Within hours of announcing the termination of Sterling‘s ownership rights of the 
Clippers, Silver himself was turned into a meme to document what had transpired, 
such as taking out the trash in 7.22 by wheeling out Sterling in a rubbish bin. In 
Figure 7.21, Silver and Sterling are blended into an image of Blake Griffin dunking a 
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basketball over an opponent. An image of Silver‘s head replaces that of Griffin to 
convey Silver‘s position of power. The overpowering stock image of Griffin dunking 
over his opponent emphasises the sense of victory. The caption on the image macro 
reads ―Donald Sterling...getting posterized‖. The term ‗posterize‘ refers to an 
opposing player being a part of a move so impressive that it deserves to be featured on 
a poster. To posterize someone means making one‘s opposition look ordinary, and to 
be posterized means being embarrassed or defeated. Being posterized becomes the 
marker of moral judgement, so Sterling being posterized reinforces his emphatic 
defeat.  
 Because of his actions, Silver is cast as a protagonist alongside other pop culture 
figures. In doing so, these image macros serve as a further reminder of the NBA‘s 
stance against racial prejudice.  
 
Figure 7.23 
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Figure 7.24 
 
Figure 7.25 
The examples above were circulated on Instagram and the NBA Memes 
Facebook page. In 7.23, Silver takes the place of King Joffrey from the television 
programme Game of Thrones and oversees the execution of Donald Sterling. He is 
transformed into comic book superheroes Thor in 7.24 and Batman in 7.25.  
 These image macros deal with the restoration of moral justice by drawing on 
popular cultural texts. This point is also reinforced by both Silver and Sterling‘s 
public image—Silver as the white collar law school graduate and Sterling as the racist 
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old man. The ―humorous clash‖, as described by Kuipers (2005), occurs when 
established stereotypes are alternated or broken. By assigning Silver as characters that 
contrast with his public image, these memes provide the illumination needed between 
what is just and unjust, fair and unfair, right and wrong.  
 These memes are obviously situational, to reflect interpretations and opinions 
surrounding the Sterling controversy at the time. Overall, the similarities between 
most of the image macros during this period are apparent in the spread and replication 
of the original viral meme—such as ―He only hates half of you‖ shown in Figure 7.18. 
The critiques shown in this section were consistent with views and complaints across 
traditional media channels, signifying a connection between perspectives on meme 
communities and opinions expressed within mainstream media (Milner 2013).  
Memes as a tool for social debates concerning race 
 Even though a majority of memes appropriated certain positions that coincide 
with the community‘s characteristics, this did not mean alternative views were not 
shared. What this also means is that ideas that are propagated on meme communities 
were also open to re-creation and reinterpretation. As the NBA versus Donald Sterling 
saga continued to progress through arguments and counter-arguments both in the 
public sphere and within court rooms, fans begun questioning the legality of Sterling‘s 
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punishment. The main premise of the argument was that, his ownership rights were 
ultimately revoked because of something he had said in a private conversation nearly 
four years prior (Mahoney 2014). Some fans felt between what Sterling said in private 
and his ownership of a professional basketball franchise were separate issues. While 
most people were appalled by Sterling‘s racist comments, there was also a sector of 
fans that believed that what was said in private should not have been used as a catalyst 
for vetoing of his ownership rights.  
    
Figure 7.26       Figure 7.27 
The examples shown above accuse those who spoke out against Sterling as 
hypocrites. Despite publicly denouncing Sterling‘s remarks, they also express 
opinions that appear to be contradictory to their beliefs. The implication is that those 
who had so passionately called for harsh penalties against Sterling, are also blind to 
their own definitions of what it means to be racist. The trio of image macros shown in 
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Figures 7.26 to 7.28 work as counterarguments that point out the inadequacies of 
arguments prevalent in mainstream media and on basketball meme communities. 
 In Figure 7.26, Sterling gets banned for life by the NBA for making racist 
comments, while Reverend Al Sharpton, an African-American who had a history of 
making controversial comments toward Caucasians and Jews, is given his own 
television programme. The image macro argues disparity in cultural standards where 
comments about minorities are almost always considered racist, and yet when roles 
are reversed it is considered acceptable. The same argument is put forward in Figure 
7.27, featuring former NBA player Shaquille O‘Neal and U.S President Barack 
Obama. O‘Neal made headlines in May 2014 when he posted a selfie on Instagram 
mocking a man with a rare genetic disorder—he was later sued by the man and forced 
to pay US$25,000 in damages (Hartman 2014). In 2010, President Obama was forced 
to apologise after comparing his bowling skills to the Special Olympics during an 
interview with talk show host Jay Leno (Tapper and Khan 2009). Yet Sterling, who 
owns a professional basketball team of mostly Black players, was banned by the NBA 
for comments he had made in private.  
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Figure 7.28 
Some of the most vocal figures against Sterling were members of the hip hop 
community, most notably rapper Lil Wayne. In a video uploaded on YouTube, Wayne 
referred to Sterling as a ―Motherfucker‖ and declares himself as speaking for people 
on ―his side of the fence‖ before pleading for Clippers‘ fans and players to boycott 
games (Peters 2014). Less than 2 months later, videos of singer Justin Bieber singing 
about the KKK and the lynching of ‗Niggers‘ was leaked onto the internet. Lil Wayne 
again publicly voiced his opinions and defended Bieber‘s actions by reiterating their 
friendship and vowing to work together in future collaborations (Tardio 2014). The 
accusations of hypocrisy were most evident after Wayne had publicly defended Bieber, 
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just as he had scathingly denounced Sterling less than two months prior. The image 
macro in 7.28 sums up this situation by labelling Lil Wayne as a hypocrite. Titled 
―Wayne Logic‖, the image macro is split in two halves, working as a binary to 
criticise the rapper‘s opinions. On the left side he is labelled a hypocrite because of 
his selective moral judgement regarding issues of race, which is shown on the right 
half of the meme.  
 These image macros imply that those who spoke out against Sterling are 
hypocrites because racism works both ways and the laws of which should be applied 
equally, not selectively. What these image macros also imply is that Sterling was 
treated unfairly, as his views were expressed in private after all.  
 These sentiments certainly did not represent all the voices on basketball meme 
communities. Instead, the issue was often debated using image macros to express 
different viewpoints. Some fans, while disagreeing with Sterling‘s outlook, 
sympathised with him on the grounds of unfair dismissal.  
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Figure 7.29 
In the example above, the ―Unpopular Opinion Puffin‖ is utilised to put forward 
the unpopular opinion that Sterling may have been unfairly treated. The caption 
argues that despite not agreeing with Sterling‘s racist views, the public should not be 
in the position to rally against comments he made in private. 
 Of course an opinion would not be as significant if there were no 
counterarguments. The following example was in response to the opinions conveyed 
in the previous image macro. The meme shown in Figure 7.30 makes use of cultural 
vernacular developed from the original ―Condescending Wonka‖ meme. Using a 
screenshot taken from the movie Willy Wonka, the meme adopts an attitude of 
patronising superiority that resonates from the original Wonka meme. The meme 
questions whether those who argued for the unfair treatment of Sterling in the name of 
free speech, would respond the same way if roles were reversed. 
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Figure 7.30 
 The legality of the NBA‘s decision was questioned by Sterling himself, and he 
would eventually counter sue the NBA in an attempt to block the forced sale of the 
Clippers (Blinn 2014). The courts ultimately ruled against him and he was forced to 
honour the punishment imposed by the NBA.  
 The Clippers were purchased by former Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer for $2 
billion US Dollars. The first image macro to occur on NBA Memes regarding the 
announcement was a meme featuring league commissioner Adam Silver warning 
Ballmer not to make the same mistakes Sterling did. By warning Ballmer not to say 
―anything racist‖, it highlights the issue at hand—that race is clearly still a volatile 
issue within not just the NBA but also broader society.  
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Figure 7.31 
 The image macros that were shared during this period demonstrated that memes 
can be used as a cultural tool to facilitate conversation from multiple positions. The 
discourse produced by these meme collectives for the most part expresses norms and 
values associated with social identities of race. From the initial response of ―He Only 
Hates Half of You‖ to more grounded arguments as the saga was publicly played out 
in traditional media, opinions and interpretations of race remained the central talking 
point. The notion that the Sterling issue sparked such vibrant debate through meme 
channels illuminates the fact that race continues to be a sensitive subject.  
 As touched on in Chapter 3, one possible reason why the issue of race tends to be 
more prominent in the sport of basketball can be tied to the history of the NBA, in 
particular the challenges many Black players faced both personally and professionally. 
For many African-Americans who grew up in the most impoverished circumstances, 
playing professional basketball is also an opportunity for a better life. And as 
professional sport becomes more commercialised and globalised, the various Black 
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signifiers that are culturally associated with basketball have become more apparent. 
The edginess of the league‘s public image is also reflected in the behaviour of its fan 
base where discussions concerning the NBA is often framed upon different 
interpretations of race. This is both beneficial and problematic for the NBA. On one 
hand, the NBA‘s edgy, urban public image is something that resonates well with its 
dominant fan base and has fostered a fan culture that is on average younger in 
comparison to other professional sport. On the other hand, the predominantly 
―Blackness‖ of the league is problematic for the NBA which implemented a dress 
code policy in 2005 in which players were required to dress in suits or smart-casual 
attire when on team duty to avoid alienating White audiences and sponsors. Thus 
while the NBA presents itself as a race-neutral organisation, the public image of the 
league is still heavily influenced by race, from the personality of the players and the 
league‘s policies, to how fans talk about the game, as reflected in the memes 
presented in this chapter. 
 The way memes work is comparable to the conventions of satirical news 
programmes. The common understanding of satire is that it both attacks and judges 
(Warner 2008). Such conventions allow the text to make its case by distinguishing 
between what it is and what it should be, and to accomplish this, the satirical tone is 
usually comparative (Dagnes 2012). This means that when satire makes apparent on a 
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perceived injustice, it also brings attention to the justice that should be found instead. 
Secondly, humour is often used to downplay the seriousness of contentious topics. Its 
framing, centralised in laughter and light-heartedness, allows taboo, contentious and 
painful topics to be dealt with and social boundaries to be marked (Kuipers 2005).  
 Using satirical news programmes as an example, by focusing on the 
shortcomings of a politician or a political scandal, the humour fits the stereotype 
narrative that political figures are untrustworthy people (Dagnes 2012). However, 
satirical humour goes beyond this because it often incorporates other elements, such 
as public opinion and media reaction, to make an argument. Thus satire often sheds 
light on arguments beyond the specific targets of a joke (Jones 2010).  
 Just as political satire has become an important element of political commentary, 
the use of memes, as demonstrated in this chapter, works in a similar convention. 
Through memes, basketball fans are able to talk about not only basketball but also 
contentious issues such as race, voicing out opinions which may have led to heated 
arguments had it been expressed in a public face-to-face circumstance. Instead, 
through pictures and witty captions, meme participants are able to talk about 
controversial subjects, with the component of humour functioning to diffuse the 
seriousness of the topic. However, memes differ from televised political satire and, 
arguably, have the potential to be more influential. This is largely attributed to the 
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difference in content delivery. Televised content is spread via a programme‘s host; 
whereas memetic content is delivered and spread among anyone with access to the 
internet, reiterating the point, beyond the initial impression of memes, they also hold 
out an invitation to participate.  
 Further, as Milner (2013, p.2381) points out, meme creators often use 
―unconventional source texts to create unconventional commentary‖. The use of pop 
cultural figures, movie characters and basketball players allow for broader 
participation appeal because they are easily recognisable. According to Dahlgren 
(2009, p.137), popular culture ―offers images and symbols that express and evoke 
emotion, that we use not least in shaping our individual and collective identities‖. 
Because of their recognition, memetic discourse often draws on, and makes use of, 
popular cultural figures and texts to express a particular perspective (Milner 2013). As 
such, when popular cultural figures are used to argue issues concerning race, they 
become a part of the argument and the overall language.   
The role of humour in memes  
According to Paul Achter (2008, p.276), ―comedy creates community when we 
need it most; the lens of humour helps us pin down and examine the vastly 
incomprehensible‖. The essence of the joke is that something formal is attacked by 
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something informal, something normal is balanced out with something taboo 
(Douglas 1975). Douglas (1975) makes reference to both Bergson and Freud when 
trying to make sense the function and utilisation of humour: for Bergson, humour lies 
in the compromise of control, while Freud sees humour as a ―new form of life‖. Both 
viewpoints have an underlying similarity that interprets the joke as a compromise to 
control.  
The culture of humour, in particular, irony, parody and satire, has a tradition 
dating back to medieval carnival culture (Achter 2008). Works by Mikhail Bakhtin 
(1981; 1984) regarding the role of ironical and satirical humour in medieval carnival 
culture has been referenced in a number of academic works regarding the role of 
humour in media, such as in politics (Wang 2012) and in television programmes like 
The Simpsons (Gray 2006). In what he referred to as ―the people‘s second life‖, 
Bakhtin (1984, p.8) argues that the role of humour within medieval carnival culture 
was to disrupt more dominant and serious modes of expression, such as the expected 
etiquette when conversations are related to the state or the church. The idea of comedy 
and laughter within carnival culture suggests an interconnection between people, 
regardless of class, as the comedy can be at the expense of both the privilege and 
lower classes (Wang 2012). This point is emphasised by Bakhtin (1984, p.20), in 
which he explains that the degradation of privileged subjects ―brings it down to earth, 
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turning the subject into flesh and uniting all people, no matter their power and 
privilege, as bodies with inescapable human functions‖. That is, bypassing the usual 
etiquettes expected when discussions are related to more ‗serious‘ issues, a comedic 
approach potentially suspends the distinctions between class, race and gender and 
works to break down the traditionally and culturally established barriers imposed by 
‗correctness‘ and ‗appropriateness‘, and opens up the possibility for the sharing of 
ideas and opinions that may not be possible in a more serious environment.  
 A more recent example can be seen in satirical television programmes such as 
The Colbert Report and The Daily Show. Both shows draw their humour from current 
affairs, political figures and media organisations. Harrington (2013) argues that this 
‗new‘ news format is an example of how the rules of traditional journalism can, and is 
being broken. Baym (2009) argues programmes like The Colbert Report and The 
Daily Show function simultaneously as a source of entertainment as well as 
information. Its humorous approach to the world of politics can at times have real 
implications on how the public approaches politics. That is, humour becomes a tool to 
offer commentary, critique and to understand the different feelings about a particular 
topic. This point was emphasised by Kuipers (2005) in her journal article studying 
humour by people in response to the September 11
th
 terrorist attacks in New York. 
According to Kuipers (2005), passing jokes and remixing images helped people make 
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better sense of the different emotions they were experiencing concerning the attacks. 
According to Achter (2008, p.276), ―Comedy has a special role in helping societies 
manage crisis moments‖ particularly after the 9/11 tragedy, as people were too 
focused on saying the ―right thing‖ or not saying the ―wrong thing‖. The main 
function of 9/11 humour was not a way to cope with trauma, but rather humour 
became a tool for expressing the varying emotions people felt about a sensitive issue 
that was difficult to talk about in a more confronting situation.  
After the events of 9/11, online news sources like The Onion and satirical news 
programmes like The Daily Show and The Colbert Report became important outlets 
for people because the terrorist attacks were something that many in the Western 
world had never witnessed before. The comedic approach in discussing and dissecting 
the issues surrounding the attacks on these programmes also changed the way 
information is processed and interpreted. By appropriating a comedic approach to talk 
about the attacks, it also created opportunities to address issues related to cultural, 
religious and racial differences, as well as diving deeper into issues, such as 
questioning the motives behind the attacks. Thus, by operating under a different set of 
rules, The Daily Show and The Colbert Report can potentially do a much better job at 
analysing the process of politics, rather than simply relaying the messages that 
political campaigns want the media to circulate (Harrington 2013; Jones 2010). Baym 
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(2005, p.262), describes the textual format of these shows as ―discursive integration‖, 
which refers to ―a way of speaking about, understanding and acting within the world 
defined by the permeability of form and fluidity of content‖. That is, the discursive 
freedom of the show‘s format allows the hosts to provide a critical response to what 
they see as absurdity in the news (Harrington 2013). The uncertainty surrounding the 
question of appropriate response to the 9/11 attacks created a schism in the 
programming strategies of news satire programmes, where the focus has traditionally 
been on quick humour that often lacked careful thought (Achter 2008). The 
significance of the coverage of 9/11 attacks by these news programmes was that it 
was able to present an alternative approach to conventional news broadcasts. As 
pointed out by Achter (2008, p.299), ―Its employment of grotesque realism, with an 
emphasis on bodily functions, profanity, scatological themes, and other allusions to 
the body, bring down to earth the terrorists, the media, and the entire news spectacle 
of 9/11‖. The boldness of ‗new‘ news programmes in a way illuminates the notion that 
satire television often expresses what mainstream media do not dare to say or are not 
allowed to say, proving satire television can at times be a more critical reader of 
politics and current affairs and a more effective voice of the people‘s frustrations and 
displeasure with those in power (Jones 2010). From a more mainstream standpoint, 
this is perhaps best demonstrated in The Simpsons. The show is known for its satire of 
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American popular culture and, in particular, television culture, the cartoon often 
works to explore issues faced by modern society (Gray 2006). By using satire as a 
means to tell a story, it allows the writers of the show to illustrate a social issue or 
problem to its audience.  
 The double-edged nature of irony combined with satire‘s playful, yet 
judgemental, tone makes this kind of humour appear less aggressive on the surface 
(Warner 2011). Instead of obvious critique, satirical or ironical pieces often express 
viewpoints with outlandish suggestions. The last point is important, satire or irony 
requires an audience that understands the underlying layer of meaning beneath the 
surface. This creates a commonality within the group or community in which 
everyone understands the joke. Using satire and irony as a counter-discourse, online 
meme communities become a dynamic community that can potentially challenge or 
reinforce hegemonic power (Warner 2011). The surface layer of discourse is made for 
consumption, while the secondary layer can be used to emphasis the issue. The 
double-layered construction of ironic speech, as Magill (2007, p.5) argues, ―Cannot 
be governed by what is actually said‖. This point is reinforced by Stephen Colbert 
(2011) of the television programme The Colbert Report:  
I can retreat from any statement I‘ve ever made...without anyone 
impugning my credibility because I‘ve never claimed any. But a pundit 
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has to back up what he says with statistics...I don‘t. I can say anything 
because I‘m not asking you to believe that I mean it. I‘m just hoping that 
you‘ll laugh at what I say. 
 As Colbert‘s views demonstrate, the aim of satire is not about being serious—it 
does not venerate cultures, history or power. We can see similar trends crossing over 
with the creation of memes, whereby ironic humour is used to express views and 
opinions which may not be acceptable in public life.  
Conclusion 
 The examples presented in this chapter demonstrate that both humour and social 
identity distinctions are used to produce expressions that are often in-line with the 
norms of particular online communities and broader society. The element of humour, 
in a way, serves as a masquerade for people to say things they may not dare to say in a 
public surrounding. The anonymity aspect of the internet plays an important role in 
encouraging users to be creative, honest and unfiltered in the content they share. All 
of these factors contribute to the significance of memes as a text and as a literacy 
practice in which opinions shared through them can often lead to thoughtful and, at 
times, educational debates about a particular topic, as shown with the Donald Sterling 
memes, where users put forward various viewpoints toward the issue of race in 
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society.  
Additionally, when these memes for the most part make use of images of 
basketball stars among other popular cultural texts, they become a representation for 
the different views that are expressed within image macros. The pop savvy nature of 
internet memes provides for easy identification of the topic at hand, while humour 
works as an access point to more serious discourse. Thus, when the relationship 
between pop cultural texts and humour are combined to express opinions 
anonymously, it can become a powerful tool to create awareness and invoke 
participation.  
 While Jeremy Lin image macros, depending on one‘s perspective, can be 
considered as both humorous and racist, it does not imply they are not meaningful, 
this in part due to the convergence of the contemporary digital environment and in 
part due to the simplicity of memes, which allows for the fostering of vibrant 
engagement with basketball, Jeremy Lin and broader culture. This versatility of 
memes allows not only for varied perspectives to be put forward, but it also spawned 
cultural debates, most of which were framed on the basis of race, in Lin‘s case. The 
igniting of cultural debates through memetic texts reflects Dahlgren‘s argument (2009) 
of being able to engage with new modes of expression and discourse, and to 
re-appropriate them in various ways suggests the ability to partake in the creation and 
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sharing of discourse. The spread of varied responses and perspectives through Jeremy 
Lin image macros inspired a larger cultural conversation regarding the social identity 
of race. Fans celebrated, discussed and argued about ―Linsanity‖ through image 
macros, mostly doing so by using Western stereotype distinctions of Asian males. This 
process sparked a debate among basketball meme participants particularly within 
Asian online fan communities, where, through image macros, they were able to rebut 
perspectives framed on stereotypical views. In turn, presenting a contrast that was 
persistent within mainstream memetic texts.  
 A similar situation occurred around the Donald Sterling scandal. The image 
macros documenting the issue presented a view that condemned Sterling‘s comments, 
where, through a comedic approach, basketball fans highlighted not only the severity 
of the situation but also the distastefulness of Sterling‘s remarks. However, the image 
macros also prompted debate questioning both the legality and validity of the 
hard-line stance appropriated by the NBA against Sterling. Despite most fans 
condemning Sterling‘s racist remarks, some also believed he was unfairly treated. 
These debates became rampant within basketball meme discourse, arguing various 
viewpoints: from condemning Sterling‘s racism to questioning the legality of his 
removal from power. Certain perspectives may have provoked heated responses if 
expressed in a public space, yet within online basketball fan communities, arguments 
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and debates occurred through ironic humour in the form of image macros.   
 Both case studies covered in this chapter are examples of how polyvocal 
discourse works in memes. Humour works to diffuse the seriousness of the topic, in 
doing so it allows meme participants to express what normally may seem 
inappropriate. In addition to demonstrating that race continues to be a contentious 
topic of discussion and debate in society, it also highlights the different ways people 
interpret and engage with various socio-cultural issues and how such a process can 
exert influence on different aspects of culture. 
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Chapter 8 - Conclusion 
 The use of image macros as a tool for commentary, perspective and debate 
within online basketball meme communities is an example of the potential influence 
of digital communication. As memes were used to share opinion concerning various 
aspects of the NBA, they were also used as a cultural tool to express opinions 
concerning other aspects of society as well, such as politics and race. At times, memes 
were also used as a tool for polyvocal debate among the fan community. For instance 
in Chapter 7, while a majority of the Donald Sterling memes condemned his actions 
and supported his sacking as owner of the Los Angeles Clippers, there were also fans 
who used memes to question the morality and legality of the condemnation of 
Sterling.  
Image macros usually comprised of photographs of basketball figures or other 
popular cultural texts, are accompanied by captions, often drawing on elements of 
satirical or ironic humour as a common language, to engage in commentary and 
debate. The make-up of image macros, combined with contemporary digital 
capabilities, has fostered an online environment that encourages net users to 
communicate openly in an unfiltered manner without having to face potential 
repercussion for what they say. However, like all media texts, what makes memes 
complicated at times is that they are also open to varied interpretations. This is largely 
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due to the fact that responses to memes are dependent on how different individuals 
process information. 
The influence of image macros by the online basketball fan community, as a 
result of their wide use, has fostered changes in the NBA‘s promotional strategies on 
the internet. The most obvious influence is the adaptation of image macros in the 
communication and marketing of official NBA team spaces on social media networks 
such as Twitter, Instagram and Facebook.  
Chapter overview 
Chapter 3 provided a brief history of basketball fandom. It served as a context 
chapter for this thesis in understanding why the basketball fan base is more diverse 
and dynamic in comparison to fans of other professional sports. The diversity of the 
basketball fan was not fostered overnight and is a result of several cultural conditions. 
Such conditions pertain to the popularity of the 1992 Dream Team and the emergence 
of the game‘s first true superstar in Michael Jordan; the vision of former league 
commissioner David Stern, who saw basketball as not just a sport but also as an 
entertainment commodity; and the NBA‘s extended efforts to expand its brand 
through utilising digital media. All of these circumstances contributed to fostering a 
fan base that is predominantly younger in comparison to other professional sports, and, 
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as such, are perhaps more receptive of pursuing their interests through alternative 
ways of engagement, such by using internet memes as a cultural tool for engagement 
and interaction purposes.  
 The content analysis in Chapter 5 revealed the popularity of basketball memes in 
comparison to other professional sports. The content analysis also revealed that 
basketball fans were frequently using memes as an immediate response to stories and 
events as they unfolded in the world of basketball. For instance, off-court basketball 
commentary memes peaked during the emergence of racist allegations against former 
Los Angeles Clippers team owner Donald Sterling. Significant moments were not lost 
on other sports as well, such as baseball memes peaking during the World Series and 
soccer memes peaking during the FIFA World Cup. However, unlike other 
professional sports, the content analysis revealed the high volume of basketball 
memes remained consistent throughout the year, even during the off-season. The 
content analysis helped explain the cultural generativity of basketball memes, 
referring to the polyvocality of basketball memes in which the image of basketball 
stars or themes derived from particular other memes can lead to multifaceted 
responses and discussions concerning various aspects of culture, not limited to 
basketball.  
 The case studies in Chapters 6 and 7 featured textual analysis and provided 
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insight into both the cultural and industrial influences as a result of the wide 
circulation of image macros. Chapter 6 focused on perennial bench player Brian 
Scalabrine in which it was argued that fan-created memes concerning him played an 
influential role in his current cult figure status. Despite the fact that a predominance of 
memes concerning Scalabrine playfully ridiculed him, they became a prominent 
feature in online discussion concerning him. Connotations derived from memes 
concerning him would also be used in endorsement packages featuring him in both 
NBA and sponsorship media. Chapter 7 provided a case study on Asian-American star 
Jeremy Lin, and concluded by analysing the memetic response concerning the racist 
allegations against former Los Angeles Clippers team owner Donald Sterling. In both 
case studies in Chapter 7, race was commonly drawn upon in conveying perspective 
through memes.  
Industrial impact of fan-created memes 
 This thesis looks at the use of memes by online basketball fans from a cultural 
and media studies perspective. However, the use of memes as a cultural tool by the 
online basketball fan base has implications for the commercial and marketing 
processes of the NBA and its teams.  
On social media, fan-created content is gradually becoming more important to 
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NBA teams. This can be seen in the type of content that is published by teams. The 
core message of rallying support for the team remains the same, but the contrasts with 
texts presented on traditional media and earlier carnations of digital media in terms of 
tone and overall presentation. For instance, the acknowledgement of fan-created texts 
through re-tweets and reposts is something that has become relatively common on 
NBA team social media pages. More recently, part of the social media strategy of the 
NBA and its teams has included the use of image macros for the purpose of fan 
engagement and advertising purposes.  
Thus, understanding how to appropriate themes and ideas that are more 
traditionally in-line with fan texts has become an important element in the 
promotional strategy for NBA teams, as explained by Phoenix Suns Digital Media 
Manager Greg Esposito (2015), 
Emojis, custom memes, pop culture memes, custom gifs and memes and 
references are a staple of what we do. We find the more you reach your 
fan base on their level and have fun with it the better off you are. It‘s not 
for everyone, but it is something we‘ve decided to embrace on the digital 
side of our brand. Its sports so we try to have fun. 
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Figure 8.1       Figure 8.2 
The examples shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 were shared on the Twitter accounts 
of the Atlanta Hawks (8.1) and the Sacramento Kings (8.2). The image in Figure 8.1 
features Atlanta Hawks forward Kyle Korver and is utilised on the Hawks Twitter 
feed whenever he successfully makes a three-point attempt. According to Hawks‘ 
Social Media Coordinator Jaryd Wilson (2015), the meme was originally created by a 
fan and has become a part of the team‘s communication repertoire on Twitter. In 
Figure 8.2, the Sacramento Kings announced the return from injury of DeMarcus 
Cousins with a meme featuring him doing an impersonation of the pose taken from 
the ―Success Kid‖ meme. 
 Both images have social currency because by using memes as a way to report 
team news, the Hawks and the Kings are communicating in a language that is 
relatable to most basketball fans. This not only increases the social currency of the 
text but also presents themselves as culturally relevant. As such, when memes are 
shared on NBA team pages, they often trigger emotional responses from fans because 
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they can relate to it, and are more inclined to share the text with others. The value of 
the brand becomes greater when the social audience gets bigger, thus it has become 
important for sports teams and organisations like the NBA to identify and understand 
why people create and share content. By putting an added emphasis on understanding 
audience trends and fan productivity, it allows the NBA to strategically develop an 
understanding of audience trends in terms of how they are using social media as part 
of their fan experience, and how the league as a whole can better utilise it to their 
advantage.  
The industrial utilisation of memes: Brian Scalabrine 
 As touched on in the previous chapters, memetic texts have also been utilised in 
the promotional media of commercial organisations, including the NBA. In some 
instances, these promotional texts have appropriated meanings and themes derived 
from fan-created memes, exhibiting the potential cultural influences of viral online 
texts. A prime example of which has been the use of Brian Scalabrine in advertising 
media. 
 Besides being widely re-created and disseminated in online media, Brian 
Scalabrine enjoyed newfound popularity both on and off the basketball court. While 
he did not receive more playing time from the coach as a result of his newfound 
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stardom, fans would chant his name and call for his entry into the game as part of the 
game viewing experience. Despite retiring at the end of the 2011-12 season, his 
popularity did not halter, with memes featuring him continuing to appear on the 
internet. This popularity would also transition into his life after basketball, with 
sponsorship deals, broadcasting and coaching positions becoming available. On 
retirement, he was hired by broadcasting network Comcast as an on-air basketball 
analyst (Finn 2012). In 2012, he was hired as the official spokesperson for 
Power2Switch, a company that specialises in providing consumer advice for the 
American energy industry (O‘Donnell 2012). Scalabrine was featured in numerous 
commercials for the firm, reminding consumers of their right for cheaper energy. 
Within the commercials, he assumed a role similar to the representations attached to 
him from the fan-created memes—as a hero who is the solution to the world‘s 
problems (Figure 8.3). In the same year, Scalabrine starred as a similar character in a 
series of advertisements promoting sports drink company Greater Than. The 
seven-part video series features Scalabrine in different comic-book-like storylines 
fighting through obstacles and mishaps as he tries to obtain a bottle of the sports 
drink.  
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Figure 8.3 
Additionally, the NBA released a video tribute, in 2012, celebrating Scalabrine‘s 
career, to mark his retirement from the sport (Golliver 2012) (Figure 8.4). The NBA 
would also make a similar gesture during the 2013-14 season by acknowledging 
Scalabrine‘s birthday on their social media pages (Figure 8.5). These gestures are 
more significant than their use of memetic themes within official promotional media. 
The kind of recognition the NBA showed to Scalabrine is arguably the kind of 
attention normally reserved for the league‘s top players. This notion is exhibited in the 
league‘s mainstream marketing campaigns, where the athleticism and triumphs of the 
top players are constantly celebrated.       
 
Figure 8.4 
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Figure 8.5 
 The NBA‘s content is usually portrayed in a serious tone—they can be fun but 
the message is always serious, utilising a promotion strategy that has traditionally 
focused on marketing the game‘s elite performers, emphasising the classical sporting 
myths of achieving greatness through hard work and determination. For instance, the 
NBA for many years used the slogan ―Where Amazing Happens‖ amidst a video 
montage of the league‘s elite players, underscoring the league‘s image as a top flight 
basketball competition. These ads only featured the league‘s top stars, like Kobe 
Bryant and LeBron James, along with legends like Michael Jordan and Magic 
Johnson, whose images, likenesses and achievements have been marketed and 
celebrated around the world as idealised role models. Yet, the release of the 
Scalabrine tribute video demonstrated that the NBA is open to shifting from their 
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traditional promotional model. The tongue-in-cheek tribute video of Scalabrine can, in 
a sense, be interpreted as the NBA experimenting with ways to connect with its 
audiences (Gasparro 2015). Knowing the dominant audience group would most likely 
understand and enjoy the content, the tribute video generated considerable attention 
from both online and mainstream sports media channels because it was different to 
anything the NBA had ever used in their promotional media.  
 The integration of popular internet humour into marketing strategies has become 
one of the methods for organisations like the NBA to keep up with popular cultural 
trends. The familiarity of the meme creates a blueprint for engagement among the 
audience due the familiarity of ideas that are associated with a particular meme. 
However, the commercial use of memetic texts or ideas associated with them can also 
be problematic. The utilisation of memetic themes within commercial media may 
resonate well with online-based audiences, who are more likely to make an impact in 
terms of engagement and response due to their enthusiasm for generating and sharing 
content. But, because the content is published on a public domain, it is also exposed to 
non-targeted audiences who may not understand the context of a particular meme.   
 The dominant discourses within memes separates insider from outsider. To be 
able to understand the meaning of a meme resonates with being a part of the in-group. 
This sets them against the out-group, who are not familiar with basketball memes or 
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the sport of basketball. The themes within Scalabrine memes are not neutral; they are 
the result of a cultural process where perspectives have been voiced from the 
dominant social group. As such, those who are not a part of the dominant audience 
group may not fully understand the meaning behind certain memes.  
 The context of the NBA‘s tribute video and the framing of Scalabrine memes 
both rely on the similar tone of mockingly declaring his greatness. While it was likely 
not the NBA‘s intension to ridicule Scalabrine, by featuring him in a tribute it serves 
as acknowledgment to the league‘s dominant fan base and also as an 
acknowledgement to the various connotations attached to him. What is most 
significant about this is that many of the fan interpretations and responses toward 
Scalabrine have social and racial undertones, such as ridiculing the White athlete who 
is considered to be less athletically gifted in comparison to Black basketball players. 
As touched on in Chapter 6, there is a common perception within basketball fan 
culture that White players are not as talented as Black players. As such, the popularity 
of fan-created texts and the themes and ideas carried through them can be interpreted 
as working against the corporate vision of the NBA. Part of the NBA‘s success from a 
commercial standpoint is the league‘s ability to maintain a positive image by 
attempting to control and surveillance the prevailing Blackness of the league, such as 
the implementation of a dress-code policy favouring a conventional expression in 
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place of hip-hop culture (McDonald and Toglia 2010). On the other hand, the NBA 
also needs to continue promoting the personality and the skills of the players where 
over 80% of them are Black and for the most part have a deep connection with 
hip-hop culture.  
In their attempts to connect with the dominant audience, the NBA have had to 
implement new initiatives to make Black masculinity appealing and non-threatening 
to the predominantly White audience. By communicating in language that is easily 
recognisable by the dominant fan group, the NBA‘s use of Scalabrine in its 
promotional media invariably promotes the discourse of the dominant social group, in 
which the White athlete is playfully ridiculed for his inability to conform to the 
standards of basketball masculinity. Thus, as touched on in Chapter 3, the story of 
race within the NBA and its fan culture is as much about Whiteness as it is about 
Blackness.  
The industrial utilisation of memes in the NBA‟s social media 
Through social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, 
Snapchat, Google+ and Tumblr, NBA teams, players and the league itself have been 
able to expand their brands by directly connecting with the basketball fan base. More 
broadly, the official social media platforms of the NBA teams serve as the access 
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point for information regarding all facets of the team and its players, and also as a 
communicative bridge between fans and officials, fans and players, as well as 
engagement opportunities with other fans. This is initially driven by initiatives such as 
―Social Media Night‖, ―Social Media Takeover‖ and ―Social Media Awards‖, which 
are designed to enhance the fan experience by encouraging an interconnected 
interaction between fans and players through social media and during live-matches in 
the basketball arena.  
 More recently, part of that understanding has included the use of memes by 
online basketball audiences. In response, the NBA, as well as other commercial 
entities, have, in some cases, integrated themes inspired by fan-created memes into 
official promotional media featuring NBA players. This has become an intentional 
tactic by NBA teams in order to strengthen engagement with their fan base, as 
explained by Phoenix Suns‘ Digital Manager Greg Esposito (2015),  
We monitor both what fans and other teams do. Understanding the digital 
space from all angles makes it easier for us to adjust and adapt. The only 
way to stay in front of the curve is to monitor practices around the 
internet, borrow some and then create your own ideas. 
The acknowledgement of fan-created content on social media fosters a two-way 
channel between the team and the fan base, which subsequently encourages a greater 
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degree of fan engagement. This is, perhaps, more important for the NBA than for 
other sporting leagues, due to its younger fan base being more likely to use social 
media as a primary form of communication (Wilson 2015). This point is emphasised 
by Atlanta Hawks Social Media Coordinator Jaryd Wilson (2015): 
We need to have our finger on the pulse on how they are talking to each 
other online and we found that‘s definitely...how people are talking to 
each other online. They use the Gifs, the memes, the emoji‘s and all that 
stuff…in a perfect world, we would just have fans...tweet and share their 
content in a way where all we would have to do is repost, re-share or 
re-tweet what they are doing...that‘s the kind of the behaviour we want to 
train...eventually what we will have is this online community that is 
essentially all talking in the same way, rallying together in the same way. 
 It is an interesting period for NBA teams on social media, as the use of 
fan-inspired texts such as memes is still in its early stages and many sports franchises 
and leagues are still experimenting with the commercial capabilities of memetic texts 
(Wilson 2015). However, the fact that memes are beginning to be used from a 
commercial perspective means they have value as a cultural tool for both 
communication and commercial purposes. The value of a brand increases when its 
online social audience gets bigger and the buzz in relation to it grows stronger 
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(Gaffney 2014). This point is significant because memes are now very much a part of 
the communicational habits of contemporary online audiences. 
The live aspect of sports provides the opportunity for people to share and talk 
about the moment, and the immediacy offered by second-screen devices provides the 
ideal platform to share the excitement and intrigue that is generated by the 
unpredictability of live sport (Wilson 2015). From an NBA team‘s standpoint, 
capturing the moments of live game play through animated gifs, memes or vines 
enhances the relevance of the content through recognisability.  
 Memes that are shared in official capacity are used for promotional purposes, 
game status updates or news documentation. However, this does not mean they are 
not used to put forward more subjective views. And in some instances they are used as 
counter-arguments against critics (8.6), or to initiate banter with opposing teams (8.7).  
 
Figure 8.6 
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 The image shown above (8.6) was shared on the Golden State Warriors‘ Twitter 
page on January 19th 2015 after a resounding victory over the Denver Nuggets by 43 
points. It was in response to comments made by Hall of Fame basketball player and 
analyst Charles Barkley, who believed the Warriors were not one of the best teams in 
the NBA, despite having the best record in the league (Simmons 2015). The image 
blends the lyrics ―Haters gonna hate hate hate‖, from singer Taylor Swift‘s song 
―Shake it off‖, with a photograph of Warriors‘ players Stephen Curry and Klay 
Thompson celebrating on the basketball court. By drawing on popular cultural texts 
such as Swift‘s hit song, it allows for the meme to quickly establish meaning and tone. 
The overall presentation of the meme has a double-layered effect in celebrating the 
team‘s victory and serving as a counter-argument to Barkley‘s criticisms. The term 
‗hater‘ in this instance refers to the pop cultural interpretation of the word rather than 
in the literal sense. The term is often used in pop cultural texts to reflect emotions of 
jealousy or to downplay a particular situation. The image argued that Barkley, like 
many detractors, are just ‗haters‘ who are jealous of the Warriors‘ success. The use of 
memes and the alignment of themes suggest an interconnection between the official 
and the amateur.  
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Figure 8.7 
When 76ers‘ rookie Jerami Grant performed a posterizing dunk on Pistons‘ Forward 
Jonas Jerebko, the 76ers‘ social media team responded by sharing the above image 
(8.7) on their Twitter account. The meme is a blend of four different images that 
exaggeratingly plays on the emotional responses one may experience after witnessing 
such an impressive dunk.  
As touched on in Chapter 7 with Figure 7.21, being posterized refers to a move 
that is so impressive that it deserves to be on a poster. The emotions shown in 8.7 
begin with amazement (top left) then to bewilderment (top right), before suffering 
from an asthma attack (bottom left), which eventually leads to fainting (bottom right). 
The images taken together, exaggerates some of the emotions basketball fans may 
experience when a significant moment occurs during a contest. Of course, this 
particular meme was the 76ers‘ way of creatively celebrating an impressive play with 
their fan base. However, what is also notable here is the format of the meme 
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appropriates the ironic tone that exists in most fan-created image macros. The images, 
and the overall meme, serves as a launching point for not only content sharing but 
also discussion concerning that particular game moment. The conversational tone that 
is often seen in memes shared by official team accounts plays a role in personalising 
the fan experience on social media instead of talking at the fans, teams are now 
talking to the fans via language that is relatable and easily understood by them. 
In this sense, part of the appeal of using memetic texts is simply because the 
dominant sector of the basketball fan base are able to understand it. Part of the 
understanding from an official standpoint does not necessarily entail staff meetings 
detailing strategies, but, rather, involves a more hands-on approach, such as ―being a 
part of the digital world‖ and being aware of popular trends not just among basketball 
fans but also in broader popular culture (Esposito 2015; Gasparro 2015; Wilson 
2015).  
As, Gasparro (2015) points out: 
The fans that engage with us the most, we think they would 
understand...we are going for them because they are the most highly 
engaged fans, they are using Twitter the most, Facebook the most or 
Instagram the most. They [the fans] are very creative, I think they are 
very young and they respond really well to those things.  
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 Similar sentiments were echoed by Wilson (2015) regarding the social media 
strategy implemented by the Atlanta Hawks: 
We know the cream of the crop is the 18 - 24 year old audience, even 
younger maybe...that‘s where we want to go...we want to target our voice, 
target our messaging and everything we do to seek that audience and 
obviously, we care about others too but that 18 - 24 group is a prime 
group for us. 
 Even if the social media spaces of NBA teams do not always use memes, when 
they do, they are mostly single-sided commentary or representations, but the fact that 
they are utilised as part of the strategy to interact with fans means they hold value as a 
cultural tool for both engagement and for commercial purposes. While the memes 
shared by NBA teams for the most part do not challenge social norms or make any 
kind of political or cultural statement, their effectiveness relies on the familiarity of 
format and the conversational tone of the memetic texts. By communicating in a 
language that is more relatable to the dominant crowd, it eases the traditional 
boundary between producer and audience, which, in turn, allows NBA teams to 
present themselves as non-threatening.  
 This point is reiterated by Gasparro (2015), who sees the creative use of digital 
media such as memes and video mash-ups as a key method of fan engagement for the 
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76ers. By providing unique content that is only available through team social media 
pages, it allows teams, like the 76ers, to directly engage with and acknowledge its fan 
base, which encourages interaction in the form of retweets, shares and likes, and also 
serves to boost fan morale (Gasparro 2015). The last point is particularly significant, 
as the 76ers underperformed during the 2014 -15 NBA season, yet their efficiency on 
social media is considered one of the best in the NBA, ranking 3
rd
 out of 30 NBA 
teams by Complex Media (Peebles 2015).  
 When memes are used by NBA teams to provide commentary on live matches 
and for marketing purposes, they are mostly in-line with fan-created image macros in 
terms of tone and content, suggesting a sense of interconnection between officially 
produced media and that created by fans. In this sense, when memes are shared in an 
official capacity, these spaces themselves become a part of the broader online 
basketball fan network in which the subjective basketball-related commentary can be 
consumed, argued, debated and shared.  
 The meme examples shown throughout this thesis demonstrate that everyday 
net-users can engage with and respond to various aspects of popular culture by 
partaking in the creation, circulation and spreading of memes. The popular use of 
memes by the online basketball fan culture also emphasises the importance of popular 
culture and the use of humour as a relatable cultural tool for discussion related to the 
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sport of basketball and the broader culture. The vibrancy and polysemic nature of 
fan-created basketball memes are influenced by various cultural conditions. That is, 
the make-up of a meme is usually influenced by two main factors, the process of 
engagement is influenced by cultural conditions and is mixed with our own unique 
ways of processing information and making sense of the world. This process 
contributes to the vibrancy of a meme in the sense that some individuals may be able 
to utilise the text better than others, just as readers of the text may have varying 
responses. 
 The use of memes as a cultural tool for communication in basketball fan 
communities has fostered an environment that allows for dialogue to flourish more 
openly. In some instances, memes have been used to both reinforce and challenge 
dominant social positions concerning race, gender, sexuality, politics, and so on. As 
stated by Ryan Milner (2012, p.306) in his research about memes, ―Amateur 
discourses, under the right circumstances, can have impressive voice and reach‖. This 
was the case with basketball memes such as ―He only hates half of you‖ or the host of 
Brian Scalabrine memes that contributed to his position as a cult hero.  
 Much of the content within basketball image macros rely on social 
categorisations concerning class, gender, politics, popularity, sexuality and, most 
notably, race. This reveals the influence of familiarised cultural views, which are 
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constantly drawn upon to establish social positions within meme spaces. For instance, 
as basketball fans used image macros to respond to Jeremy Lin‘s on-court 
performances, they often did so by drawing on cultural myths of Asian people, such as 
being bad drivers or being academically focused. And although memes concerning 
Brian Scalabrine were not as blatant in the use of racial discourse, he was often 
ridiculed for his mediocre career statistics and his lack of playing time, despite the 
fact there were, arguably, Black players who were less talented than him that played 
during his career. Regardless of the purpose of expression, racial overtones remains a 
constant theme within basketball fan image macros. As covered in the Chapter 3 and 5, 
the issue of race has played a bigger role in the NBA in comparison to other 
professional sporting competitions around the world. The issue of race has played a 
vital role in influencing how the league is operated, from the overall culture of the 
league to how the public respond to it. This is reflected in the presentation of the 
league, such as in the incorporation of hip hop culture in promotional media and in the 
persona of a large number of players. This has also had an influence on the NBA‘s fan 
base in how they respond to not just basketball stories but also to other social-cultural 
issues, as exhibited in some of the memes featured in this thesis.  
 Even though different individuals may interpret texts and use memes in different 
ways, the issue of race is often what connects the various expressions put forward 
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through memes. These circumstances not only reveal the capabilities of digital media 
communication, but it also reveals how race continues to be a sensitive and 
contentious subject for many people.  
This also reflects both professional sport and memes as a cultural resource in 
which the images of athletes and stories associated with sport can be used as entry 
points to express different social positions. This engagement practice allows 
participants to convey opinions and ideas by linking the familiar with new ideas. For 
instance, as fans responded to racist allegations against Donald Sterling through 
memes, it also ignited various other viewpoints concerning race beyond the original 
topic. 
 Even when memes are regularly used by participants as a way to cover 
socio-cultural issues, expressions are delivered on the premise of a joke. As Magill 
(2007, p.4 -5) points out, humour is ―not serious about seriousness‖. The function and 
purpose of humour does not necessarily honour the nature, traditions, history, 
hierarchy or the status quo (Warner 2012). Because of this, the element of humour can 
often provide people with the basis for expressing views or ideas that they normally 
would not express in more serious surroundings. As such, humorously delivered 
insights can potentially challenge dominant cultural views because they allow people 
to steer away from the reasonability that is often attached when making particular 
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sentiments in a more straight forward manner. The element of humour in some 
instances can provide a sense of safety for people to communicate more openly. This 
more open dialogue also opens the possibility to a broader range of interpretations and 
responses.  
 Along with the element of humour, the anonymity aspect of internet 
communication has played a role in making memes a popular tool for dialogue. And 
because the technological capabilities of meme creation and circulation can occur 
rapidly on such a large scale, the anonymity factor of internet communication means 
that it allows meme participants, for the most part, to not be held accountable for the 
type of sentiment and ideas expressed through the memes they create and share. In 
some ways, the anonymity factor actually encourages people to participate in 
conversation and debate in an unfiltered way. This accords with what Shifman (2011) 
refers to as the incompleteness of memetic texts, in the sense that conversation 
opportunities are broadened due to the openness of communication, as well as the fact 
that not everyone will interpret and respond to texts in the exact same way.  
Conclusion 
 A prevailing trend within basketball memes is that fans often discuss and debate 
about stories happening in the basketball world by drawing on familiarised views such 
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as popular cultural texts or social identity stereotypes, and combine them with their 
own vernacular to formulate certain expressions. The channelling of familiarised texts 
and social positions within the memes become a quick access point to a particular 
topic. As Milner (2012, p.306) points out in his research, the blend of ―the familiar 
and the new, the dominant and the negotiated, the pop and the political, gives memes 
a nimbleness and versatility as public discourse‖.   
 Within fan-created basketball memes, interpretations of race are often used to 
provide commentary and critique concerning Asian, Black and Caucasian players. For 
instance, commentary and critique concerning Jeremy Lin through fan-created memes 
were often framed by drawing on Western stereotype views of Asian people, such as 
them being bad drivers or smart students. Image macros concerning Brian Scalabrine 
were often framed on the belief within basketball fan culture that White basketball 
players are not as talented as Black athletes. In addition to drawing on their own 
views concerning race, fans responded to the Donald Sterling racism controversy by 
drawing on texts and figures that are culturally associated with racial tensions, such as 
the Adolf Hitler and the film 12 Years a Slave (Figures 7.16 and 7.17). This does not 
mean that basketball fans are racists, but rather, familiarises cultural interpretations of 
race as one of the many tools basketball meme participants use to engage in 
commentary, conversation and debate concerning sport and culture. The ever-present 
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use of social identity distinctions concerning race is a reflection of the history of the 
NBA and its fan culture—which also indicates that despite the league‘s progressive 
efforts to narrow the racial divide with community initiatives both in the U.S and 
globally, the issue of race is still a contentious topic within contemporary culture.  
 It also becomes apparent that humour, in particular satire and irony, plays a key 
role in conveying expression through fan-created basketball memes. An important 
element of ironic or satirical humour is what Linda Hutcheon (1994, p.96-97) refers to 
as ―discursive communities‖. Hutcheon (1994) emphasises that satire draws on 
cultural vernacular as well as new knowledge in order to formulate an opinion. 
Satirical television programs like The Colbert Report and The Daily Show become a 
safe text for those who want to present alternative views or to critique political events 
and policies happening around the world (Baym 2009). Similar trends can be seen 
within online discourse, where technological capabilities have allowed individuals to 
not only stay anonymous but to also create and spread texts rapidly. The use of satire 
or irony through internet memes becomes a safe foundation for participants to voice 
critiques and opinions that they may not have expressed under more serious 
circumstances. What has also contributed to the popularity of memes is that there is 
no given law on how to use or interpret them and participants have the freedom to 
create, interpret and share memes however they like.  
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 Through the image macros analysed in this thesis, we can see that social 
identities are often the grounds for debate within meme collectives, where popular 
cultural texts, social and personal views intertwined to formulate perspectives. The 
various representations perpetuated through memes demonstrates the vibrancy of 
meme communication in which there is room for promoting both dominant and 
alternative views. The notion that meme participants can use image macros as a tool 
to partake in commentary and debate that might otherwise lead to reprimand and 
scrutiny under more serious situations, demonstrates the value of memes as a cultural 
tool for engagement. At times, the opinions expressed within certain memes became 
launching points for further debate concerning social roles and identities. This was 
perhaps best illustrated in the memes concerning Jeremy Lin and Donald Sterling, 
where both balanced debates and more controversial views about race were shared 
within online basketball meme spaces.  
 Meme participation is increasingly vibrant in form and participants can create 
and circulate memes however they want, just as readers can interpret them in their 
own ways. The creation, circulation and imitation of image macros give meme 
participants a unique voice with which to partake in debate and cultural expression. 
The fact that certain memes can ignite generativity, in the sense that they become 
launching points for further debate in which multiple social positions are reinforced 
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and challenged, reflect the communicative trends of contemporary culture, where 
texts and opinions are intertwined in unconventional ways to express an opinion or to 
make a particular statement. It is this generativity that illustrates the cultural value of 
memes, not only as a cultural tool but as a relatable language for different purposes 
and ranging from communication, to activism and advertising. 
 As touched on at the beginning of this chapter, this project was aimed at studying 
the influence of fan-created basketball memes primarily from a cultural and media 
studies perspective. However, the influence exerted by some fan texts and the use of 
fan language, such as memes in the communication and promotional media of NBA 
teams, suggest that there is potential for further research from a marketing 
standpoint—in particular, the influence of fan-created image macros on the 
promotional strategies of the NBA, NBA teams and the players.  
 The use of memes as a tool of communication within the online basketball fan 
base has fostered an online environment whereby the circulation of these digital texts 
can at times have influences on the negotiation of not only basketball stories but 
social positions within culture as well. While some perspectives are more accepted 
than others and certain memes can be more popular than others, they all contribute to 
the polysemic nature of memetic discourse. Their potential influence is not solely 
dependent on their content, but also on their reach. Thus, if basketball memes are 
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constantly being used as a tool by fans to not only negotiate with basketball-related 
stories but to engage with various social positions and representations, then they have 
the potential to exert greater influence both culturally and commercially. This notion 
can already be seen in the official social media networks of NBA teams, where the use 
of fan language and memes is increasingly becoming the norm.  
 The trend of using memes as a cultural tool is not just happening within the NBA 
and its fan base but it is also occurring in a broader cultural context, such as in 
political campaigns and for social activism purposes. As such, there needs to be 
greater emphasis on understanding how and why memes are utilised by people as a 
cultural tool for a range of communicative purposes, from engaging in activism, 
commentary, communication and debate, to commercially motivated purposes, such 
as the use of memes in product advertising. Understanding the utilisation of memes as 
a cultural tool not only allows us to rethink conventional communication methods but 
it can also help us approach and engage culture in more vibrant and proficient ways 
that otherwise may not be possible with more traditional forms of communication.  
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Appendix A: Interview Questions 
* Basketball is now one of the most popular sports around the world- has there been 
an emphasised focus on reaching the global fan base through social media?  
  * If so, what are some of those initiatives?  
 * Has the globalisation of the NBA presented challenges in expanding the  
 team‘s brand name through digital media?  
 
* What kind of social media platforms does the NBA and NBA teams see as the most 
important? 
 
* What are the key objectives in terms of extending the brand via social media? 
 
* What tactics do you see as most essential to achieving their goals on social media? 
 
* How much attention do you pay to social media? How is this attention measured? 
 
* How does the NBA and NBA teams respond to fan practices such as internet 
memes?  
 
* How do you respond when fan practices such as internet memes may promote 
potentially unsavoury, contradicting themes to their commercial imperatives?  
 
* What was the NBA's stance on the cult status of 'accidental' heroes like Brian 
Scalabrine?  
 
* What was the rationale when the NBA chose to use Scalabrine as part of 
promotional media, alongside superstars LeBron James and Kobe Bryant? 
 
* Did fan image macros play an influence in the NBA's Scalabrine promotional 
video?  
 
* What are the challenges that NBA teams face when engaging with a dynamic online 
fan base?  
  * How have you tried to respond to those challenges? 
 
* What are some of the recent initiatives that your team has taken to engage with its 
fan base through social media? 
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* Have you personally been involved in projects that focused on using memes to 
engage with the online fan base? Can you tell me more about those projects, and the 
challenges you faced? 
 
 
* There have been some instances where the NBA and NBA teams have 
communicated using elements that are perhaps more in-line with "fan language" such 
as memes for game updates and Tweeting other NBA teams on Twitter- Is this part of 
the digital strategy to appeal to the more dominant audience group? 
 
* Why do you think the use of memes is so popular among NBA fans?  
 
* Does the NBA and its teams keep track of fan practices on the internet? For example, 
the use of animated gifs, vines and memes?  
 
* Moving forward, do you think fan-created works like memes have a more expanded 
role in the promotion strategies of the NBA and its teams?   
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Appendix B: Coding Chart Category Criteria 
 
Single-layered Image Macro: Single-layered image macros consists of one singular 
image as the meme template. A single-layered image macro should look like this: 
 
 
 
Multi-layered Image Macro: A multi-layered image macro consists of a minimum of 
two images as part of the meme make-up to convey a particular message. 
Multi-layered image macros typically look like the examples below: 
  
 
N/A (Not an Image Macro): Content that do not fit the conventions of either a 
single-layered image macro or a multi-layered image macro. Content such as still 
images or video clips, without any kind of superimposed text fit into this category. 
 
Duplicates: Multiple copies of the exact same meme. 
 
Language: The language that is used within the meme. E.g. English, French, 
Spanish...etc.  
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On-court Basketball Action Images: On-court basketball action images pertain to 
images of basketball stars being involved in the act of basketball competition. Below 
are examples of on-court basketball action images: 
  
 
On-court Basketball Images: On-court basketball images differ to on-court 
basketball action images in the sense that the images are of basketball players on the 
court but not in active competition. This could refer to images taken during playing 
intervals, players who are not the active roster or non-playing team members such as 
coaches.  
  
 
Off-court Basketball Images: This category refers to images of basketball players 
away from the basketball court, such as attending promotional events or images 
captured of players during their daily routines.  
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Images from other cultural industries: This category may include images of figures 
and characters from other cultural sectors, such as: other sports, film, television and 
politics.  
  
 
On-court basketball commentary: This category recognises only memes that 
discusses issues related to on-court basketball competition. This may include: 
on-court player and team performances and achievements, referee judgements, player 
injuries, and so on.  
  
 
Off-court basketball commentary: This category pertains to memes that focus on 
the off-court aspects of basketball. Commentary may refer to player transfers, 
off-court player or team indiscretions or player physical appearances. 
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